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“Cooperation among all people cannot remain a dream, but
something that must become actuality if our civilization is to
survive. We cannot afford to wait long in this changing and
changed world. It is now – not in the next century or even in the
next generation. But now – that we and the men and women of
all nations, must recognize that no man live unto himself, no
country can live unto itself.”
Dr Lena Madison Phillips, 1931
Founder of International Federation of Business and Professional Women
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Section One:
General
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Friday 5th April 2019.
Intercontinental Hotel, 2 Grey Street, Wellington.

TT 10am – 12pm

Executive Meeting

Lvl 1, Thorndon Room

TT 12pm – 5pm

Registration

Lvl 1, Outside Lambton Room

TT 1pm – 2pm

First Timers Briefing

Lvl 1, Featherston Room

Anita Devcich, Faye Gardiner

TT 2pm – 3pm

Budget and Finance

Lvl 1, Featherston Room

Kim Hayman		

TT 3pm – 4pm

Resolutions

Lvl 1, Featherston Room

Vicky Mee

TT 4pm – 5pm

Young BPW

Lvl 1, Featherston Room

Siobhan Dilly

TT 6pm – 6:30pm

Pre – Dinner Drinks

Wharewaka Function - 2 Taranaki Street, Wellington

TT 6:30pm – 10:30pm

Official Opening and Awards Dinner
- Mihi and Karakia
- Key Note Speaker

Map of Level 1,
Hotel InterContinenal
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SECTION ONE
GENERAL

Pre-Conference
Events

- Awards Presentations

Conference Agenda
Saturday 6th April 2019
8.00am – 10.30am

TT 18. Announcements
TT 19. Vice President Candidate’s speeches

(Delegates, please make sure you have signed in &
obtained your voting card prior to 8.30 am. This card
must be returned to the Registration table at the end of
the morning session).
TT 1. Welcome

TT 20. Margery Toulson Candidate speech
Morning Tea: 10.30am to 11.00 am
BPW NZ Open Forums and Panels
Open to Women of Wellington.
TT 21. Conversation on the SDG’s – Chair Dr. Gill
Greer
a. The implementation, monitoring and reporting:
Who do we engage with this process and how do
we achieve the goals by 2030

TT 2. Collect (all stand) and candle lighting
TT 3. Obituaries
TT 4. Roll Call
TT 5. Apologies and Greetings

TT 7. Announcements (call for General Business)

TT 22. Panel Discussions Session 1 (attendees to
choose one topic to attend)
Topic 1: Breaking down gender stereotypes
Topic 2: Media training on all platforms

TT 8. Voting Strength

Lunch: 12.45pm to 1.30pm

TT 9. Adoption of Standing Orders

TT 23. Panel Discussion Session 2
Topic 3: Highlighting the power of female
entrepreneurs
Topic 4: Bullying and harassment in the workplace

TT 6. Reading of the Aims of BPW NZ

TT 10. Call for late nominations
TT 11. Appointment of Parliamentarian, Timekeepers
(2), Scrutineers (6)
TT 12. Acceptance of Late Resolutions
TT 13. Minutes of 54th Conference 2018, Warkworth
TT 14. Corrections, Matters Arising

Afternoon Tea: 3.15pm to 3.45pm

TT 15. Correspondence from Conference 2018
TT 16. Executive Officers Reports (all noted as read,
including President’s Associate)
* President
* First Vice President
* Second Vice President
* Executive Secretary
* IT Administrator
* Young BPW
* IPP
TT 17. Treasurer and Financial Reports for 2018

TT 24. Panel Discussion Session 3
Topic 5: Climate change and the effects to New
Zealand
Topic 6: Assessing barriers to gender equality with
a multi–sector approach

TT 25. Rounding up the sessions by the Ministry for
Women
TT 26. Message from BPW International President Dr
Amany Asfour
TT 27. Message from BPW International 1st VP Susan
Jones
TT 28. Message from BPW International 2nd VP to the
United Nations Dr Catherine Bosshart-Pfluger
TT 29. Announcements
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Dinner 7pm to 11.30pm at the Wellesley Boutique
Hotel, 2-8 Maginnity Street, Wellington.
Dinner Theme: SDG 16 - Promote peaceful and inclusive
societies for sustainable development, provide access
to justice for all and build effective, accountable and
inclusive institutions at all levels.

TT 45. Announcements
TT 46. Group Photo
Lunch: 1.00pm – 1.45pm
Delegates, please make sure you have signed in &
obtained your voting card prior to 1.30pm. This card
must be returned to the registration desk at the end of
the afternoon session.
TT 47. Voting Strength

Sunday 7th April
8.00am Registration

TT 48. Regional Meeting dates announced
TT 49. NCW Report

Delegates, please make sure you have signed in &
obtained your voting card prior to 8.20am. This card
must be returned to the registration desk at the end of
the morning session. Delegates please make your votes
for Officers.

TT 50. CEDAW reporting
TT 51. Individual Members update
TT 52. General Business

8.30am: Conference starts

TT 53. Announcement of Officers

TT 30. Welcome /Announcements

TT 54. Motion to destroy voting papers

TT 31. Vice Presidents Speeches

TT 55. 2020 Conference promotion

TT 32. Voting Strength

TT 56. 2021 Conference information

TT 33. Resolutions

TT 57. Thanks to outgoing Executive

TT 34. Message from the Asia Pacific Regional
Coordinator Dr Narudee Kiengsiri

TT 58. Thanks and presentation to conference
planning committee

TT 35. Message from Oceania Sub-Regional
Coordinator Carolyn Savage

TT 59. 59 Introduction of 2019/2020 Executive
TT 60. Presidents statement of intent for 2019/2020

TT 36. Message from BPW Australia President
Jacquilene Graham

TT 61. Final Announcements
TT 62. Formal closing and Karakia

TT 37. International Board candidate speeches

Farewell Afternoon Tea: 3:15pm

TT 38. Announcements

TT BPW Executive handover 4.15 – 6.00pm

Morning Tea: 11.00am to 11.20am

TT Dinner

TT 39. Voting Strength
TT 40. Resolutions Session
TT 41. Asia Pacific Report
TT 42. Leaders’ Summit Report 2019
TT 43. CSW 63
TT 44. Women’s Empowerment Principals (WEP’s)
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SECTION ONE
GENERAL

Day 1 of conference finishes 5pm and then cash
bar available and time available for networking.

Standing Orders
1.0 CONDUCT OF MEETINGS
1.1

(a)

When a motion is formulated, proposed,
and seconded, any further discussion
must proceed on that proposition and be
governed by Standing Orders.

(b)

Only voting members may propose and
second motions.

(c)

Parts of a proposed motion may be voted
on separately at the request of any voting
member unless the mover of the motion
objects.

(d)

(e)

(f)

1.2

Observers shall speak only on the Resolutions
Chair stating that the meeting is open for
discussion after she has ascertained that no
more voting members with speaking rights at
Conference wish to speak.

1.3

The proposer of the motion may speak for three
(3) minutes, the seconder for two (2) minutes, and
each subsequent speaker and the right of reply
be for two (2) minutes.

1.4

The mover of the motion, but not the mover of an
amendment thereto, shall have the right of reply to
the discussion, but may introduce no new matter.

When an amendment revises, adds to, or
deletes from a proposal, the amendment
shall be put to the vote first, and if it is
adopted, the amended proposal shall
then become the substantive motion and
be put to the vote.
Any further proposed amendments to
motions not designed to alter the per
capita levy or budget shall be handed in
writing to the Resolutions Chair on the
prescribed form (available at Conference)
before being formally moved and
seconded. These amendments shall be
circulated to members at Conference
before the sessions considering the
motions, where practicable.

1.5

Late resolutions must be lodged with the
Resolutions Chair not later than 0830
hours on the first day of Conference and
after consideration by the Resolutions
Chair (and Resolutions Committee) the
decision, on acceptance or not, is to be
announced immediately after lunch on the
first day of Conference.
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(a)

If an amendment is moved she may
exercise this right either before the
amendment is put, or before the vote on
the original motion.

(b)

In all other cases no one may speak more
than once to any motion or amendment
except to raise a point of order or to ask a
question.

(a)

During discussion of any matter a voting
member may raise a point of order. In this
case the Chair shall immediately state
her ruling. If it is challenged, the Chair
shall forthwith submit her ruling to the
Conference for decision, and it shall stand
unless over ruled.

(b)

At the conclusion of any speech it may
be moved by any voting member who
has not previously spoken in the debate
that the question be now put; on this
being seconded it shall immediately be
put to the vote and, if carried, the motion
or amendment under discussion shall be
voted upon at once.

SECTION ONE
GENERAL

(c)

(d)

1.6

(a)

(b)

At the conclusion of any speech it may
be moved by any voting member who
has not previously spoken in the debate
that the next business be now proceeded
with; on this being seconded, it shall be
immediately be put to the vote and, if
carried, the next business shall be taken
forthwith.
The decision of the Chair shall be final on
all points except as provided in Article 1.5
(a) above.
Voting shall be in accordance with Article
10 of the Constitution. Each motion shall
be voted upon by a show of voting cards.
No count shall be taken unless the Chair
considers it to be desirable or the decision
is challenged.
A simple majority shall be a majority of
those voting. Where a two thirds (2/3rds)
majority is required it shall be two thirds
(2/3rds) of the votes cast.

2.0 OPEN DISCUSSION
2.1

After reports have been presented and
seconded, discussion is open to voting members
and members with speaking rights.

2.2

Observers shall speak only on the Chair stating
that the meeting is open after she has ascertained
that no more voting members or members with
speaking rights wish to speak.

2.3

No speaker may speak to the same discussion
more than twice.

2.4

No one may speak for more than three (3)
minutes.

3.0 SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDERS
In matter of urgency the Chair may accept notice in
writing of a motion for suspension of one (1) or more
Standing Orders, provided that:

(i) A two thirds (2/3rds) majority of the
votes cast at a Conference or a Special
General Meeting called for the purpose is
required to change the Constitution.
(ii) A two thirds (2/3rds) Majority of votes
cast at Conference is required to change
the Finance Policy.
(c)

Such number of stewards as may be
required shall be appointed by Conference
at the first business session.

(a)

The voting member at the Conference
states her reason for requesting
suspension.

(b)

No fewer than two thirds (2/3rds) of the
eligible members present at Conference
vote for such suspension.

4.0 ADOPTION OF STANDING ORDERS
Standing orders shall be adopted at the beginning of
each Conference.

.
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Section Two:
Minutes from
Conference
2018
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1. Welcome

4. Voting Strength/Roll Call

President Hellen Swales, welcomed everyone to the 54th
BPW NZ Conference and announced that the theme for
the conference was “Past, Present and Future.”

TT President – Hellen Swales

President Hellen Swales then welcomed and recognised
BPW NZ Life Members Joan Bielby and Dianne Glenn,
and Past Presidents, Anita Devcich, Carolyn Savage and
Angela McLeod and Immediate Past President Vicky
Mee.

TT Treasurer – Adele Hardie

The President thanked BPW Warkworth for all their hard
work and welcomed all the delegates and observers,
and gave a special welcome to Stephanie Peters who
travelled from Wallis Island to be involved in the BPW NZ
Conference.

2. Collect

TT 1st Vice President Issues – Janet Gibb
TT 2nd Vice PresidentMembership – Sally Smith
TT Young BPW – Vivien Johnson
TT Executive Secretary – Christine Berridge
TT Immediate PastPresident – Vicky Mee
TT BPW NZ Honorary Life Members and Past
Presidents (LM) – Joan Bielby and Dianne Glenn.
TT Past Presidents (PP) - Anita Devcich, Carolyn
Savage and Angela McLeod.

Club Delegates
Individual Members

1st VP Issues, Janet Gibb, read The Collect and Young
BPW Stephanie Peters lit the candle for peace.

TT Melissa Jones
Central Hawkes Bay
TT Sandra Fleming

3. Obituaries

TT Kathryn Lee

Executive Secretary Christine Berridge, read the
obituaries

TT Marilyn Lougher

TT Teresa Mee

TT Linda Wood, BPW Mana

TT Catherine Webster
Christchurch

Members were asked to stand and observe a minute’s
silence as a mark of respect to those who had passed
away during the year.

TT Kerry Maw-Smith
TT Doubtless Bay
TT Lynn Dow
TT Leslie Whitehorn
Franklin
TT Toni Hill
TT Janice Gammon
TT Glenys Hayward
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SECTION TWO
MINUTES

Minutes of the 54th Conference held at
Mahurangi College, Woodcocks Road, Warkworth
on the 21st and 22nd April 2018

6. BPW NZ Aims

Gisborne
TT Sherryll Markie-Brookes

2nd Vice President Sally Smith read the BPW
International Aims.

TT Maggie Asplet
TT Catherine Chrisp
TT Alison Crosswell

7. Additional General Business
Items and Amendments to
Agenda

Hawera
TT Te Aroha Hohaia
TT Desiree Bond

President Hellen Swales then called for items of general
business and recognised PP Angela McLeod.

TT Sheryl Wallis
TT Tara Hogan

Angela McLeod requested the addition of an item to
general business being “Pop Up Business School”.

Huntly & Districts
TT Wendy Horrox

President Hellen Swales, advised of amendments to the
agenda as follows;

TT Gayle Scott
TT Nola Morland

TT Delete Item 34 – no message has been received.

Kaitaia

TT Delete Item 35 – no message has been received.

TT Donna MacMillan

TT Insert Item 34a – message received from
International 1stVP Membership Susan Jones
received and to be read

TT Marie Berghan
Tamaki
TT Catherine Nairn

8. Close of Nominations

Upper Hutt

THAT nominations for office bearers be closed and
accepted as presented.

TT Elaine White
TT Christine Edney

PP Carolyn Savage/BPW Tamaki
CARRIED

Warkworth
TT Kristina Paterson
TT Kim Hayman

9. Call for Nominations for
President

TT Jackie Woolerton
TT Jenny Ferguson (Sunday)

THAT nominations for office bearers be closed and
accepted as presented.

Wellington
TT Siobhan Dilly

That Hellen Swales be nominated as a candidate for
President

5. Apologies

BPW Upper Hutt/BPW Gisborne
CARRIED

Apologies were received from:
TT 1st VP Membership BPW International, Susan Jones
TT Past President BPW Australia, Kay Morrison

Further

TT Past President & Life Member, Anne Todd

That the call for nominations for President be closed.

TT Past President & Life Member, Audrey Harris

LM Dianne Glenn/PP Carolyn Savage
CARRIED

TT Past President, Maureen Eardley-Wilmot
TT Past President, Faye Gardiner
TT IT Administrator, Lorraine Cameron
TT President’s Associate, Jill Lawson
TT Individual Member, Sue Gould, Elizabeth Horrell,
and Angela Rotholf, Robyn Davidson
THAT the apologies be accepted.		
President Hellen Swales/BPW Gisborne
CARRIED
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10. Voting Strength 45

15. Matters arising from the
minutes

11. Adoption of Standing Orders

NIL

BPW Wellington/BPW Upper Hutt
CARRIED

16. Correspondence arising
from 2017 Conference
The correspondence from the resolutions passed at
conference in 2017 is available for delegates to read
during this conference.

12. Appointment of
Parliamentarian/Scrutineers
and Timekeepers
That Anita Devcich and Hillary Lewis be appointed as
Parliamentarians
That Leonie Dobbs and Andrea Cross be appointed as
Time Keepers
That Sandra White be appointed as Chief Scrutineer
That Angela McLeod, Raewyn Pennell, Merle Costar,
Janine Kerr, Mona Townsend be appointed as
Scrutineers
That Alison Crosswell, Marion Jones and Catherine
Crisp be appointed to the credentials desk

That the Outward Correspondence is approved, and the
Inward Correspondence be received.
VP Issues/BPW Christchurch
CARRIED

17. Executive Reports
Before beginning the reports from the Executive,
President Hellen Swales requested that the reports
tabled in the Conference book be accepted as read.
That the reports tabled in the Conference book be
accepted as read.
PP Angela McLeod/BPW Gisborne
CARRIED

That Joan Bielby be appointed as nominations chair.
BPW Wellington/BPW Upper Hutt
CARRIED

13. Acknowledgement of Late
Resolutions
IPP Vicky Mee acknowledged that one late resolution
had been received from BPW Wellington on Gender
Equality in Sport which will be put to conference later in
the agenda.

14. Confirmation of the Minutes
of the 53rd Annual Conference
2017

18. Report of BPW NZ President
President Hellen Swales spoke to her report. It has been
an interesting and challenging year, with Congress, CSW
62 and a Leader’s Summit within her first 12 months as
President.
Hellen reiterated that the Executive had worked really
well as a team together over the past year and have
made some great inroads in some areas with other
areas needing more work. Conference is the forum for
members to speak with the Executive and let them know
where their focus should be over the next 12 months.
THAT the President’s Report be adopted.	

That the minutes of the 53rd Conference of BPW NZ
held in Central Hawkes Bay on 22nd and 23rd April 2017
be adopted as a true and correct record.
President/BPW Warkworth
CARRIED
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President/PP Carolyn Savage
CARRIED

SECTION TWO
MINUTES

That Joan Bielby be appointed as nominations chair.

19. Report of 1st Vice President,
Issues
1st Vice President, Janet Gibb, spoke to her report. It
has been a privilege to be serving the members in this
position.It has been very busy and a huge learning
curve for her. She recommended that all members get
involved in the many task forces that are operating and
reiterated her thanks to Issues Taskforce Chair;Siobhan
Dilly without her support the Issues Task Force would
not have been able to submit 10 submissions over the
past year.

22. Report Young BPW
Young BPW, Vivien Johnson, spoke to her report. Vivien
thanked everyone for their support over the past three
years; this is her last year as Young BPW Executive.
Confirmed the number of Young BPW members as 16.
Vivien also corrected that although this is her last year
on the Executive it is not her last year as a Young BPW
member. BPW NZ criteria for Young BPW members is
different to BPW International with the age being 35 and
under in New Zealand.
THAT the Young BPW Report be adopted.

THAT the 1st Vice President’s Report be adopted.

Young BPW/BPW Hawera
CARRIED

1st VP Issues/BPW Wellington
CARRIED

23. Report of IT Administrator
20. Report of 2nd Vice
President, Membership
2nd Vice President, Sally Smith, spoke to her report.
She said that her year had also been very busy with a
focus primarily around the new website and the KTA/
GrowMe education package. Sally extended her thanks
to Carmen Nelson for her help in these areas getting
material organised andliaising with the website supplier.
Sally advised she had attended the International
Congress in Cairo however, had to pull out of CSW62 at
the last minute which was very disappointing.
Sally made a correction to the listing of members who
have achieved Keys to Achievement this year, being Jan
Shand who has completed her silver key; Gayle Scott
has completed her bronze key and Janet Gibb who has
achieved her gold key.
THAT the 2nd Vice President’s Report be adopted.
2nd VP Membership/IM Melissa Jones
CARRIED

21. Report of the Executive
Secretary
Executive Secretary, Christine Berridge, spoke to her
report. She wanted to note that she does read all of
the newsletters sent to her by the clubs and it is very
inspiring what clubs are doing in their communities to
get out and promote what BPW is all about.

On behalf of IT Administrator,Lorraine Cameron,
President Hellen Swales spoke to the report and thanked
Lorraine for being very vigilant in providing the Executive
with monthly reports with analytics and statistics in a
way that we are able to track in the social media space.
THAT the IT Administrator’s Report be adopted.
President/LM Joan Bielby
CARRIED

24. Report of Immediate Past
President
IPP, Vicky Mee, spoke to her report. She is enjoying
working with the Executive team and appreciates the
support and guidance of the Past Presidents and Life
Members as well as her club BPW Franklin who have
always supported her.
Vicky spoke of the Pay Equity Coalition Auckland,
a collaborative body in Auckland representing 23
organisations all pushing for equal pay. BPW has been
in the forefront of advocacy there for decades. 2018 will
be the biggest year yet for equal pay, and we need to
make sure the right mechanisms are in place to make
this happen.
THAT the IPP’s Report be adopted.

THAT the Executive Secretary’s Report be adopted
BPW Franklin/BPW Gisborne
CARRIED
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IPP/BPW Franklin
CARRIED

25. Report of the President’s
Associate

Adele Hardie opened the floor for discussion on the
financial accounts as presented.

THAT the President’s Associates report be adopted.
President/PP Carolyn Savage
CARRIED

Discussion:
TT LM Joan Bielby would like to see details of the
special accounts. The members are not given
these, only how much money was in these special
accounts last year and how much is in them now.
TT The Treasurer advised that at the moment this level
of accounting meets accounting standards. She has
alluded previously that these standards may change
for not for profits and these special accounts
movements will need to be shown in the future.
That the financial statements as reviewed by Lennie&
Associates for the year to 31 December 2017 be adopted.

26. Announcements
Treasurer Adele Hardie presented her report and
recommendations. There was a recommendation made
at the budget briefing which has been added.
Recommendations
That levies for 2019 will increase to $79 in line with
the increase of 1 Euro in International Dues and in
accordance with Finance Policy 2.3
Treasurer/President
CARRIED
That in accordance with Finance Policy 3.2.2 (a) and (b)
(i) -The President as leader of the delegation to the Asia
Pacific Regional Meeting be reimbursed for Registration
Fees and the cheapest available return airfare.
Treasurer/PP Carolyn Savage
CARRIED
That in accordance with Finance Policy 3.2.2 (c) the
second delegate to the Asia Pacific Regional Meeting
2018 is paid $1,000 in total towards expenses for
attending that conference.
Treasurer/BPW Upper Hutt
CARRIED

Treasurer/BPW Doubtless Bay
CARRIED
The Treasurer presented the 2019 budget and opened
it for discussion.
Point of Clarification
TT BPW Warkworth – query as to why no budgeted
costs for Conference Pres/Sec/Treas and
Conference Other as in previous years.
TT Treasurer – these should have been included at same
levels $1,350 each, this correction should be made.
TT BPWWarkworth – depreciation of the website
shown as a value of $6,500.00, legally this needs
to be depreciated as soon as it goes live by 4050%. They are not happy with the line item for the
depreciation being $0.00.
TT Treasurer – discussion at the Friday budget
meeting regarding how “concrete” a budget
really is. The end price is not yet fixed. It is not a
cash item going out of the bank account; it is just
recognising the cost of the website.

That Lennie and Associates who have reviewed our
financial reports for many years be appointed as
reviewers for 2019.

TT BPW Warkworth – in our reported accounts next
year we will have to provide for it, so it will be a
shame not to provide for it in this budget document.

Treasurer/Upper Hutt
CARRIED

TT Treasurer – happy to add $2,500.00 for depreciation
which will take the budgeted deficit up to $8,700.00.

That the Federation continue to maintain the accounts
on Xero and include these costs ($335) when calculating
the budget. Our current “Subscriber” is prepared to
continue offering BPWNZ 50% discount for the service.

TT President – is the $2,500.00 enough as a
percentage of the original cost.
TT Treasurer – we do not know where the final cost is.

Treasurer/BPW Gisborne
CARRIED
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On behalf of President’s Associate, Jill Lawson, President
Hellen Swales spoke to the report and acknowledged
the work Jenny Brittain did in starting the updating of
information for the 80th Birthday yearbook as well as all
the work Jill does for Hellen and the rest of the Executive.
Jill is taking some time out at the moment and the
Executive acknowledge everything she does for them.

28. Regional Meetings Briefing

TT President – as an Exec we agreed to go up to
$6,500.00 in the first phase.

Agenda for briefings

TT PP Angela McLeod – confirmed that 40% of
$6,500.00 is $2,400.00
TT Treasurer – agreed that $2,500.00 is a nice round
figure and is not for a full year.
Discussion

TT Identify which club/s will be organising your
regional meeting
TT Where, when, what you would like on the agenda
and how (i.e. Zoom Meeting)

TT BPW Warkworth – reserve funds of $69,000.00 –
why is this sitting here, what are the proposals for
its use. We need to be talking about spending it,
does the Exec have any suggestions.

29. Regional Meetings

TT LM Dianne Glenn – you need reserves for
emergencies and a percentage has to be kept to
ensure that the Federation can run for a certain
number of years.

30. Roll call & Voting Strength 44

TT PP Anita Devcich – under the impression that we
needed enough in reserve to run the Federation for
two years without any income
TT PP Angela McLeod –it is under Finance Policy 44.
TT Treasurer – we have enough in reserves –
according to the finance policy.
TT BPW Warkworth – question not answered. Will the
spending of reserve funds be discussed and does
the Exec want to discuss this?
TT BPW Upper Hutt – last year appropriated out of
the funds for international travel, and there are
special funds in that fund that need to be taken into
account.
TT President – if this is an item that BPW Warkworth
would like discussed, it can be added as an item of
general business for discussion.
TT BPW Warkworth– confirmed they would like this
tabled as general business for discussion.
That the budget for 2019 showing a deficit of $8,700.00
be accepted.
Treasurer/BPW Doubtless Bay
CARRIED

27. Announcements
Conference adjourned for regional meetings and
lunch at 12.30pm.

Conference resumed at 1.50pm.

Hellen Swales talked about her five years withBPW
NZ and the members and women who had mentored
and supported her. Her vision for going forward was to
unlock potential, empower and encourage.Hellen wants
to see collaboration between members, clubs and the
Executive. She believes in this organization and the need
to talk to each other. Together, women will make this an
amazing organization

31. Address and Introduction of
Vice President Candidates
President Hellen Swales introduced the two Vice
President candidates: Sally Smith and Janet Gibb.
Sally Smith spoke to her vision for the rest of the year
including making sure we have a sound up to date
modern website that reflects our brand and attracts
people and have something to offer them plus updates
of club processes and manuals including resource kits
so that we can attract new members and offering a way
to learn to be a BPW person.
Janet Gibb spoke of encouraging mentor liaisons and
identifying champions in our clubs. She feels that we
have made a great start and would like to build a greater
awareness and make a greater difference at a grass
roots level. Janet encourages new younger members
to join and take part and older members to embrace
change. She challenged all members present to tap
one person on the shoulder and talk to them about
BPW. She also spoke of her vision to get serious about
empowering women to achieve the SDG’s.

32. Voting Strength 45
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Resolutions Chair and IPP Vicky Mee took the Chair.
One late resolution had been received and met the
criteria for acceptance.
THAT BPW NZ accept the late resolution “Gender
Equity in Sport”
BPW Wellington/1st VP Issues
CARRIED
Point of Order

LM Dianne Glenn spoke for the motion confirming that
it is not hard to measure the progress and implement
the SDGs. Dianne works for an organisation that has
undertaken projects that support SDG 3.
Motion I8 put
CARRIED
I9: Treaty of Waitangi
That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. revise Policy 11.4
from:
11.4 Treaty of Waitangi

LM Joan Bielby advised the meeting that we do not need
to vote to accept the resolution at conference as it is
provided for in the procedures manual and has already
been accepted

That BPW NZ recognises that TeTiriti of Waitangi/The
Treaty of Waitangi is New Zealand’s founding document
(2012).
To:

34. Resolutions

11.4 Treaty of Waitangi

Resolution I8: Sustainable Development Goals

11.4.1 That BPW NZ recognises that TeTiriti o Waitangi/
The Treaty of Waitangi is New Zealand’s founding
document (2012).

That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. urges the New
Zealand Government:
i. to work in collaboration with Local Government New
Zealand (LGNZ), non-government organisations (NGO’s)
and businesses, towards the implementation of the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as signed at
Commission of the Status of Women (CSW), United
Nations, New York, March 2015;
ii. To undertake regular Voluntary National Reviews to
the High Level Political Forum (HLPF) meeting under
the auspices of ECOSOC, involving LGNZ, NGOs and
businesses in the review, and to set a time for the
initial review.
President/BPW Huntly & Districts
The President spoke to the motion and encouraged all
delegates to support the resolution so that BPW NZ can
keep the New Zealand government accountable to the
commitment they made.
Wendy Horrox, BPW Huntly and Districts, expressed the
need to urge the New Zealand government to look at
everything they do through the SDG lens and explained
that the resolution provides a means of reviewing and
setting goals to measure progress.

11.4.2 That BPW NZ gives effect to the principles of
the Treaty of Waitangi within its policies and practices
by valuing and reflecting New Zealand’s dual cultural
heritage and recognising Maori as tangata whenua. This
is achieved by:
11.4.2.1 Working together with iwi, hapu, whanau and
Maori communities and groups to advocate on behalf of
Maori women and girls.
11.4.2.2 Working to ensure Maorihave the same
protections
from
gender
discrimination
and
representation in initiatives and programmes as nonMaori, and safeguarding Maori cultural concepts, values
and practices.
President/PP Angela McLeod
President Hellen Swales withdrew the resolution. Hellen
explained that on discussion and reflection she would
like to table it and work during the year to make it more
specific.
PP Angela McLeod seconded withdrawing the resolution
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CARRIED
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33. Acceptance of Late
Resolutions

I4: Sustainability
That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. put in place a
sustainability strategy to reduce the organisation’s
environmental footprint and to provide guidance for
advocacy and projects.
PP Angela McLeod/BPW Upper Hutt
PP Angela McLeod spoke to the resolution and
discussions at club level with regards to one use plastic
bags and what BPW clubs can do as a project to help.
This resolution will provide a mandate for clubs to be
able to go ahead with environmental projects.
Point of Clarification
1st VP Issues – queried the action plan that states the
BPW Executive is to prepare a sustainability strategy.
PP Angela McLeod – advised her reasoning for this is
that the Executive can start a taskforce to put this into
action and can coordinate and drive the task force.

resolution intends to enshrine the concepts of the BPW
NZ mission and values. Concluded that inclusivity and
diversity do not happen without effort and a proactive
approach. Therefore, this resolution seeks to effect and
achieve change.
Young BPW spoke of “leaving no one behind” and with
diversity we effect to reach every single person. The
resolution seeks to widen the representation of BPW NZ
and help clubs to identify diversity.
Point of Clarification
PP Angela McLeod – asked whether it was felt that the
Collect was not strong enough to cover diversity.
Siobhan Dilly – replied that no, it was not. This resolution
is a future forward approach for the members and it was
felt that strengthening it through resolution is what was
best for the clubs.
Motion I7 put:
CARRIED
1 abstention

Motion I4 put:
CARRIED

I1: Code of Ethics
Add: 7.7.1 (Policy Document)

I7: Diversity
That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. amends 6.2.1(d) and
the new Policy 6.2.2 reads:

That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. adopts a code of
ethics as approved by the membership.
President/PP Angela McLeod

That clubs be encouraged to:
(a) Recruit younger members
(b) Have club programmes which would appeal to
younger, as well as older members
(c) Develop the social side of the club as well as the
serious side of club life
(d) Have wider representation of backgrounds, including
but not limited to work, interests, ethnicity, religious
affiliation, disability, gender identities and sexual
orientation.
(e) Improve the value of visits to sister organisations.
BPW Wellington/Young BPW
Siobhan Dilly, BPW Wellington, noted that BPW
Wellington and Young BPW have accepted a friendly
amendment at (d) to change the wording from the
original resolution. Siobhan Dilly spoke to the resolution
on behalf of BPW Wellington explaining that the

President Hellen Swales advised the meeting that this
resolution was brought to Christchurch and there was a
commitment made by the Executive to investigate and
bring it back to conference. Every business, organisation
and NGO are now starting to look at the best practice
in this space. Implementing a code of ethics has more
power if it has been mandated by the Federation.
PP Angela McLeod presented the original resolution
in Christchurch and has a draft that she is prepared to
share with the Executive and Conference as a great base
to start. She reiterated that a code of ethics is important
in a governance type role.
Discussion:
PP Carolyn Savage spoke against the motion requesting
information as to the review that the BPW Executive was
to present to conference so that the members were well
informed. She also raised questions relating to funds,
reporting, governing of the code of ethics.
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Point of Order
LM Dianne Glenn advised she had concerns with the
word “adopts”. Dianne recommended that the word
be changed to “develops”. Adopting a code of ethics is
premature.
PP Angela McLeod stated that the wording “approved
by membership” provides for proceeding with a draft
Code of Ethics that can only be put in place once ratified.
Parliamentarian Hillary Lewis confirmed that this is word
semantics.
President Hellen Swales and PP Angela McLeod replied
that they would not accept a friendly amendment to the
wording change as this resolution is a mandate for an
action and outcome.
Parliamentarian Anita Devcich confirmed that the
resolution should be put to a vote as it stands.
I1 motion put.
CARRIED
Against – 8
Abstain – 1

I2: International Levies
That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. agree to amend the
Finance Policy by the addition of a new clause 2.3.1.
The Treasurer BPW NZ in consultation with the Executive
may increase the BPW International portion of the dues
by the NZD equivalent of any Euro increase.

Point of Clarification
LM Joan Bielby – questioned whether the resolution
should be 2.3.1 or 2.3a, however this may be semantics
and can be changed at a later date at another conference
if needed.
I2 motion put.
CARRIED

I6: Daphne Chapman Award Criteria
Amendment
That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. alter the criteria of the
Daphne Chapman award to eliminate the requirement of
the nominee to sign the application form and the first
criteria be changed from:
The nominee needs to show how the skills of
communication, leadership, training and originality
have been implemented
To
The nominator needs to show how the nominee
used the skills of communication, leadership,
training and originality.”
BPW Franklin/LM Joan Bielby
Virginia Warren, BPW Franklin, advised that a friendly
amendment to the motion was accepted by the
mover and seconder. Virginia spoke to the motion
advising it was straight forward and many government
organisations do it.
LM Joan Bielby as seconder did not wish to add anything
further.
I6 motion put
CARRIED

Treasurer/President
Treasurer Adele Hardie advised the meeting that this
resolution is about tidying up the financial policy.
President Hellen Swales requested that all delegates turn
to the finance policy in their conference manuals and
showed where the policy would fit. Hellen advised that
there no funds in the budget to support a shortfall should
International levies increase and we do not correspond.

I3: Conference Papers
That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. send Conference
papers via electronic means, i.e. PDF, to all Executive
Members/Clubs/Past Presidents/Life Members and
registered attendees 4 weeks prior to conference with
printed copies being available at conference only to
those who have requested them at registration.
Executive Secretary/President
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President Hellen Swales advised that the code of ethics
is a starting point on how we want our behaviour to be
and transparency. Behaviour has changed and adopting
a code of ethics is moving with the time.

Executive Secretary Christine Berridge confirmed that a
friendly amendment to the resolution had been accepted
by the mover and seconder.
Christine spoke for the resolution and reiterated how this
action will support the SDG’s not only environmentally,
but financially as well.

delegates and read over it to clarify. The resolution
states that you still get a hard copy at conference if you
want one, exactly as it happens now. However, you can
also opt out of receiving a hard copy by just receiving the
electronic copy.
I3 motion put.
CARRIED
Against – 2

President Hellen Swales also spoke about the cost of
producing the conference papers, budgeting and how
we are working towards a future paperless society.
Discussion

I5: Young BPW NZ Sustainability Award

Siobhan Dilly, BPW Wellington, also spoke in favour of
the resolution speaking on how an electronic copy is a
great support for people with eye sight disabilities as
they are able to enhance and enlarge the writing.

That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. establish an award
that recognises outstanding and sustained support and/
or mentoring that a BPW member or club has given a
Young BPW member or the Young BPW group.

PP Anita Devcich spoke against the resolutionciting that
118 pages is a lot for her to print off at home, as she likes
to be able to take hand written notes. The cost involved
in producing the conference manual is always covered
by the registration fee. Anita believes an electronic
version is not ideal for older people with bad eye sight.
Sherryll Markie-Brookes, BPW Gisborne, spoke in
favour of the resolution and believes this is a good start
for individual members to make a bigger difference
environmentally.
Kerry Maw-Smith, BPW Christchurch, spoke against
the resolution suggesting that if it is a matter of cost,
then the cost should be transferred from the conference
committee to the individual member. Future conference
venues will need to be considered so that they have
the capacity to allow all members to have technology/
laptops.
Elaine White, BPW Upper Hutt, spoke in favour of the
resolution as a way to encourage younger members,
being that technology is the way of the future.
PP Carolyn Savage spoke against the resolution
believing that this will create a barrier. BPW NZ is about
inclusiveness and it is a right for members to have the
conference papers. It should be a choice.
Treasurer Adele Hardie spoke in favour of the resolution
commenting that from a financial point of view the
conference committee does not charge out the cost of
the conference manuals but is charged for the printing
of them.
Executive Secretary Christine Berridge carried out her
right of reply advising that the discussion had gotten
off track. Christine reviewed the full resolution for all

Young BPW/ BPW Hawera
Young BPWVivien Johnson confirmed that a friendly
amendment to the resolution had been accepted by the
mover and seconder.
Vivien spoke to the resolution advising that at her first
conference she was the only Young BPW member. Now
there are seven members in attendance with two of them
being nominated for the Executive. One is also a Task
Force Chair and a large majority of the resolutions being
put to conference are written by Young BPW members.
This resolution and award provide the opportunity to
celebrate those BPW members or club who have helped
the Young BPW members thrive throughout the year.
Sherryll Markie-Brookes, BPW Gisborne, seconded the
resolution and spoke of how older members have had
mentors through their time in BPW and they haven’t had
the opportunity to show their appreciation like this.
Point of Clarification
President Hellen Swales queried the action plan as it
suggests that there are costs involved with this award
including a trophy, and queried who is funding this.
PP Angela McLeod offered to provide the trophy.
PP Carolyn Savage asked what about the distinguished
service award? Is this not the same?
Desiree Bond, BPW Hawera, spoke in favour of the
resolution and advised that this award is different to
other awards as individual members are taking a leap to
show Young BPW members how to be a BPW member,
to help them on committees etc.
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President Hellen Swales requested confirmation that this
award can be awarded to either an individual or club.
Young BPW Vivien Johnson confirmed this is correct.
I5 motion put.
CARRIED

35. Introduction of Tracey
Martin – Panel Moderator

37. Thanks to Tracey
Martin, Panel Members and
Announcements
Conference adjourned for afternoon tea at 4.13pm and
resumed 4.41pm

38. Voting Strength – 44
39. Resolutions – External Policy

President Hellen Swales introduced Tracey Martin.
Hellen acknowledged and thanked Tracey for her
support of BPW and spoke to Tracey’s credentials.

36. Panel Discussion
The panel discussion was chaired by The Honourable
Tracey Martin who introduced the panel.
TT Julia Corfield – as a Year 12 Mahurangi College
student in 2017, Julia was selected as a delegate
for the prestigious global development tool run by
the UN Youth NZ.
TT Brittany Teei– is determined to pass on the lessons
she learnt during her time playing professional
tennis. Brittany has found just the way to do
it through her company Kids Coin, a software
company which teaches kids financial literacy.
TT Dianne Hawkin– her careers have included a wide
range of areas and organisations including the new
established Family Court in 1982 where she was
Counselling Coordinator at Otahuhu District Court.
In 1986 Dianne was one of the first EEO officers in
social welfare.
TT Mona Townsend –has recently been elected
as Chair of Creative NZ Community Scheme.
Mona used her leadership skills and established
guidelines within this committee to ensure clear
expectations from the group without stopping the
discussion.

E5: Over the Counter Medication
That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. urges the Minister
of Health to review the standards for sale of Over the
Counter (OTC) therapeutic medicines and provide
the relevant regulatory bodies with thefull powers to
regulate such medication in order to ensure it meets
expectations:1. of risk management and assurance of acceptable
safety to the public
2. that these medications are clearly labelled with risks
and side-effects
3. that all associated advertising and promotion is not
misleading.
BPW Wellington/BPW Gisborne
Siobhan Dilly, BPW Wellington, spoke to the resolution
drawing attention to the fact that here has already been
progress made to drafting a bill. This resolution seeks
the ability for BPW NZ to speak to the bill. There was
an opportunity recently to submit submissions however
due to the lack of policy the issues taskforce was unable
todo this.
Sherryll Markie-Brookes, BPW Gisborne provided the
opinion of a local chemist who was also in support of
this resolution.
Discussion
Kristina Paterson, BPW Warkworth, spoke against the
resolution and raised concerns with the wording in the
seconders rationale. There is debate around the fact that
the big pharmaceutical companies pay for the research
and BPW NZ should not include any bias in our policies
around this.
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Point of Clarification

Sheryl Wallis, BPW Hawera, spoke in favour of the
resolution and also provided her support for the
reintroduction of the NHP bill.
Siobhan Dilly, BPW Wellington, exercised her right of
reply providing examples of surprising side effects with
the flu vaccination reacting with blood pressure pills
and turmeric for high blood pressure resulting in heart
palpitation. Siobhan also clarified that therapeutic does
not necessarily mean homeopathic.
E5 motion put.
CARRIED
Against – 4
Abstain – 2

Kristina spoke to the resolution providing survey findings.
Siobhan Dilly, BPW Wellington, spoke as seconder for
the resolution reiterating that a midwife spends a lot of
time with the mother in the first few months after the
birth and can pick up on personality changes.
Discussion
Teresa Mee, BPW Central Hawkes Bay, spoke in favour
of the resolution and why BPW Central Hawkes Bay
requested the insertion of the Well Child/Tamariki Ora
providers as they take over the care when the midwives
contract ends.
E9 motion put.
CARRIED

E8: Intervention Services for Women with
Perinatal Depression/Anxiety
That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. urges Parliament and
the Ministry of Health to provide targeted spending on
early intervention services including funded counselling
for women with mild-moderate perinatal depression/
anxiety who do not meet Maternal Mental Health criteria.
BPW Warkworth/ BPW Wellington
Kristina Paterson, BPW Warkworth, spoke to the
resolution using examples of women in the community
who have suffered from perinatal depression/anxiety
and did not meet the Maternal Mental Health criteria.
Siobhan Dilly, BPW Wellington seconded the resolution
E8 motion put.
CARRIED

E6: Taking action on Foetal Alcohol Spectrum
Disorder
That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. strongly urges
Government and associated agencies to give priority to
achieving the ten actions outlined in the “Taking Action
on Foetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder: 2016-2019, An
Action Plan” published by the Ministry of Health, and in
particular:
a) to give priority to training NZ medical and
neuropsychological consultants in the diagnosis and
management of Foetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder
(“FASD”) and to make funding available for this purpose.
b) to grant to FASD children and their caregivers eligibility
for Work & Income Disability Allowances, respite care
assistance and other social supports in line with other
disability diagnoses.

E9: Professional Development Training on
Perinatal Mental Health

BPW Central Hawkes Bay/ BPW Gisborne

That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. urges Parliament
and the Ministry of Health to provide mandatory funded
professional development training for midwives and Well
Child/Tamariki Ora Providers so that they can improve
identification, screening and referrals of women showing
signs of Perinatal Depression and Anxiety.
BPW Warkworth/ BPW Wellington

Marilyn Lougher, BPW Central Hawkes Bay, spoke
for the resolution and the most pressing needs of the
professionals in the field that she spoke to. They all
agreed that training was the most important need.
Alison Crosswell, BPW Gisborne, spoke as the seconder
to the resolution and how this could also prevent future
FASD pregnancies.
E6 motion put.

Kristina Paterson, BPW Warkworth, confirmed that a
friendly amendment had been approved by the mover
and seconder of the resolution.
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That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. make submissions
to the Minister of Justice, seeking a review of the Sale
and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 with a view to introducing
greater controls over the granting of new alcohol offlicences, including but not restricted to, introducing caps
and reducing the number of current alcohol off-licences.
BPW Central Hawkes Bay/BPW Gisborne
Teresa Mee, BPW Central Hawkes Bay, confirmed that
a friendly amendment had been approved by the mover
and seconder.
Teresa spoke for the resolution outlining that binge
drinking has increased remarkably in recent years with
the 2012 Act not making a LAP mandatory, and many
regions have not done this. BPW Central Hawkes Bay
feels that the community voices are being overshadowed
by large companies.
Catherine Crisp, BPW Gisborne, spoke as the seconder
to the resolution and their communities experience with
taking five year to introduce a mandatory LAP.
E7 motion put.
CARRIED

PP Carolyn Savage spoke to the resolution giving
example of cooking on your stove element. One degree
can be the difference between a lovely dinner and a burnt
dinner. New Zealand has been the leaders in saying no
to nuclear war ships, and the government needs to step
up on this environmental issue as well.
Donna MacMillan, BPW Kaitaia, seconded the resolution
and urged the meeting to consider the fact that this
summer’s weather has been so wet that there has been
a short supply of some foods due to the weather which
in turn increases the price of foods.
Discussion
Christine Edney, BPW Upper Hutt, spoke against the
resolution commenting that the government will soon be
in consultation on the Zero Carbon Bill therefore point
(a) would be redundant and put us behind the times, (b)
is too restrictive and (c) is already covered in our policy
in 13.9i.
Point of Clarification
IPP Vicky Mee, requested confirmation from Christine
Edney, BPW Upper Hutt, as to whether they were trying
to put forward an amendment to the motion at this stage.
Christine confirmed that yes BPW Upper Hutt was
putting forward an amendment to the motion.
Parliamentarian Hillary Lewis advised Christine that if
she wanted to put forward an amendment it would need
to be point by point and requested confirmation that this
was indeed what Christine was requesting.

40. Voting strength 44
41. Resolutions
E2: Recognition of Climate Change, NZ to
achieve 1.5 degree Celsius warming cap
That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. urge the NZ
Government to:
a) Strengthen their agreed Nationally Determined
Contribution (NDC), issued 7/7/15 of emissions to 30%
below 2005 levels by 2030,
b) Implement a 1.5 degree Celsius warming cap effective
immediately rather than the “well below 2 degrees
Celsius” cap as was the minimum required under the
Paris Agreement 2015.
c) Formally recognise the impact of climate change on
women and their families.
PP Carolyn Savage/ BPW Kaitaia

PP Carolyn Savage advised that as the mover of the
motion she would not accept these friendly amendments
to the resolution and it is a rewrite of the intent of the
motion that is being suggested. Carolyn acknowledged
the lawyer from BPW Huntly & Districts who had helped
to develop this resolution, and who stated quite clearly
that the NDC needed to be included.
Point of Clarification
IPP Vicky Mee asked the parliamentarians for
confirmation as to whether, as no formal amendment
has been provided, do we vote as is?
Parliamentarian Hillary Lewis confirmed that the meeting
must vote on the motion as it stands.
PP Angela McLeod asked why if the government has
already indicated zero omissions we can’t take out the
30% as this does not given BPW NZ any mandate to
lobby.
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E7: Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act (2012)

LM Dianne Glenn confirmed the government has already
said zero emissions by 2050. Diane Glenn suggested
that we vote on the motion as is, and BPW Upper Hutt
bring back additions to the resolution next year for
inclusion.
LM Joan Bielby moved a motion to have the resolution
lay on the table for a year.
BPW Upper Hutt seconded the motion.
Voting Strength – 43
Motion to have the resolution lay on the table for a year
put to a vote.

45. Congress Report
Young BPW Vivien Johnson and IPP Vicky Mee
provided a report on BPWI Congress held in Cairo 2017.
11 BPWNZ members attended. Seven resolutions were
taken by BPW NZ to Congress with every one of the
resolutions put forward being accepted. BPW NZ is also
now still following through with the core governance
resolution to ensure that the BPW International executive
is held accountable.
BPW NZ won first prize for advocacy at Congress, which
is a huge acknowledgement from International for our
Federation’s work.

CARRIED
For – 29
Against – 13

Our two New Zealand members who stood for
International Board positions Angela McLeod and
Vivien Johnson acquitted themselves well with their
presentations and lobbying throughout the event.

Conference adjourned for the day at 6.06pm.

Young BPW had over 30 members attend from
around the world. They held separate events during
Congressand alsohad a separate breakfast with the
International President Dr Yasmin Darwich.

Conference reconvened 9.03am Sunday
22nd April
President Hellen Swales welcomed everyone back for
the second day of conference starting with a poem from
an 11year old South Auckland girl. A special welcome to
Prue Kapua, Maori Women’s Welfare League who will
speak to us shortly.

Looking to the future the important dates are Asia Pacific
Regional Conference on 30th October to 1st November
2018 in Bangkok Thailand and International Congress in
Orlando Florida in August 2020.

46.

42. Announcements

Resolutions – External

E3: Gender Pay Gap at Retirement

43. Voting Strength 44
44. President’s Speech
Hellen Swales spoke about needing to start looking to
the future. Where are we going and how do we want
to get here. She urged the delegates to vote for the
Executive team that will provide those goals. Hellen
wants to collaborate further with other NGO’s to make
sure that our BPW voice is strong. BPW NZ is going to be
innovative, inclusive and look at membership to ensure
that members have a voice and a seat at the table. 45.
Vice Presidential Candidates Address Conference.

That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. recognises the
impact the gender pay gap has on women at retirement
age and urges the Government to identify factors
that are involved and once identified put in place long
term solutions so that women are no longer financially
disadvantaged, including but not limited to investigating
the impact on unpaid and unrecognised work, its impact
on the economy and solutions to address its contribution
to the gender pay gap.
BPW Wellington/ PP Angela McLeod
Siobhan Dilly, BPW Wellington, spoke for the resolution
advising that the rationale really provides everything.
Also noted that the resolution sits well with SDG goal #5.
PP Angela McLeod seconded the resolution stating that
BPW NZ had already done a lot of work in this area and
so have other organisations such as ANZ. However,
there is still so much to be done.
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E4: Elder Abuse

Janice Gammon, BPW Franklin, spoke for the resolution
and believes that it is totally do-able. The UK does it, as
she was able to claim for unpaid work and her pension
was supplemented when she received it at age 60.

That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. urges the New
Zealand Government to fund further research into
the prevalence of Elder Abuse, and prioritise the
implementation of recommendations regarding the
prevention of Elder Abuse that come from organisations
such as the Office for Senior Citizens, the NZ Family
Violence Clearinghouse, Age Concern and United
Nations Madrid Plan of Action and Resolution 66/127.

An observer asked for leave to speak.
Parliamentarian Anita Devcich advised that this is
possible with the leave of the meeting.
IPP Vicky Mee requested for leave of the meeting to
have the standing order suspended so that the observer
can speak.
ALL in favour
Andrea Cross, BPW Wellington & BPW Coffs Harbour,
spoke for the resolution giving examples of what has
been seen in Australia and within her club in Coffs
Harbour.
E3 motion put.

BPW Wellington/BPW Gisborne
Siobhan Dilly, BPW Wellington, spoke to the resolution
and referred to the University of Otago and University of
Christchurch study. 1 in 5 elderly suffer from loneliness.
Sherryll Markie-Brookes, BPW Gisborne, seconded the
resolution and had interviewed elder abuse agencies in
Gisborne. In 2017 there were 138 cases of elder abuse
reported.
Discussion

CARRIED
E13: Increase Housing NZ stock of small homes
That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. urge the government
to place priority on building one-bedroom Housing New
Zealand (HNZ) accommodation suitable for low income
older women.
IPP Vicky Mee / BPW Franklin
IPP Vicky Mee spoke for the resolution reiterating that
the SDGs are about not leaving people behind however
we are leaving our elderly ladies behind. We have a
collective responsibility to ensure we do not leave the
elderly behind.
Janice Gammon, BPW Franklin seconded the resolution
speaking of how the elderly are couch surfing, staying
with family or friends until they are asked to move on.
The Government need to take action and there needs to
be statistical analysis on the matter.

PP Carolyn Savage spoke for the resolution asking the
meeting to remember there is other abuse in retirement
homes and we need to be able to give theelderly a voice.
CARRIED

47. Announcements
48. Resolutions – External
E11: Advertising Standards for Children
That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. resolves to lobby the
New Zealand Government and specifically the Minister
of Broadcasting, Communications and Digital Media and
the Minister for Children, over the advertising standards
for children under the age of 14:

Discussion

a) to prevent them from being exposed to advertisements
containing adult content, attractive to children but
inappropriate for their age group and

LM Dianne Glenn spoke about the requirement that
Retirement Villages provide/build affordable single
accommodation.

b) to strengthen the Advertising Standards Authority
Guidelines and Code of Ethics to protect children from
external factors inappropriate for children.

E13 motion put.

BPW Christchurch/PP Carolyn Savage
CARRIED
Abstain – 1
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Discussion

Kerry Maw-Smith, BPW Christchurch, spoke for the
resolution stating that studies have found that children
do not differentiate marketing messages. They see the
images as truth. They misinterpret the messages and try
to replicate.
PP Carolyn Savage seconded the resolution speaking
about how this does not just apply to TV; it is all forms
including fashion giving the example of T-Shirts with
explicit language which are made for children. There
was a case recently with Cotton On.
E11 motion put.
CARRIED
Against – 1
E10: Family Violence Education for Migrant and
Refugee Communities
That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. lobby the New
Zealand Government to:
a) Implement specific, focused educational programmes
around family violence for migrant and refugee women
and girls,
b) Extend the Family Violence “It’s Not OK” and “It is OK
to Ask for Help” campaigns to encompass the culturally
sensitive challenges and language barriers for migrant
and refugee families
c) Extend the “It’s Not OK” and “It is OK to Ask for Help”
campaigns by providing additional funding allocated
to the area of education for the Migrant and Refugee
Communities that cultural traditions are not an excuse
for violence and abuse within New Zealand Society.
d) Engage migrant and refugee men and boys through
the White Ribbon campaign.
BPW Christchurch / PP Carolyn Savage
Kerry Maw-Smith, BPW Christchurch, spoke to the
resolution informing the meeting that migrants are not
always from overseas. They can be New Zealander’s
that move around the country.
PP Carolyn Savage seconded the resolution and spoke
to the need to have a voice attached to SDG’s #3, #5,
and #16.

Discussion
PP Angela McLeod spoke not against the intent of the
resolution but its wording. The new government has
taken steps and Angela is concerned that point’s b and
c are too restrictive. The new government may change
the names of the campaigns and then the resolution is
of no use.
PP Angela McLeod proposed an amendment as follows,
seconded by BPW Gisborne:
That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. lobby the New
Zealand Government to fund and implement specific,
focussed and culturally appropriate educational
programmes and campaigns to eliminate violence
against migrant and refugee women and girls.
The meeting voted to lay the resolution on the table to
return to it later in conference.
E12: Rural Women and Technology
That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. urges the New
Zealand Government to recognise the disadvantages
that lack of access to technology has caused for rural
women and introduce an initiative that will result in fast
internet in every household in New Zealand.
BPW Wellington/Executive Secretary
BPW Wellington delegate Siobhan Dilly advised the
meeting that Hellen Swales will be speaking in favour of
the resolution on behalf of BPW Wellington
President Hellen Swales spoke about how CSW62
focussed on rural women. It is not just an issue within
New Zealand but is a global problem and we need to
recognise this.
Executive Secretary Christine Berridge seconded the
resolution and the agreement that was made at CSW62.
Chorus and Vodafone have made progress to ensure
access to internet and mobile technology however part
2 of this agreement will only hold up as long as funding
is available. It does not specify exactly how much more
they will do.
Discussion
Kerry Maw- Smith,BPW Christchurch, – strongly in
support of the resolution. BPW NZ needs to work in
collaboration with other organisations that are doing a lot
of work in their area so that we do not reinvent the wheel.
There is also a difference between what the Government
says is happening with technology in rural regions and
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LM Joan Bielby moved an amendment to the motion
to include the wording “in collaboration with other
organisations” at the end of the resolution.
Amendment seconded by LM Dianne Glenn.
Discussion
President Hellen Swales disagreed with the amendment
and does not believe that working in collaboration with
other organisations is necessary in the wording. It is a
given that this is something that BPW NZ does with all
its submissions.
LM Joan Bielby disagreed with Hellen’s argument and
spoke in favour of the amendment stating that it needs
to go into policy to ensure that there is a mandate for
the future.
PP Carolyn Savage also spoke against the amendment.
This resolution is about BPW NZ and we need to ensure
that it is BPW NZ that we are working on behalf of.
BPW Central Hawkes Bay, Marilyn Lougher, spoke for
the amendment - how to get the government to ensure
internet is available in every household is her concern
and adding the help of other organisations can make
sure this happens.
BPW Christchurch, Kerry Maw-Smith, spoke against
the amendment with concerns that this would set a
precedent for future resolutions.
LM Dianne Glen spoke in favour of the amendment as
this would ensure that in this particular resolution the
collaboration happens.
BPW Wellington, Siobhan Dilly spoke against the
resolution requesting information as to why this
particular resolution needs the addition of the wording
for collaboration.
LM Joan Bielby answered because there has already
been a lot of work done by other organisations.
The amendment was put to a vote
LOST
E12 motion put
CARRIED
Abstain – 2

Conference adjourned for morning tea at 1.00am
and resumed at 11.26am.

49. Voting Strength 44
50. Resolution Session
E10: Family Violence Education for Migrant and
Refugee Communities – Continued
Kerry Maw-Smith, BPW Christchurch, acknowledged
the amendment but will not support it.
Discussion
LM Dianne Glenn spoke against the amendment as we
are being asked to support the campaigns as they are
now.
The amendment was put to a vote
CARRIED
For – 24
Against – 16
Abstain – 2
Substantive motion discussion
President Hellen Swales spoke against the substantive
motion and suggested a friendly amendment to include
sub clauses (a) and (d) from the original motion.
Discussion took place in regards to who owns the
motion as it stands now. Parliamentarian, Anita Devcich
advised that it is the original mover of the motion, which
was BPW Christchurch.
Point of Order
LM Joan Bielby advised BPW Christchurch did not move
the amendment, she believes it was PP Angela McLeod.
Point of Clarification
LM Joan Bielby raised a point of clarification saying
that BPW Christchurch does not own the substantive
motion, although they do have the right of reply at the
end. Their resolution was lost, and the amendment was
moved by PP Angela McLeod.
Parliamentarian Anita Devcich advised that they were
confused on the matter and referred back to LM Joan
Bielby’s experience.
PP Angela McLeod does not accept the friendly
amendment to the substantive motion.
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the reality. Kerry believes there is a perception that rural
women are just mothers, however they are more than
that as they run farm businesses or their own businesses
and are unable to do internet banking and stay current
with accounting requirements.

VP Membership Sally Smith seconded the amendment
to the substantive motion.
Te Aroha Hohaia, BPW Hawera, spoke against the
amendment to the substantive motion, as we need
maximum flexibility for those working on the ground
so that it does not make it more difficult in an already
dynamic space.
Kristina Paterson, BPW Warkworth, spoke for the
amendment to the substantive motion and recognised
that we cannot leave the men and boys out of the
discussion if we want to see change happen.
IPP Vicky Mee advised the meeting that they would be
voting on each clause separately and called for a show
of hands that would support the inclusion of clause (a)
and those against.
Point of Order
LM Dianne Glenn requested a point of order as to why
we were putting clause (a) in the motion twice.
Parliamentarian Anita Devcich agreed with LM Dianne
Glenn and suggested that we just add clause (b) along
with the statement “and engage with refugee men and
boys.”
IPP Vicky Mee, advised that the amendment goes back
to PP Angela McLeod for confirmation of approval.
Parliamentarian Anita Devcich requested the meeting
stop as this was incorrect. Anita advised the meeting
that this was not PP Angela McLeod’s motion anymore.
This goes back to the original mover of the motion who
was BPW Christchurch.
LM Joan Bielby suggested that this is now the substantive
motion which is also now being amended and if the
amendment is passed then it becomes President Hellen
Swale’s motion.
IPP Vicky Mee stated that as far as she is aware the
owner of the motion at present is still PP Angela McLeod.
PP Angela McLeod confirmed that she would accept the
amendments.
The substantive motion as follows was put to
the vote:
THAT the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. lobby the New
Zealand Government to fund and implement specific,
focussed and culturally appropriate educational

programmes and campaigns to eliminate violence
against migrant and refugee women and girls, and to
engage with men and boys.
PP Angela McLeod / BPW Gisborne
CARRIED
E1: Student Loan Repayments and Kiwi Saver
Contributions
That the New Zealand Federation of Business
and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. urges the
government to allow employee and employer Kiwi Saver
contributions to be used to pay off student loans.
BPW Wellington/PP Carolyn Savage
BPW Wellington, Siobhan Dilly, spoke to the resolution
advising that historically the interest on student loans
has been zero however we do not know what the future
will hold.
PP Carolyn Savage seconded the motion and referred
to SDG #5. Timeframes for women to pay off the loan is
increased due to the gender pay gap.
Point of Clarification
Joy Paxton, BPW Warkworth raised several questions. It
was pointed out that these questions should have been
raised and addressed at Friday’s resolution meeting.
Siobhan Dilly BPW Wellington answered the questions.
Discussion
MarieBerghan, BPW Kaitaia, spoke against the
resolution stating that this would have an even greater
impact on retirement savings.
President Hellen Swales spoke for the resolution about
conversations that had been had and the collaboration
with other organisations that supported the resolution.
Tara Hogan, BPW Hawera, spoke against the resolution
and reminded everyone what Kiwi Saver was started for.
If people are suffering hardship, then there are options
to defer payments of the student loan. She also believes
that this resolution goes against E3 that was already
passed.
Siobhan Dilly, BPW Wellington, used her right of reply
to reiterate that this resolution offers the option to use
Kiwi Saver.
E1 motion put.
LOST
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51. Presentation by Maori
Women’s Welfare League
President, Prue Kapua

TT Asking Ministers and sporting associations to
research and provide statistics on the extent and
impact of gender inequality in sports,

Prue thanked BPW for the opportunity to speak and for
the opportunity to collaborate and work together as one
of a number of women’s organisations in Aotearoa.
The Maori Women’s Welfare League has a proud history
of being the first national women’s organisation that
had its inaugural conference in 1951, and whilst there
are many romantic notions of their origins, in reality
they began within the Department of Maori Affairs. Six
women welfare officers had been appointed in 1943
to address issues like health, education and justice.
The first controller in 1945, RangiAtaahua Royal soon
realised that six women for the whole of New Zealand
could not deal with all the issues and encouraged the
formation of Women’s Welfare Committees.
In 1951 there were 214 branches and just over 2500
members. By 1954 there were 303 and almost 4000
members. Today they have over 170 branches and close
to 3000 members.
At the 1957 conference the membership voted to be
independent of the Department of Maori Affairs, and
with that came the task of finding the funding necessary
to carry out their aims and aspirations. But 67 years on,
they are still here.
While they are part of a landscape that is made up of
a number of women’s organisations many of whom
they have much in common with, there is one major
distinction – that is, that they come from a very different
starting point. The starting point is the past, present and
future impact of colonisation.

TT Raising awareness of the value that sports has in
developing girls and boys into resilient leaders,
TT Questioning the structure and role of the media in
sports from a gender perspective,
TT Ensuring the government complies with
recommendation #15 in the 2007 CEDAW
committee’s report to New Zealand government.
BPW Wellington/1st VP Issues
Siobhan Dilly, BPW Wellington, confirmed that a friendly
amendment had been accepted. Siobhan spoke to
the resolution stating that media coverage of women
athletes has been around 10% for the past 30 years.
1st VP Issues Janet Gibb seconded the resolution
and reiterated what Friday night’s speaker, Professor
Jennifer Curtin said regarding the difference between
how much money the All Blacks make compared to the
Black Ferns.
E14 motion put
CARRIED

53. Women’s Empowerment
Principles (WEPs) Report
IPP Vicky Mee spoke regarding WEPs and how they are
providing a toolkit and strategy to CEO’s signing up as a
way to measure how it is working within their business.
Vicky also spoke about the upcoming workshops
on sexual harassment in the workplace that are to be
held in Auckland and Wellington. BPW NZ is one of five
organisations that have a very big voice within WEPs
and we need WEPs champions in all regions of New
Zealand.
Conference adjourned for lunch and lunchtime
table talks.

52. Late Resolution
E14: Gender Inequality in Sports
That the New Zealand Federation of Business
and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. urges the
Government to recognise the role of gender inequality in
sports, such as with representation, leadership, the pay
gap and media coverage; and lead a public-private-NGO
approach to addressing it through initiatives including
but not limited to:

Lunchtime Table Talks
TT WEPs and developing WEP’s Champions: Vicky Mee
TT Issues, Taskforce, Champions and Submission
Process: Siobhan Dilly
TT Twinning/Mentoring: Janet Gibb
TT Code of Ethics: Angela McLeod
Conference reconvened at 1.55pm.
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President Hellen Swales introduced Prue Kapua, the
current Maori Women’s Welfare League President who
is currently in her second term.

58. Announcements

Voting Strength – 40

54. Leader’s Summit and CSW62
Report
1st VP Issues Janet Gibb and Executive Secretary
Christine Berridge spoke of their time in New York at
the United Nations for CSW62. The theme this year
was “Empowering Rural Women and Girls.” BPW NZ
representatives met with other NGOs at the NZ Mission
to collaborate and were also invited to breakfast with
Hon. Julie Anne Genter.
Antonio Guterres, Secretary General of the United
Nations was extremely inspiring and a self- declared
feminist. When he started in his role at the UN the ratio
was 60% men to 40% women. He has now changed this
to 44% men and 56% women.
BPW NZ was approached by several international clubs
regarding twinning/mentoring opportunities which Janet
will speak with clubs and interested members about.

PP Anita Devcich provided a report to the conference on
behalf of the Individual Members. Currently there are 20
members who are looking for a voice and would like a
representative on the Executive. Anita offered to act as
a liaison between individual members and the Executive
and concluded that they would be providing a resolution
to conference 2019 to have a member on the Executive.

59. Announcement of Elected
Officers
Chief Scrutineer, Sandra White announced the election
of officers:
TT President: Hellen Swales
TT 1st VP Issues: Janet Gibb
TT 2nd VP Membership: Sally Smith
TT Executive Secretary: Christine Berridge
TT Treasurer: Kim Hayman
TT IT Administrator: Carmen Nelson

55. Announcement – Regional
Meetings

TT Young BPW: Siobhan Dilly

Southern Regional Meeting: Saturday 30th June 2018
in Foxton.

That the voting papers be destroyed.

Motion

Sandra White/PP Carolyn Savage

Northern Regional Meeting: Saturday 7th July in Auckland

56. CSW63

60. Message from 1st VP
International – Susan Jones

That conference gives authority to the Executive to work
on the remits for CSW 63.

President Hellen Swales read the message from Susan
Jones 1st VP International.

BPW President/Treasurer
That the conference gives authority for the Executive to
look at resolutions with the idea of presenting at the Asia
Pacific Regional Conference.
BPW President/BPW Upper Hutt

57. CEDAW (Committee on the
Elimination of Discrimination
Against Women) Report
President Hellen Swales provided a brief report on
the CEDAW report. Hellen stated that the report only
comes up to a certain date. There is hope that there
will an opportunity for three organisations/people to
speak on the report at Geneva on behalf of the National
Conference of Women with BPW NZ being one of them.

Susan extended, to all her BPW sisters the warmest
of greetings and best wishes on behalf of BPW
International. She was disappointed and sad not to be
there with everyone on this occasion.
Susan said that it was lovely to see Hellen, Janet and
Christine in New York at both the BPW International
Leaders’ Summit and the UN 62 Commission on the
Status of Women. Their contribution was exceptional
and you can be very proud of the representatives of
BPW NZ. It is an exciting time for BPW International with
our triennium theme of “Empowering Women to realise
the Sustainable Development Goals” creating a clear
framework for our affiliates during the next three years
under the leadership of President AmanyAsfour.
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It is with great pride that Susan can announce that
they have fulfilled Lena Madison Phillips’ dream of a
Federation in Lebanon. Worldwide membership growth
continues to be strong in this triennium and we establish
new BPW affiliates in new countries. She has no doubt
that we will see the future that we want, a future that is
better served by gender parity in every aspect of our
society although it may not be in our lifetime it is up to
each and every one of us, together, through BPW to
ensure that change will happen. For it is our voice that
will ensure that women take their rightful place politically,
socially and economically in every corner of the world.
Susan looks forward to seeing BPW NZ Members at the
Asia Pacific Regional Conference in Thailand in October.

61. Conference 2019
Conference 2019 will be held in Wellington over the
weekend of 5th – 7th April 2019.

Jackie Woolerton, BPW Warkworth requested
information in regards to how reserve funds are being
spent. There is approximately $40,000.00 in reserve and
after taking account of the financial policy with regards to
having 3 years’ worth of operating costs available there
is still a large surplus. She would like a discussion to be
had on how this money can be used, talked about at
club level and recommendations provided to Executive
for consideration at the next conference.

64. Thanks
President Hellen Swales thanked BPW Warkworth for
their contribution and organising of the conference, with
a special thanks to Bronwyn Lane for all her hard work as
conference committee chair. Hellen presented a token of
appreciation to each member of the conference team.
President Hellen Swales also thanked all the conference
officers, Parliamentarians, Chief Scrutineer, Scrutineers,
Timekeepers, Minutes Secretary and Maggie Aspletfor
her work on the power point presentations. Thank you
to everyone who stood up and helped where needed.
Thanks also go to Marion Jones for looking after the
ladies who were in the accident on Friday, providing
information and communication as to how they were
healing.
Thank you to Joan Bielby as Chair of Nomination.

62. Conference 2020
1st VP Issues Janet Gibb spoke to conference regarding
a one-day conference/AGM concept. This would entail
holding the conference in a venue near the airport
for members to be able to travel easily. Full weekend
conference would only be held once every two years.
Janet requested that this be discussed amongst clubs
with your views to be brought back to regional meetings

Hellen also thanked and acknowledged the hard work
of the outgoing Executive Members Adele Hardie, Vivien
Johnson and Lorraine Cameron.

65. Final Announcements
66. Blowing out the Candle
LM/PP Joan Bielby was invited to blow out the candle
which signified the end of conference.

63. General Business
PP Angela McLeod spoke about a concept that BPW
Upper Hutt is involved with called the “Pop Up Business
School”. It is a 10-day intensive business skill set
program which is free for attendees. BPW Upper Hutt
has been a major sponsor in their region.
President Hellen Swales congratulated Upper Hutt on
their involvement and confirmed that it has increased the
profile of BPW Upper Hutt.

67. Formal Closing and Karakia
Lead by BPW Gisborne, Sherryll Markie-Brookes.
Signed as a true and correct record:
TT Chair:
TT Date:

PP Angela McLeod also urged clubs to look at their
individual constitutions and financial policies that are
separate from BPW NZ.
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Here in the Asia Pacific, we have seen significant growth.
It is a region that is one of the most dynamic in the world
and one of the strongest regions of BPWI. And I am
delighted to have two wonderful New Zealand members
representing Asia Pacific in Carolyn as Oceania SubRegional Coordinator and Vivien as our Asia Pacific
Young Representative. Congratulations to you both.

Section Three:
Annual
Reports
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President’s Report
Tena Koutou katoa: In my second year as president
there are somethings we have done well and there
are others we have not. One of the biggest challenges
we all face as an organisation is that we are reliant on
hours available that we can each scratch out of our busy
everyday lifeto contribute to BPW NZ and still retain
some sort of life balance.
I want to acknowledge the national executive as we
welcomed three new members who joined us. Also, to
the new club presidents who stepped up into these roles
and the new executive members who joined them at the
club level. I know that this year the national executive
members travelled more than they had in the previous
year (at their own expense) to attend one if not two
meetings as the club liaison representative from the
national executive.
As a volunteer group I want to acknowledge the many
hours and work that the membership from the national
executive through to our clubs who promote BPW NZ
in our local communities, on a national and international
platform. The statements we make are heard and add
to the voice of BPW and make our organisation visible.

1. Executive 2018/2019 and
Strategy Planning
Conference 2018 elected members for all positions on
the national executive.
Your team is:
TT President
Hellen Swales, BPW Upper Hutt/Wellington
TT First Vice President
Janet Gibb, BPW Huntly & Districts
TT Second Vice President
Sally Smith, BPW Warkworth
TT Executive Secretary
Christine Berridge, BPW Doubtless Bay
TT Treasurer
Kim Hayman, BPW Warkworth
TT IT Administrator
Carmen Nelson, BPW Doubtless Bay

This report will look briefly at various areas and
highlights for the year just gone:

TT Young BPW
Siobhan Dilly, BPW Wellington

TT Strategic Planning

TT Immediate Past President
Vicky Mee, BPW Franklin

TT Overview of Conference 2018, Warkworth
TT Building membership and individual confidence

TT President Associate
Jill Lawson, Individual Member

TT Using our policy and voice to advocate
TT Working with BPW International Commission of the
Status of Women (CSW) and Asia Pacific Regional
Meeting.
TT Women’s Empowerment Principles

Special acknowledgements: Each of the members of your Executive have brought
their own set of unique skills to the table to the benefit
of BPW NZ. I would like to highlight their contributions to
our organisation.

TT Government, International Women’s Caucus,
National Council of Women (NCWNZ) and other
organisations
TT Conclusions
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Triennial Theme
“Empowering Women to Realize Sustainable Development Goals”

Janet Gibb, 1st Vice President Issues

Christine Berridge, Executive Secretary

1st Vice President Issues in her second year has
consolidated on her first year in this position. With losing her
Taskforce Chair Siobhan Dilly Janet made some changes
in how this taskforce work and respond to issues. We
welcomed Teresa Mee as the incoming Chair, Barbara
Bedeschi-Lewando as the main editor of the issues bulletin
and the many members from the clubs who contribute to
the various pieces of legislation that this government has
been churning out. I need to acknowledge the tremendous
workload that they did in promoting the voice of BPW NZ
for better opportunities for Women and girls in New Zealand
and in the Pacific. With over 20 responses to various bill
amendments and consultation documents the team have
promoted BPW NZ to a position where we are now invited to
engage on some pieces of work prior to public consultation.
Congratulations on continuing the advocacy work we have
been doing now for almost 80 years.

This is my second year with Christine as our Executive
Secretary,and I owe Christine much as she has stepped
up and filled the void for me when I lost Jill Lawson as my
President’s Associate through personal circumstances.
To add to her already quite demanding job at times to
then do the minutes from our Executive meetings has
been a god send. Christine is also very patient with me as
I am sure I am the one that drags my tail when it comes
to writing my monthly article for our national newsletter.
Christine is the one that keeps all our clubs updated with
notices from the executive and many organisations that
feed through to us information they need distributed on
their behalf.

Janet and her taskforce have used many forms of
communication within the team to ensure the full
participation of all who have shown an interest in issues.
Google documents is now a common form to share and
edit documents and keep track of changes and who owns
these. Zoom meetings has also enhanced the experience
as it is great to have the ability to bounce around ideas and
perspectives.
I also enjoyed the company of Janet at The Commission
on the Status of Women (CSW) in New York in 2018. We
also took the opportunity to attend the BPW International
Leaders Summit which is an annual event hosted just prior
to CSW.

Sally Smith, 2nd Vice President Membership
It was a pity that Sally couldn’t join me at CSW last year
as this had almost become an annual event for the two
of us. But due to unforeseen circumstances with another
organisation Sally is involved with it prevented her from
joining us in New York for CSW.
Sally with a small team of people started the journey of
looking at our virtual foot print and how we engage and
attract members to join us. With the advent of Carmen
Nelson joining our executive team Sally handed over the
reins to Carmen.
I want to also acknowledge the huge support Sally gave
to Bronwyn Lane and her team organising our national
conference in Warkworth (2018) as I am sure they broke
the mould in the many opportunities that they offered
those that attended.
It was sad that we had to say goodbye to Sally during
the year, but we need to thank Sherryll Markie-Brookes
for picking up the role and taking on the position as
caretaker.Not easy to step in and step up during a term.

Kim Hayman, Treasurer
Kim has taken on the position as our Treasurer with
very little knowledge of our procedures, constitution
or financial polices but has come up to speed very
quickly and has offered many good options to consider
how better we can operate as an organisation going
forward. She has been quick to see how we have
missed some opportunities and how we can address
these going forward. I thank her for pulling together our
budget for the 2020 year and her insight in the financial
recommendations that will be tabled in her report for
conference. I also want to take this opportunity to thank
Kim for the work she has done this year as our treasurer
as she will not be seeking re-election onto the executive.

Carmen Nelson, It Administrator
Carmen has not had the easiest of roles to step into on the
executive and I need to acknowledge and congratulate
her on picking up the role as IT Administrator. Taking
over and seeing the finishing of the development needed
to get the new website live has been a huge task. Often
a task undertaken by herself, a lonely position to find
yourself in, when there are possibly gaps in your BPW
NZ knowledge. Then to have the old site hacked and
pushed to deliver our new site without some of that
old reference material, has been a big ask. So where
to from here - we continue to build on the platform we
have. As Carmen will not be continuing as a member
of the executive, I wish her well and thank her for her
contribution to our organisation as an executive member.

Siobhan Dilly, Young BPW
Siobhan joined us on the national executive as if it was
where she was meant to be. So, the transition from the
Taskforce Chair to national executive was very smooth
for Siobhan. I must admit that Vivien had handed
over the reins to a very competent person in Siobhan.
In her time on the executive she has been a valuable
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contributor to our executive meetings and has been
very active with her responsibilities to the Young BPW
members by continuing the symposiums and other
engagement opportunities for the Young BPW. She has
also taken herrole as the club liaison person to her two
clubs Christchurch and Upper Hutt and attended many
of their club meetings. I have enjoyed working with her
on the executive and it is a pity she will not be continuing
as the Young BPW representative.

Strategic Planning
Your executive committee met on the Monday after
our Warkworth Conference at VP Membership’s house
on the 23rd April 2018. It was a wonderful opportunity
to welcome our three new executive members Kim
Hayman, Carmen Nelson and Siobhan Dilly and to look
at the focus for the year ahead of us. The agenda was:
TT Communication Strategy - Email threads
TT Club Liaison

Vicky Mee, Immediate Past President

TT Executive Documents

Jill Lawson, President Associate
I need to acknowledge the work Jill has done for me
for half of this year whilst performing her duties as the
Presidents Associate. She managed my diary and
ensured that I didn’t miss anything. She took over the
role of keeping my diary up to date and ensuring that
I meet my commitments for BPW NZ. Without her
assistance I would have felt totally overwhelmed. So, I
did miss her when her husband became sick and she
needed to focus on her family. Jill you were my jewel and
I just want to say thank you for being the best President
Associate anyone could have had.

I would like to thank and acknowledge the
many members who have put their hands up
and supported the executive in this past year.
Whether through contribution to the issues taskforce,
judging the awards by being a judge, editing edits for
the 80th book or the national newsletter. The various
taskforces perform a valuable role within the organisation
for BPW NZ and your contributions are valued. I also
want to acknowledge those among our members that
also belong to BPW International standing committees
or taskforces who also contribute to our international
work like PP Dianne Glenn, PP Faye Gardiner and
myself. Also, not to forget our very own Asia Pacific
Young BPW Vivien Johnson and Carolyn Savage as our
Sub -Regional Oceania Coordinator.

TT Members Pack
TT New Website
TT Newsletter Template and Themes
TT Taskforces
TT BPW Financial Investments

Communication Strategy
We broke up into groups to discuss “What are the
communication resources we already have? What
resources do we need to be more effective? What are
our communication barriers?” Resulting in a variety
of ideas coming back including themes for monthly
newsletters, a more interactive website, a calendar of
events on the website, an upgrade of our Zoom services
to allow for a second user, quarterly presidents meetings
and a more structured use of Facebook as there were a
number of pages in use at that point.
Executive Documents
It was agreed by the meeting to continue using Google
Drive to distribute and keep logged all documents
required by the Executive. All Executive Members are to
be given access to this file once compiled by Christine
Berridge.
Members Pack/ Branding
Following a request by Hawera club whether there are
any packs still available the Executive agreed to look into
the information from the pack provided and assess for
future use. A lot of the information was out dated and
has been distributed to executive members to update.
New Website
Carmen Nelson was asked to provide all Executive
Members with a copy of a live word document of the
new website pages (Leadership, Advocacy, Networking
and Personal Development) for review and to provide
amendments.
Hellen Swales was then to review the recommended
document.
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Vicky is a huge asset on the national executive. With the
workload of resolutions that needs to be collated and a
committee formed it is a huge task and this year is no
different from last year. Taking on the role to bring our
pillar documents into line and more consistent with each
other has been a job long overdue. It is a job that is not
everyone’s cup of tea but a necessity in keeping all our
policy documents consistent. Having a second person
on the executive with the constitutional knowledge with
a few new members has also been invaluable. As one of
my mentors it is a privilege for me to have her at the table
of our national executive.

Club Liaisions
TT Doubtless Bay – Sally Smith
TT Kaitaia – Sally Smith
TT Warkworth – Christine Berridge

BPW Financial Investments
As an Executive it was agreed that we would be guided
by the treasurer regarding investment and reinvestment
options.

TT Franklin – Janet Gibb
TT Tamaki – Vicky Mee
TT Huntly & Districts – Kim Hayman
TT Central Hawkes Bay – Vicky Mee
TT Gisborne – Christine Berridge

Overview of Conference 2018,
Warkworth
The theme was “Past Present and Future”

TT Hawera – Janet Gibb
TT Upper Hutt – Siobhan Dilly

1. Awards

TT Wellington – Kim Hayman

Award Winners

TT Christchurch – Siobhan Dilly

TT Club of the Year, BPW Hawera

TT Individuals – Carmen Nelson

Task Forces
Areas of responsibility:

TT Brooker Marketing Award, BPW Hawera
TT Community Achievement Award, BPW Huntly &
Districts

Membership

TT Alix Haywood Newsletter Award, BPW Huntly &
Districts

TT Club Manuals/Documentation

TT Anne Todd Issues Award, BPW Wellington

TT PLD – mYoung BPW/GrowMe
Treasurer
TT Compliance
TT Constitution
Executive Secretary

TT Daphne Chapman Award, Vicky Mee
TT President’s Award, Sheryll Markie-Brookes
Distinguished Service Awards
TT Raewyn Flicker, BPW Franklin

TT Databases

TT Gayle Scott, BPW Huntly & Districts

TT Branding

TT Mary Hope, BPW Gisborne

Issues

TT Raewyn Pennell, BPW Kaitaia

TT Issues
TT Projects: SDG’s & Resolutions
IPP
TT WEPs
TT Resolutions – action plan timetable
TT Policy Review

TT Pam Dawson, BPW Kaitaia
TT Sandra Fleming, BPW Central Hawkes Bay
TT Anita Scott-Decker, BPW Hawera
Not awarded this year
TT Pauline Gapper Award

IT

TT Harrison Lee Award

TT Website

TT Margery Toulson

TT Marketing
TT Training

2. AGM And Business sessions

President

Once again, a pre-conference session meeting was
well attended and hosted by our two past presidents
Anita Devcich and Carolyn Savage. The sessions on the
budget review was hosted by treasurer Adele Hardie,
and resolutions by IPP Vicky Mee. Both sessions were
well attended and comments made around how helpful
both session were prior to discussions on the floor the
next day.

TT Code of Ethics
TT Budgets and Transparency
TT BPW International – Promotion, Links and
Presence
TT 80th Birthday Book
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3. Panel Session and speakers
The Saturday panel discussion hosted by the Hon Tracey
Martin on “The Insights that I Bring to Intergenerational
Leadership” this built on the theme Past Present
and Future. It was wonderful to have the diversity in
generations talking about their personal experiences
over the generations and where we have landed now.
Have we travelled far or just stayed marking time?

4. Building membership and individual
confidence
Since our strategy meeting the executive have made a
conscience effort to attend club meeting to which they
are the club liaison for, with the explicit mandate to
improve communications and share the work that the
executive and international have been doing to ensure
that the membership feel connected. At the two regional
meetings it was also about a better engagement
experience for all attendees and to give the ownership
of these meetings back to the clubs. We encouraged all
attendees to participate in the activities and to speak
as part of the club reports hence giving members the
confidence to speak in front of their peers.

5. Using our policy and voice to advocate
Our collaboration with many other organisations such
as the Pay Equity Coalition, both in Wellington and
Auckland, has seen IPP Vicky Mee interviewed on
radio and Young BPW Siobhan Dilly sitting at the table
presenting an oral submission on the latest Equal Pay
Bill in Wellington.
The work done in Wellington by the local team led by
President Hellen Swales and including PP Angela
McLead, Young BPW Siobhan Dilly, Issues Bulletin
editor Barbara Bedeschi–Lewando with the assistance
of the Issues taskforce BPW NZ, has present 14 oral
submissions to parliamentary select committees and
submitted 22 written responses to amendments to bills
and reviews on strategies around Trade for All,Child&
Youth Wellbeing Strategy, to name just a few,has seen
our voice echoed in the halls of parliament. We have
supported Shakti as they presented a petition to the
co-chairs of Commonwealth Women in Parliament- Jo
Hayes and Louisa Wall.

We have been invited to be speakers at many 125 Suffrage
events last year, both in Parliament and at events we have
co-hosted with other NGO’s up and down the country.
Our clubs have also built relationships with their local
newspapers and more and more having articles printed,
which in turn increases the club profile. BPW Gisborne
and Franklin are good examples in this area.
I am really proud of the many 125 events our members
hosted or co-hosted up and down the country. The
photo gallery provided to the national executive was very
impressive.

6. Women’s Empowerment Principal’s
We need to acknowledge that our IPP Vicky Mee is
still the chair of this collaborative entity where we are in
partnership with UN Women of Aotearoa, The Human
Rights Commission, Diversity Works and Zonta District
16. The work program and engagement with all the
partners of WEPs is far more structured and delivering
some good outcomes with more signatories joining and
better attendance at the White Camelia Awards which
have been hosted by the Governor General Dame
Patsy Reddy and Sir David Gascoigne,this past year in
Auckland. Our representatives are still IPP Vicky Mee,
Hellen Swales (President BPW NZ) and Mary Hope
(BPW Gisborne).

7. Government, National Council of Women
(NCWNZ) and other organisations
BPW NZ continues to work with the Ministry for Women
(MfW) to advance the position for women and girls in
New Zealand. We work closely with the CEO Renee
Graham and for a short spell this year with Helen Potiki
as CEO whilst Renee was on release to the Ministry
for Arts Heritage and Culture. We work closely with Lis
Cowley senior policy person for International treaties
CEDAW and UPR, we work with Bindu Armstrong the
senior policy person at the MfW for CSW and both Lis
and Bindu co- host the international women’s caucus.
BPW NZ still co-chairs the International Caucus with
NCWNZ and we continue to facilitate the report back
to the ministries in attendance and coordinate any work
that needs follow up. We continue to push the SDGs in
this space to ensure where the government has focused
its work around the SDGs and what framework have
they have in place for our first reporting session later this
year in June. We are supporting a collaborative piece of
work that will see civil society report on an alternative
report to the governments on the SDGs.
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All executive positions were filled and a well deserved
thank you to BPW Warkworth for hosting an amazing
conference with a diversity of organised events for
networking among our members.

NCWNZ
This past year the NCWNZ conference was held
in Auckland at Waipuna Hotel and Conference
Centrebetween 31st August and 1st September and
the theme was focused on “Strength in Diversity”. I
was fortunate enough to be our BPW NZ delegate and
speak to our three remits of which two were passed
unanimously with remit three failing.
TT Remit 1: Education on family violence prevention
TT Remit 2: Gender equality in all sporting codes
TT Remit 3: To support the implementation of the
Sustainable development Goals
NCWNZ and CEDAW
I had the privilege to work with the National President Vanisa
Dhiru and the NCWNZ on pulling the program together for
those attending CEDAW which is the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women.
The New Zealand Government is required to report to the
Committee every four years on New Zealand’s progress
in implementing the Convention.
I had been working on the contribution for this alternate
report for almost four years with our IPP Vicky Mee on
Article 11: Employment, and contributed on Article
7: Participation in Political and Public Life, under the
umbrella of NCWNZ. So, for me it was a privilege to see
this process all the way through and then to be a part of
the presentation team for civil society in Geneva. I need
to acknowledge the work that Vicky Mee did back in
New Zealand in assisting with presenting factsheets on
areas that BPW NZ had policy on and special interests
like women with disabilities, social housing and women in
leadership as well as our main stay gender equality.
The training I receive provided by IWRAW – “International
Women’s Rights Action Watch Asia Pacific” was invaluable
in getting me prepared with the process of engaging at
the United Nations on the alternate report. They get you to
maximize every opportunity to engage with the CEDAW
Committee to ensure your voice is heard and how to
prepare your fact sheets and put yourself in the position
for one on one engagement. The whole experience was
empowering and I would recommend anyone to take the
opportunity if it arises to attending an alternate country
report at the United Nations.
The Universal Periodic Review (UPR)
This a unique mechanism of the Human Rights Council
(HRC) aimed at improving the human rights situation
on the ground of each of the 193 United Nations (UN)
members. There were three members from BPW New
Zealand that engaged with this process: myself, VP

Issues Janet Gibb and Barbara Bedeschi-Lewando.
New Zealand’s Universal Periodic Review before the UN
Human Rights Council took place on Monday 21 January
2019.
The national report responds to the recommendations
that New Zealand received from other UN member states
during our last review in 2014 and covers a broad range of
current human rights issues in New Zealand.
We did the training in Wellington and then engaged with
other civil society groups in researching and providing
supporting evidence for the fact sheets that were
presented to the committee providing the training. This
was the first time that the UPR training was delivered in
New Zealand,thanks to the New Zealand Human Rights
Commission and this was well attended and hugely
successful in getting more of civil society engaged in the
UPR process. You start to appreciate just how to use the
international treaties and mechanism when advocating
for women and girls in New Zealand by quoting and
reminding the government of their obligations under these
bodies and the recommendation that were received after
our country reviews.
I would like to start another taskforce that has a focus on
the international treaties that New Zealand is a signatory to.
Other Organisations
BPW NZ has continued to build on the relationships with
Pacific Women’s Watch whom continue to support our
members with D 20 passes to CSW under their ECOSOC
status to the United Nations.
We collaborate with Maori Women’s Welfare League
(MWWL) where we support and mentor on processes
around international treaties and CSW. We are
collaborating more with Graduate Women New Zealand
and The United Nations Association of New Zealand (UNA
NZ). Whare Tiaki Refuge and the Pay Equity Coalition.

Asia Pacific Regional
Conference, 29th October – 1st
November 2018
We had a strong contingent of members attending
the Asia Pacific Regional Conference in Bangkok. The
team was President Hellen Swales and First VicePresident Janet Gibb – the two New Zealand delegates,
Immediate Past President Vicky Mee, Young BPW
Siobhan Dilly, BPW Hawera Past President Sheryl
Wallis, BPW Franklin member Virginia Warren, BPW
Wellington President Leonie Dobbs. Also a member of
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The Presidents meeting was attended by President
Hellen and 1st VP Janet Gibb as your delegates with IPP
Vicky as an observer. It was valuable to hear from the
various Asia Pacific countries and their representatives
at executive level. President Hellen led much of the
enquiry around procedural matters and within this group
her leadership in this environment was welcomed by
many of the other countries. We now have an agreed
countdown call for nominations for our Asia Pacific
Regional Coordinator starting May 2019 and concluding
October 2019 with a preferred candidate being
confirmed at Congress in Florida in 2020. The venue for
the next Asia Pacific Regional Conference will be hosted
by BPW Kuwait – the date yet to be confirmed.
Thanks to hosts BPW Thailand, the networking,
quality speakers and breakout sessions were
invaluable, and the country reports showcased some
of the amazing projects that focus on several of the
Sustainable Development Goals which aligns to our
triennial theme for 2017-2020: “Empowering Women
to Realise Sustainable Development Goals”. Women
from around the BPW world and all walks of life have
this in common. All countries have been asked to
register their projects with BPW International on their
new website. The projects need to show the link with
one or more of the SDGs.
The calibre of women we heard from was high and the
International Executive members were approachable
and actively participated in the sessions. There were
also panels of remarkable women leaders of SE Asian
organisations, including HRH Princess Bajrakitiyabha
Mahidol, who is a criminal justice advocate known for her
work as a diplomat and with United Nations, particularly
around women in the justice system.
Young BPW members had opportunities to spend
time together and create friendships and meet with
Dr Amany Asfour, BPW International President at a
special breakfast. Eight countries were represented at
this Young BPW event with Siobhan Dilly being New
Zealand’s representative.

In conclusion words from Dr Amany Asfour – BPW
International President:
“We all have to unite and work for women empowerment
and be inspired by Dr Lena Madisen Phillips who started
our organisation in 1930 with a great vision of uniting
the world in peace through women no matter colour,
religion, language, race or ethnicity. And so, it is of crucial
importance that we look for our BPW Sustainability and
work together to have an impact on the daily life of our
women across the world.”

Conclusion
As I have pulled this report together I realise just what an
incredible group of women we are. The contributions from
all levels has been just extraordinary. Together we have
raised our profile and continue to walk in corridors that
influence the decisions makers and policy writers.
I want to thank the membership on the opportunities I have
had since becoming a member of this amazing organisation.
I have had the opportunity to speak at CSW and at many
Missions in New York as a panelist, to go to Geneva and
speak on the floor to the committee on the “Convention
on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women” in June 2018. And then when I didn’t think it could
get any better, to be appointed the Civil Society Delegate
on the government delegation going to CSW 63 and to be
the voice that echoes the language of civil society. I am
humbled by all these opportunities I have had. And not to
forget to hold the Presidency for BPW New Zealand which
is a privilege in itself.
I want to close with a Maori proverb:
Ehara taku toa I te toa takitahi engari he toa
takimano
My strength is not that of an individual but that of
the collective.

Hellen Swales
President

There were events that created opportunities to
network and see some of the sights of Bangkok along
with the special privilege to be present at opening and
closing ceremonies being presided over by three Royal
Princesses of Thailand who supported this congress.
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BPW Hawera, Vivien Johnson was attending in her role
as Asia Pacific Regional Young BPW. Carolyn Savage
our Sub-Regional Coordinator for Oceania could not join
us due to an illness – her presence was missed.

1
Vice President
Report
st

It has been a privilege to work for you in this role over the
past year as Vice President Issues. A special year due
to Suffrage 125 celebrations and key steps forward for
women - with more and more women and men standing
up and speaking up for women’s rights and equality in
general. Summing it up in two words: Power Imbalance!

Issues Taskforce

TT Letter to Deputy Health Minister & Minister for
Women regarding Funding Family Care
TT International Treaty examination of the Treat on the
Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons
TT Government Inquiry into Mental Health and
Addiction
TT The Tariff (PACER Plus) Amendment Bill

I thank the members of the Issues Taskforce who
contributed to submissions. Our organisation could not
have made such an impact without the work of Issues
Taskforce Chair, Teresa Mee and Issues Bulletin editor,
Barbara Bedeschi-Lewando. Their skills and experience
across many areas contribute along with many others
to a massive joint effort from BPW NZ – having our
voice heard. We had input on other submissions from
Past Presidents Vicky Mee, Anne Todd, Faye Gardner,
Dianne Glenn and Angela McLeod, VP Membership
Sally Smith, Young BPW NZ Leader Siobhan Dilly and
always supported by President Hellen Swales. Hellen’s
experience and knowledge puts the final touches to
all submissions. I acknowledge the membership for
the many responses we received through requests for
information but especially to the submission on the
Positive Ageing Strategy.

TT The Accident Compensation Amendment Bill

Submissions worked on and submitted over
this period are:

TT Family Justice Reforms Review

TT Review of the Property Relationships Act 1976
TT Employment Relations Amendment Bill 2018
TT Employment Relations (Triangular Employment)
Amendment Bill

TT Letter to Minister of Justice regarding CEDAW call
for Royal Commission into NZ Family Court
TT Consumers Right to Know (Country of Origin of
Food) Bill
TT The Comprehensive and Progressive Trans Pacific
Partnership (CPTPP) Amendment Bill
TT Developing a new Strategy for an Ageing
Population 1 & 2
TT Information Sharing Guidance for the Family
Violence Sector
TT The Holidays Acts 2003 Review
TT Trade for All

TT Equal Pay Amendment Bill
TT Child & Youth Well-being Strategy
TT Input to review of Hamilton City Council Prostitute
Bylaw 2009
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TT CSW62 (Commission on the Status of Women) at
United Nations New York. This two- week period
was informative and eye opening. I encourage
anyone who can to attend a CSW at some point,
especially if the priority theme is of interest to you.

Issues Champions

BPW International Asia Pacific Regional
Conference October 2018

Members have continued to highlight the advocacy work
of BPW NZ in meetings of clubs nationally and I urge
you to keep a small part of your meetings aside to touch
on this crucial work. Especially the triennium theme
“Empowering Women to Achieve the Sustainable
Development Goals”.

Clubs
I link with as many clubs as possible to encourage,
educate and support. I have visited the following BPW
clubs over the past 12 months: Christchurch, Tamaki,
Franklin, Hawera, Doubtless Bay, Warkworth and of
course Huntly & Districts where I am a member.

Projects and Awards
Thank you to the team of judges and congratulations
to this year’s award recipients. The many projects and
campaigns that members are involved with certainly
raise awareness of our organisation and our goals.
Projects are a successful way of working on many of
the Sustainable Development Goals. Please look at
registering them with BPW International.

External Meetings
TT PWW (Pacific Women’s Watch) Auckland meetings.
Hugely informative and I am thankful for PWW
supporting me with a D20 pass to allow my
registration to be approved to attend CSW62 and
obtain a United Nations ground pass.

As your second delegate to this conference I was
fortunate to attend the Presidents meeting to hear
from the various Asia Pacific countries and their
representatives at executive level. I also saw first-hand
the respect our President has within this group and her
leadership in this environment. The networking, quality
speakers and breakout sessions were invaluable and
I enjoyed the company of fellow New Zealanders and
friends around the world from various federations.

Conclusion
Thank you for your support over the past three and a half
years on the executive of BPW NZ. I have contributed my
best in the various roles I held. I will not be re-standing
due to the escalating commitment level I have as a local
body member in 2019. My work as a Commissioner on
the Proposed Waikato District Plan review will cover
many months of reading and hearings alongside my
usual workload. I also hold a philosophical view that
BPW sustainability is crucial to the longevity of this
organisation. I believe bringing younger women through
to executive positions supported by women like myself
will add an enhanced dynamic and diversity of thinking.
Thanks to the outgoing executive for their support and I
wish the incoming executive the very best for the coming
twelve months.

Janet Gibb
1st Vice President Issues

TT BPW International two-day Leaders Forum in
New York. Networking and being involved with
workshops broaden knowledge and understanding
of similarities and the differences within BPW
worldwide;
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Most of these submissions were also heard by select
committees. Thanks to Hellen, Siobhan, Angela, Barbara
and Vicky for the extra mile they went to in order to make
the points heard in person by the decision makers in
Wellington.

2
Vice President
Report
nd

Sally Smith was our VP Membership until October 2018
when with regret the Executive accepted her resignation.
Prior to that she had visited several of the clubs
attending dinner meetings and events including the BPW
International 88th Birthday celebration held by BPW
Gisborne, the Young BPW symposium in Hawera, BPW
Doubtless Bay and BPW Kaitaia to celebrate Suffrage
125 along with continuing to be the President of BPW
Warkworth until their AGM.

TT 1. Website add-ons
TT 2. Administration support
TT 3. Micro-finance for club projects
TT 4. Additional travel funds for local travel
TT 5. Travel funds for international level
TT 6. Governance development
TT 7. Marketing and promotion

Two regional meetings were held during the year. Thank
you to all that helped with the organisation of these and
those who were able to attend. The chance to discuss
who we are and what the membership think is an
important part of these meetings.

TT 9. Subsidised membership for more diverse
membership

Below are the results from one of the discussions
that occurred following questions at the Warkworth
Conference around reserves and budgeting spend.
Listed are the ideas suggested and how they ranked in
importance to those attending the meeting.

The website taskforce has done a great job and we now
have a fresh vibrant website due to the hard work that
Sally and her team put in to make this happen. This is a
living document so it will be updated as more information
becomes available.

TT 8. Leadership training including messaging
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In phase 2, if we can afford to and decide to have a
membership process built in to the website, then the
information restricted to members is ready and waiting
to be incorporated.
A revamp of the KTAs (Keys to Achievement), Database
and Manual update taskforces have also been set up
and led by Sally. The database was introduced to the
membership in August. The others are still a work in
progress.
Sherryll Markie-Brookes was co-opted by BPW NZ
executive to cover as the membership contact for the
latter part of the term. She has enjoyed the opportunity
to read about the amazing women we have amongst
us. We have had several enquiries not only from New
Zealand but India and Canada.
The wide range of skill base and the experience in several
different areas of work and study that these women have
is extremely impressive. We look forward to hearing that
Clubs have received the referrals and have followed up
encouraging these women to become members.
Going forward each club needs to be creative about
recruiting new membership.
An idea being implemented by BPW Gisborne is that
the dinner meeting is sponsored, either internally from
a member, or an organisation from the community. The
cost could vary depending on geographical area, but
they charge $50. This covers the meal $35, a glass of
wine and a small gift for the guest speaker. The Meeting
is named e.g. “The Food Works BPW Dinner Meeting”
for advertising purposes (Facebook/Newsletter) and the
President uses this name throughout the meeting. The

sponsor is introduced or acknowledged at the beginning
of the meeting. There may be flyers on the tables or a
discount voucher or freebies relating to that sponsor.
At the end of the meeting the sponsor has a 5- minute
slot to sell their business. BPW Gisborne has found this
to be a great way of getting new members as they can
sponsor a meeting, attend the meeting and get a feel for
what we stand for as an organisation.
Another incentive is the club member who brings in the
most members in one year gets a free membership for
the following year. This is the first year they have run this
and the winner will be known in March.
Our young BPW members are digital savvy. They are
constantly on the social media and do everything
online. We need to tap into this. Our journey has begun
with email conference manuals, zoom meetings and
Facebook but we will need to be more innovative if we
want to capture the interest of our young women. Who
best to ask than the young women themselves!
The best advertising is word of mouth, but it needs to be
followed up with “action”. If we are promoting advocacy,
support and leadership then we need to be seen to be
walking the talk.
A challenge to all Clubs - spend 2019 carrying out
a Membership Drive. We look forward to seeing the
increase in membership this year.
Sadly, because of work commitments Sherryll is unable
to continue in the role of Membership contact. This
position will be filled at Conference and we wish that
person all the best. In closing the BPW NZ Executive
thank Sally and Sheryll for all they have done over the
past 12 months.

This report was compiled by BPW NZ Executive
on behalf of:
Sally Smith, 2nd Vice President Membership
Sherryl Markie-Brookes, Membership Convenor
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A few questions have arisen as to why there is not a
members’ only page like on our old web page. Please
refer to the information Sally provided in her report for
conference 2018: In Phase 1 there is no “members
only” page. We have collated all the “members only”
material into a Library using google docs. Instructions
on how to access this information will be made available
to all clubs and Individual members. This has given us
an opportunity to put some controls over past present
and future versions of each document e.g. date, author,
authorisation for publication and access rights.

Executive Secretary
Report
At the end of my second year in the role of Executive
Secretary I am pleased to report that BPW New
Zealand has continued to show ourselves as a strong
member country in regards to their commitment to the
aims of BPW.
This year has been a busy one not just for the Executive
but also for our clubs who got behind the celebration
of 125 Suffrage Day Celebrations. Congratulations to
everyone who got involved. I was fortunate to be able
to attend one of the many events organised by BPW
Gisborne and also a very successful High Tea event
organised by BPW Doubtless Bay. Thank you to all
the clubs who shared their successes with us through
newsletter articles and for some brief TV appearances.
With the wider use of Zoom as a platform for meetings
and events I was able to attend both Regional Meetings,
one online and the other in person. Both were great
interactive events, with good numbers attending. Clubs
are able to use this forum should they have a speaker that
they would like to share with others, or club members
who are unwell or on holiday but would still like to be
involved in the club meeting – please don’t hesitate to
ask for information on how to get a link.
During the year the Infrastructure taskforce worked
on and initiated a Database template for members
to complete to give us a better view of the skills and
interests of our members. Thanks go to Sally Smith,
Kim Hayman, Carmen Nelson and Siobhan Dilly for their
input in getting the project completed. This information
will enable the Executive or taskforce chairs to ask
members who have knowledge/interests in specific
areas for their help with submissions, projects or as
mentors. It is unfortunate that only a small percentage of
our membership has taken the time to fill in the forms. If
you haven’t done so yet the link is: https://drive.google.
com/open?id=1nJOW6ebXEnyq0yBEiAApXtY6THDetMf
AhAb5f2d3D8Q.

With the change to our new branding a couple of
years ago the Executive have undertaken this year to
update the BPW New Zealand information brochure
which I am happy to say will be available to you all at
Conference this year. We have also worked on small
business cards that clubs will be able to use as an
introduction to your club.
With the introduction of the new website we are
beginning to have increased queries regarding the
organisation not just for membership but also on our
advocacy and mentoring work with a number of these
from International sources.
One of my goals for the last year was to look at the
options regarding delivery of the newsletter. With the
work on other infrastructure areas such as the website
and database taking precedent no changes have been
made to date.
Thank you to everyone who has provided me with
support over the last 12 months. I have enjoyed visiting a
number of clubs over this time and appreciate the warm
welcome I have been given.

Christine Berridge
Executive Secretary
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I started the year by giving the “old” website a quick facelift
so that it was in line with our branding and colours.
The “new” website project was a long, and at times, very
frustrating process. However, I am pleased to see it up
and running. It is modern and user friendly. A fantastic first
glimpse into BPW NZ for new and prospective members.

BPW is a wonderful organisation with great things ahead.
We need to take a step back and remember that it takes
the members to make an organisation. BPW NZ can be the
leaders in various political and advocacy circles but if we do
not have members as back up and there to lend support to
lead the organisation into the future, what happens to the
organisation and the hard work everyone has put in?

The website is still a work in progress. I understand
that many members would like all of our documents,
submissions, newsletters, and previous history to be stored
on the website. It is my suggestion that we take a step back
and decide,as a majority, what is the purpose of the BPW
NZ website and where does it fit within the bigger picture
of BPW NZ. Is the website about our prospective members
and their needs, helping to increase our membership? Or
is it about keeping information and history in an easy to
access format for our current members?

In saying this, I would like to thank those who have shown
me an immense amount of support throughout this journey
and there have been many. I would like to mention two in
particular.

There are many other ways to keep the documents and
history online that is available to all members without having
to throw it all on the website.

Siobhan Dilly – thank you for your support and
encouragement, being a helping hand and listening ear.

To be able to access the newsletters, policies, procedure
manuals, constitution and submissions that have been
uploaded, you need to go to the “BPW New Zealand
News” section on the home page. The sections for each of
those documents are posted here.
Each club has their own page. Please be sure to keep
the IT Administrator up to date with changes in the club
contacts and events so that the website can be updated.
We can also set up a bpwnz.org.nz forwarder email that is
redirected to your Gmail or personal emails. Please let the
IT Administrator know if you would like to take advantage
of this function.
There is a lot of potential for BPW NZ to be active in the
social media and online space so that we reach prospective
members and can carry on doing fantastic work in the
advocacy arena.

Sally Smith – thank you for believing in me and seeing
potential in my abilities. I enjoyed working with you and
talking with you about your years of experience, not only in
BPW NZ but everything you have achieved personally and
professionally.

The position of IT Administrator requires someone with a
lot of skill and in depth knowledge of technology, both on
and off line, so that it can be taught and explained with
accuracy the things that can and cannot be done, and
why, to members. I believe that with changing technologies
and the social media landscape in which we are now
moving, it may be appropriate for the position to come off
the Executive and become a paid/contracted position by a
qualified professional.
Thank you for the opportunity to work within this position
and on the Executive for the past year, I have learnt a lot,
however I do not think that this position is right for me, and
therefore will not be seeking nomination for the BPW NZ
Executive this coming year.

Carmen Nelson
IT Administrator

For me personally my position on the BPW NZ Executive,
this year has been very challenging. With a realisation that
although we understand that we are all volunteers with
busy lives the expectation from members at times does
not always reflect that.
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IT Administration
Report

Young BPW
Report
It has been a real pleasure to represent Young BPW on
the Executive this past year. Seeing and taking part in
this work has been very rewarding, and I was inspired
by working with an amazing group of dedicated women.

Membership
Last year, the number of Young BPW members stood
at 19 and this has remained steady throughout the past
year. Christchurch, Wellington, Upper Hutt, Hawera,
Gisborne, Doubtless Bay and Kaitaia are clubs with
Young BPW members. Four are Individual members
including one currently residing on Wallis Island and two
based in Auckland. At least seven Young BPW members
attended the Warkworth conference and were present
at the regional meetings.
Young BPW members have held leadership roles
and responsibilities. BPW Hawera member, Vivien
Johnson, also recent past Young BPW representative,
is presently the Young BPW Asia Pacific Representative.
She did a fantastic job representing Young BPW at the
Asia Pacific Conference. She works tirelessly to foster
communication between Young BPW leaders through
the region and represent them internationally.
Doubtless Bay member, Carmen Nelson, has held the IT
Administrator role on the BPW New Zealand Executive,
overseeing the introduction of our beautiful new website.
She has also provided significant support to the Young
BPW group with organising events, handling publicity,
minuting meetings and being an amazing ‘ideas’ person
behind Young BPW events and initiatives.

Another example of a Young BPW member supporting
BPW NZ while being an advocate for women and building
her own skills is Auckland-based Melissa Jones. She is
an Individual Member and represents BPW NZ on the
Auckland Pay Equity Coalition. She is also a disability
advocate and has written a resolution on accessibility
law for the BPW NZ 2019 conference.

Young BPW Engagement
As part of my Young BPW work this past year I have
enjoyed spending time with the Christchurch, Upper
Hutt and Hawera clubs. These clubs consist of
remarkable women and I have appreciated getting to
know different members from around New Zealand. I
have also enjoyed meeting and hearing from individual
members in Auckland.
Our Symposium was held in Hawera in August and
attended by three Young BPW members from out
of town as well as local Young BPW members. We
discussed how to attract new members, what is
happening in our clubs, and initiatives to support each
other and promote BPW. We also met a new (returning)
Young BPW member from Hawera, which led to a great
discussion about the perspective of BPW members who
are mothers with young children.
For one session, we were joined by BPW Hawera
members (then-President Sheryl Wallis and Helen Cook)
along with VP Membership and VP Issues (Sally Smith
and Janet Gibb). The group enjoyed sharing our vision
for an engaged Young BPW and a vibrant BPW NZ.
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While I was visiting Montreal in July, I met with Nicole
Nawrocki, a Young BPW Montreal member. We had
a very interesting conversation about a mentorship
programme they are looking to introduce. They are also
in the process of forming a competition in which young
women have the opportunity to shadow a women leader
for a day. BPW Montreal is building relationships with
local ambassadors and executive women.
They are developing links with BPW Brazil and other
international clubs. We discussed the need to identify
and talk about what makes BPW unique. It was a
pleasure to share my passion for BPW internationally.
This Conference will be the first year that the Young
BPW Sustainability Award can be awarded. Countless
BPW members have supported the Young BPW group
or mentored Young BPW members, including myself. I
feel immense gratitude and awe for the work of women
who have gone before me.

Taskforces and Projects
The three taskforces that have been a focus point for
several Young BPW members is Issues, the Website
and the Keys to Achievement (KTAs). Although my
contribution to the Issues Taskforce has certainly
decreased as the work of the Young BPW has picked up,
I enjoy being involved in submissions and the Wellington
Pay Equity Coalition and hope to share this experience
with other Young BPW members. Different Young BPW
members have been involved in an update of the website
and KTAs. We look forward to these projects coming to
full fruition.

International
In late October I attended the BPW Asia-Pacific
Conference in Bangkok, Thailand. I enjoyed the
experience and gained so much from it. The calibre of
the guest speakers was impressive. There were panels
from remarkable women leaders of south-east Asian
organisations, including HRH Princess Bajrakitiyabha
Mahidol, who is a criminal justice advocate known for
her work as a diplomat and with the UN, particularly
around women in the justice system.
We also heard from many of the BPW International
Executive, who were approachable and helped us
understand their roles and projects. The event was a
special opportunity to meet BPW women from all over
the world. I made links with women from the many AsiaPacific countries present as well as BPW UK, Canada,
American Samoa, and of course Thailand. Everyone
was unfailingly friendly, and hosts BPW Thailand were
gracious and generous..

Past, Present & Future
I want to end this on a note of empowerment because
that is a concept fundamental to who we are as an
organisation. We must be realistic though. If we look
at our membership figures, declining numbers are a
concern. As an Executive, we have provided support to
Clubs, worked on updating resources like the website,
represented BPW at events nationally and internationally
and with other relevant organisations, and planned
events. So, the call goes to all members. What are you
and your Club doing to empower BPW New Zealand?
Because in the words of one inspiring woman:
“Alone, we can do so little; together we can do so
much.” - Helen Keller.

Siobhan Dilly
Young BPW
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I finished the weekend in Hawera by joining the BPW
Hawera meeting that Monday evening. Each August,
their meeting is organised, hosted and run by their
Young BPW team. It’s a great chance for their Young
BPW members to step up, learn a lot and share the load
with their club executive. They did a fantastic job.

Immediate Past
President Report
2018/2019 has been a great year for New Zealand
women as we celebrated 125 years of women’s
suffrage. It has also been a year of achievement for BPW
NZ and I would like to thank and congratulate President
Hellen Swales, the Executive and the women who
have worked behind the scenes to raise the profile of
BPW New Zealand. We have shone as an NGO both in
New Zealand and internationally and we have provided
leadership to others in civil society.

I was honoured to be asked to be an assessor on
parliamentary submissions for the Girl’s Brigade
Queen’s Award and this was a very interesting
task. I attended two workshops (February
and November) of the Gender and Diversity
Research Group from AUT and have made
useful connections. It was also very worthwhile
to be part of the CEDAW consultation run by the
Human Rights Commission.

I wish to acknowledge the wisdom and advice I have
received from our Life Members and Past Presidents and
also the challenges from new members about accepted
procedures. I welcome this dynamic which enriches and
energises our federation.

In August I was invited to run a workshop at the
PSA Conference on Building Financial Capability
and to set up a BPW NZ stall prior to their
conference dinner.

There are many members who have worked with
commitment and enthusiasm to improve women’s
rights and to strive for gender justice in our country and
globally. I am very appreciative of their generosity with
time and energy and the support they have given me!

1.2.

Newsletter articles: I have highlighted key
political issues that affect women and brought
to member’s attention key work going on
internationally.

1.3.

Regional meetings: I attended both the
northern and southern regional meetings in June
and July and enjoyed finding out more about club
projects and the local initiatives undertaken. I was
able to discuss the resolutions process for the
year and the pilot project with some email voting
on internal resolutions. It was great to meet some
new members and to renew friendships with
older members.

1.4.

Promotion of Resolutions and the BPW
Advocacy process: I put together guidelines
on developing resolutions, presenting them and
following through with projects and advocacy
and discussed these at the regional meeting.

1.5.

Review of core BPW NZ documents: This
year the Procedure Manual has been reviewed
and a number of internal resolutions have arisen
from that to provide more clarity and logical flow.

1.6.

General support, visits with clubs during

1. BPW NZ: Executive and Club
Engagement
During my term as IPP I have worked closely with
members of the Executive when required and
developed stronger partnerships and collaborations
with other women’s organisations in New Zealand
along the way. The following is an overview of the work
that was undertaken during the last year.
1.1.

Partnerships with other NGO’s: over the last
year I have regularly attended Pay Equity Coalition
Auckland (PECA)’s monthly meetings as the BPW
NZ representative and have assisted with events
and spoken on their behalf on the Equal Pay
Amendment Bill 2018. I have attended the open
day of the NCW Conference in Auckland and a
Pacific Women’s Watch hui in August.
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1.7.

Conference 2019: I have provided assistance
where necessary through the timing requirements
for the Resolution process and will chair the preconference Resolutions session.

1.8.

Suffrage Celebrations: I attended the launch
of the Suffrage Celebrations at Government
House Wellington early in the year and was also in
Wellington for a number of Suffrage Celebrations
at Parliament on the 19th of September.

1.9.

Liaison with Ministry for Women and other
government departments: As Chair of WEPs
I worked with the Ministry for Women and was
pleased to attend the launch of the Government
Gender Pay Principles in Wellington in July.

2. Women’s Empowerment
Principles

and Wellington and both venues drew a large audience.
Later in the year we held a breakfast event on Managing
a Flexible Workplace in Auckland, Wellington and
Christchurch and they were also very well attended
and there was a great deal of positive feedback. I also
attended the launch of WEPs in Dunedin in May and a
welcome to a new signatory in Rotorua in February.
Visits to new and prospective signatories have taken up
a lot of time but it is encouraging to see the number of
signatories growing (now at 60) and the commitment of
so many businesses to ensuring there is gender equity
in their workplace. The 2018 White Camellia Awards to
recognise those companies and organisations who had
best implemented each of the seven principles was a
great success at Government House in Auckland with
a large number of signatories attending. It has been a
successful year.
WEPs in New Zealand has put some innovative practices
in place and it was good to have that acknowledged
when I was asked to be a speaker at the Asia Pacific
Regional Meeting in Bangkok in October.

3. UN Global Compact

The UN Women’s Empowerment Principles (WEPs)
work is a key plank in BPW work internationally and
is dependent on building good relationship with
the business community. It is a satisfying and also
challenging space to work in and I find that a significant
part of my weekly workload comes from my role as Chair
of the NZ WEPs committee. The WEP’s principles are
promoted in New Zealand by an equal partnership of
UN Women National Committee Aotearoa New Zealand
(UNWNCANZ), the New Zealand Federation of Business
and Professional Women (BPWNZ), the Human Rights
Commission (HRC), Diversity Works NZ and Zonta
International District 16.
During 2018 BPWNZ’s three members on the national
committee were myself, President Hellen Swales and
Mary Hope from BPW Gisborne. Past President Angela
McLeod was part of the committee in her capacity as a
UN Women representative.

BPW NZ joined the UN Global Compact in 2017 and
this fits well with our commitment to the Sustainable
Development Goals. This year we will be reporting back
on the work we are doing that supports the UN Global
Compact’s ten principles.

4. Resolutions Chair 2017/18
Eighteen resolutions (four financial, nine internal and
five external) were received by 1st December 2018 and
were then reviewed by the Resolutions Committee. This
year we are trialling email or postal voting for five of the
internal resolutions that amend the Procedure Manual.
If successful we may look at further email voting in
subsequent years.
A strong Resolutions Committee has worked to tighten
all resolutions and special thanks for their input goes to:

The WEPs committee hosted a panel event on sexual
harassment in the workplace in May in both Auckland
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2018/19: I have enjoyed attending meetings
hosted by BPW Central Hawkes Bay, BPW
Huntly and Districts and BPW Tamaki including
the memorable high tea hosted by BPW Central
Hawkes Bay.

TT BPW NZ President				
Hellen Swales (ex officio), Wellington
TT Life Member & BPW NZ Past President			
Dianne Glenn, Franklin
TT BPW NZ Past President
Faye Gardiner, Tamaki
TT BPW NZ Past President
Carolyn Savage, Christchurch
TT BPW NZ member & Past VP Issues		
Noeline Reisch, Individual member
I wish to thank clubs who have considered the resolutions
and sent through friendly amendments by the end of
February. It is exciting to see great resolutions being
put forward and to look forward to good discussion and
being able to extend the reach of BPW NZ’s advocacy
through new policy.

5. BPW NZ International
Engagement:
5.1

Communications with International: Any
information received from BPW International that
was not already in circulation was sent to the
Executive for information.

5.2

BPW International Asia Pacific Regional
Conference: I joined over 400 women from
over thirty countries at the Regional Conference
in Bangkok at the end of October. This was a
great time to network with women throughout
the region and to focus on the Sustainable
Development Goals and how BPW can help in
their achievement. I was honoured to be asked
to be a speaker on the Women’s Empowerment
Principles.

5.3

The 2018/19 period has seen me put a great deal of
my time into the UN Women’s Empowerment Principles
(WEPs) which is a key pillar of BPW International and a
vital one for achieving SDG 5. Equity in the workplace is
vital if equality is to be achieved in the community and
in homes. I am so pleased that BPW NZ is part of this
great initiative.
On reflection I can see that we must never underestimate the importance of collaboration with other
organisations and we need to understand that giving up
positions of power and focussing effectively on common
goals brings great strength and paradoxically often
brings greater leadership opportunities.
My thanks go to BPW Franklin for their continuing
support of me and my work.
I hold on to the fact that BPW is a powerhouse for good
in this world and I would like to finish with a quote from
our founder Dr Lena Madesin Phillips:
“You are now pioneers in the dream of peace and
social justice, of international understanding and
goodwill. This dream will come to pass. It matters
little whether you or I live to see the day. It is only
important that each of us struggle without pause
towards that day”.

Vicky Mee
BPW NZ Immediate Past President

Building International Friendships: One of
the delights of BPW membership is the friends
you make all round the world. I have been
fortunate to host Farah Khan from BPW Calcutta
and I shared a room in Bangkok with Nadia
Vodounnou from BPW Benin. I’ve also enjoyed
being part of the BPW International Online
Meetings group chaired by Geraldine Crevatt,
the Chair of the BPW International Mobility Task
Force.

6. In Conclusion:
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Treasurer’s
Report
We have achieved a surplus this year of $2,987 after
tax against a budgeted loss of $7,700. This surplus
was achieved largely by the Warkworth Conference
contributing a surplus of $2,874 to BPW NZ and BPW
NZ not awarding a Scholarship during 2018.
With an allocation of $4,000 to the Overseas Travel Fund for
the Asia & Pacific Regional Conference the net movement
in the General Funds was a decrease of $1,013.
Given the expected costs of holding the 2019 Conference
in Wellington, the Executive agreed to contribute the
2018 Conference surplus to the 2019 Conference in an
effort to reduce the cost to members attending.

Annual Financial Statements
Donations income has been recorded for expenses
incurred and not claimed with relevant expenses showing
an increase, President’s travel and Product purchases.
A note disclosing movement in all Special Funds has been
included this year to improve transparency for members.
Lennie and Associates have reviewed the Financial
Statements and their report is included with the financial
statements.

Legislation Changes
With recent changes to the Anti-Money Laundering and
Countering Financing of Terrorism Act becoming effective
from 1 July 2018, BPW NZ have had to change the way
funds raised for the Nepal Literacy Fund are remitted.
Whilst not detracting from the importance of this cause,
members need to be aware that their donations will
now be impacted by taxes and fee deductions not
previously incurred. All funds need to be deposited into an

appropriately named bank account with receipts provided.
Changes to the Incorporated Societies Act are expected
in the near future with implementation expected in 2020.
These changes will require a review of our Constitution
for compliance. Financial reporting standards may
be introduced, but these are unlikely to require any
changes to the way BPW NZ currently prepares its
financial statements. Annual return information is likely
to be increased with greater details on officers and
membership numbers required.

Budget
The budget has been prepared for 2020, two versions
of the budget have been tabled to enable members to
assess impact of resolutions.
The budget is based on the status quo in terms of the
way BPW NZ operates and reports. The format has
been adjusted to align more closely with the way our
financial statements report Income and Expenses.
A key assumption is that our total membership number
is relatively stable. To be conservative a small decrease
in overall membership by 2020 has been forecast with
an increase in the number of Individual members.
Accounting and Review costs have been budgeted
to increase to cover costs of using Xero which was
implemented last year. I support the continued use
of Xero as it has provided improved access for the
Executive to accounting information and key documents
and Membership return data and is working well for
accounting for product sales and purchases with
inventory tracking.
The costs of our annual external review and financial
statements preparation is currently $2,990. This cost
is significant given our size and relatively low level of
transaction volume and complexity. I see a review as
an essential activity to give members confidence in the
accounts reported, but given no legal, constitutional or
BPW NZ policy requiring an ‘external’ review I would like
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It is my pleasure to present the Annual Financial
Statements of the New Zealand Federation of Business
& Professional Women Inc. for the year ended 31
December 2018.

to see this be a matter for discussion in 2019 and explore
alternative options. For example, an internal review with
expenses incurred on external advice or attendance at
seminars on legislative changes when needed.

Financial Reserves
Finance Policy requires BPW NZ to maintain financial
reserves at no less than the average operating expenses
of the previous three years.
Our current reserve requirement is therefore $25,379,
actual reserves are $67,993. Technically we have a
surplus of $42,614. Based on budgeted losses, this
surplus will be gone in 3-5 years.
I do think it is time for some strategic planning that
may result in projects that require funding, but make
a significant contribution to membership retention,
development and succession planning for BPW NZ.

Finance Policy
I would like to see our Finance Policy redrafted with a
resolution at the next Conference. The redraft would not
change any current policy intent or the way we operate.
It would include changes to format to allow alignment
with all the terms used in our financial statements and an
ordering to clearly separate clauses relating to Operating
Expenses from Special Funds and modernising some of
language to reflect changes in technology. The redraft
would also need to look at relevant clauses in the NZ
Procedure Manual and Constitution for consistency and
best location.
Essentially the aim would be to make the policy more user
friendly. This process can start in the Finance session at
Conference, with updates to clubs throughout the year
and at Regional Meetings.

Based on current membership levels it is now
considered necessary to increase this amount to
remain financially sustainable as an organisation.
This increase would bring the Total Budgeted Levy
to $85 for 2020.
TT That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc increase the
Individual Membership fees from $80 - $90.
TT That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc allocate $4,000
to the Overseas travel fund to enable the President
or her nominee to attend the United Nations World
Conference on Women 2020.
Based on current information this event will
not include a registration fee but will have a
programme that spans 14 days. The allocation
would provide for:
- $1,400 reimbursement of costs to President or
nominee
- $1,000 reimbursement of costs to the second
delegate
- $1,600 estimate of cheapest available return
airfare for President or nominee
TT That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc move $2,500
to the Overseas travel fund to be held towards
cost incurred for travel and registration as will be
required for BPW international Congress to be held
in Orlando Florida 2020.
TT That the International portion of the total levy
increase from $38 to $39 for the year ended 31
December 2019 based on actual costs incurred
in February 2019. International levy paid EUR 23
(NZ$39.72) be ratified in accordance with Finance
Policy 2.3.1
TT That Lennie and Associates be appointed as
reviewers for the year ended 31 December 2019.

Recommendations

Kim Hayman

TT That the New Zealand Federation of Business and
Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc increase the
BPW NZ dues portion of total levy from $41 to $44.
The NZ portion of dues has not been reviewed
for some years remaining around $41 since 2015.

Treasurer
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Projected Annual
Operating Budgets
Years ending 31 December 2019 and 31 December 2020

GST Inclusive

Actuals
2018

Budget
2018

Budget
2019

Budget
2020

Budget
2020
Without

With Resolutions
Resolutions

Members at 31 December (Total)

299

330

286

280

280

20

20

22

30

30

Life Members

4

4

4

4

4

BPW NZ Dues

39

41

41

44

41

International Dues

38

36

38

41

41

Total Levy

77

77

79

85

82

Dues - Individual Members

80.00

80.00

80.00

90.00

80.00

Half Year Levy

56.00

56.00

58.50

63.00

61.50

Student 18 years and over

56.50

56.50

58.50

63.00

61.50

10

2,500

2,000

200

200

2,874

0

0

0

0

22,215

23,445

20,540

20,910

20,172

1,575

1,600

1,760

2,700

2,400

Sundry Income

207

0

0

0

0

Donations

956

0

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,473

2,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

Individual Members at 31 December

INCOME
Gross Profit BPW Product
Conference Surplus
Club Dues
Individual Members

Interest
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Total Income

29,310

29,545

26,300

25,810

24,772

884

1,035

1,000

1,000

1,000

11,797

11,800

10,500

11,480

11,480

378

135

500

400

400

1,200

1,350

1,350

1,350

1,350

Conf Pres/Sec/Treas

600

1,350

1,350

1,350

1,350

Conference Misc

389

200

750

750

750

3,221

3,900

4,000

4,000

4,000

60

250

300

200

200

General Admin

445

1,020

1,100

500

500

Other Conferences

370

450

500

500

500

2,990

2,587

3,000

3,450

3,450

140

140

150

150

150

0

3,000

2,500

2,500

2,500

1,589

1,290

1,500

1,500

1,500

Travel Other

815

600

500

500

500

Travel President

791

2,400

2,500

2,500

2,500

Depreciation

498

0

2,500

2,000

2,000

26,167

31,507

34,000

34,130

34,130

BPW Promotion Fund

0

1,000

1,000

0

0

Overseas Travel Fund

4,000

0

0

7,500

7,500

Total Allocations

4,000

1,000

1,000

7,500

7,500

Balance to/from General Reserves

-1,013

-3,272

-8,700

-15,820

-16,858

Advertising & Promotion
Affiliation BPW INT
Badges/Trophies
Conf Reg Exec

Exec Meetings
Flowers Gifts etc

Review and Accounting
Subs/affiliations
Scholarship Awarded
Technology-Web Hosting

Total Expenditure

ALLOCATIONS
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SECTION FOUR
FINANCE

EXPENDITURE

Section Five:
Resolutions
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BPW NZ CONFERENCE PAPERS 2019

Resolutions for Conference
Voting 2019
NO:

TITLE

PROPOSERS
Mover

RESOLUTION TYPE
2nd

Const.

PM

Fin. Pol

Policy

Type: Internal Resolutions
I1(P) to I5(P) voted on prior to conference by postal/email voting
I6 to I9 to be voted on at Conference
I1 (P)

Procedure Manual Change of Terms

IPP Vicky
Mee

PP Anita
Devcich

X

I2 (P)

Procedure Manual Amendments
Section 1

IPP Vicky
Mee

PP Anita
Devcich

1.0

I3 (P)

Procedure Manual Additions Section
1

IPP Vicky
Mee

PP Anita
Devcich

1.3

I4 (P)

Procedure Manual Amendments
Section 5

IPP Vicky
Mee

PP Anita
Devcich

5.0

I5 (P)

Procedure Manual Additions Section
5

IPP Vicky
Mee

PP Anita
Devcich

5.0

I6

Funding Congress Delegations

Treasurer
Kim Hayman

Exec Sec.

I7a

Constitution Amendment on
Honorary Life Membership

Exec. Sec
C. Berridge

LM & PP D.
Glenn

I7b

Procedure Manual Amendments on
Honorary Life Membership

Exec. Sec C.
Berridge

LM & PP D.
Glenn

1.4

I8

New Clause 8.1(o) added to the
Procedure Manual

PP Faye
Gardiner

PP Carolyn
Savage

8.1

I9

Individual Member Representative on
the BPW NZ Executive

BPW Wgtn

Individual
Members

SECTION FIVE
RESOLUTIONS

3.2.2

11.2

8.1

Type: External Resolutions for voting at Conference
Section 13: Environment

E1

Limiting Global Warming, New
Zealand urged to increase their
commitments to Climate Change.

PP C. Savage

Individual
Members

X

E2

Deposits on drink containers

BPW Franklin

BPW Huntly
& Districts

X

Section 15: Health
E3

Accessibility Legislation

IT
Administrator

Individual
members

X

E4

Funded Family Care

LM & PP D.
Glenn

BPW Central
Hawkes Bay

X

E5

Provision of Alternatives to Detention

LM & PP D.
Glenn

VP Janet
Gibb

X
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GENERAL INTERNAL RESOLUTIONS FOR
CONFERENCE 2019
Resolutions I1 (P) – I5 (P) amend the Procedure Manual and will be voted on prior to Conference by email/postal vote.

I1 (P): PROCEDURE MANUAL CHANGE OF TERMS
“THAT the New Zealand Federation of Business and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. amend the following wording
in the Procedure Manual by replacing:
a)
the words “Immediate Past President” or “IPP”with “Resolutions Chair”
b)
the words “the Manual” with “the Procedure Manual”
c)
the words “the BPW NZ Manual” with “the BPW NZ Procedure Manual”
Proposed by Immediate Past President Vicky Mee
Seconded by Past President Anita Devcich
Rationale:
Amendment of “Immediate Past President” to “Resolutions Chair” reflects the role being carried out as described
in the Procedure Manual and Standing Orders in relation to resolutions. It also allows for the situation where the
Immediate Past President is unable to fulfil this role and another member is delegated as Resolutions Chair. The
integrity of the process is thus protected.
Use of the words “Procedure Manual” required to distinguish from the “Club Manual”.
Action Plan:
Resolutions Chair to update the wording of the Procedure Manual.
Cost to BPW NZ: Nil.

I2 (P): PROCEDURE MANUAL AMENDMENTS SECTION 1
“THAT the New Zealand Federation of Business and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. amend Section 1 of the BPW
NZ Procedure Manual of October 2017 as follows:
Current Clause
numbering

Additions/Changes/Deletions – refer new version of Procedure Manual and
old version sent with the resolution

1.1

To become Clause 1.1a

1.2

To become Clause 1.1b

1.3

To become Clause 1.1c and grammar tidied by inserting “approval of” after the word
“including”

1.4a to e

To become Clause 1.2a to e

1.4 (incorrect number)

To become Clause 1.2f

1.5

To become Clause 1.2g

1.6

To become Clause 1.3 and sentence beginning “That any woman …” be deleted as it
was superseded at Conference 2015 by the clause below found in the first bullet point

1st bullet point of 1.6

Becomes Clause 1.3a and grammar corrected - replace “their” with “her” before
“region”

2nd bullet point of 1.6

Becomes Clause 1.3b

3rd bullet point of 1.6

Becomes Clause 1.3c. Transfer clause a) from 4th bullet point of 1.6 by adding at the
end “The dues shall be recommended by the Treasurer and determined by Conference”

4th bullet point of 1.6

Becomes Clause 1.3i if the 4 additional clauses proposed in Resolution I3(P) are
accepted and they become Clauses 1.3d to 1.3g.

4th bullet point cl. a)

Clause a) of this bullet point is transferred to 1.3c above.

4th bullet point cl. b)

Becomes Clause 1.3h

5th bullet point of 1.6

Becomes Clause 1.3j

1.7

To become Clause 1.4

1.8

To become Clause 1.5

1.10 (should be 1.9)

To become Clause 1.6
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Proposed by Immediate Past President Vicky Mee
Seconded by Past President Anita Devcich

Rationale:
The changes proposed to Section 1 put clauses in logical order, allow for easy recognition (rather than referring to a
bullet point) and grammar is corrected. Amendments are of a minor nature.
First clause of current 1.6 is to be deleted as this was an oversight and should have been deleted in 2015 as the
following resolution was carried at Conference 2015:
“THAT the New Zealand Federation of Business and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc review their policy on
Individual Membership to allow women to become Individual Members without prejudice of there being a club within
their region.”
Action Plan:
Resolutions Chair to update the Procedure Manual and issue to clubs, the Executive, Life Members, Past Presidents
and Individual Members.
Cost to BPW NZ: Nil

I3 (P): PROCEDURE MANUAL ADDITIONS SECTION 1

-

Individual Members (IM) will automatically gain full rights of participation in and contribution to BPW NZ as
those who are members of traditional clubs.

-

Individual Members will have their own lines of communication through the Vice President Membership

-

Individual Members will not, as a group, be able to charge any additional fees or dues

-

Individual Members will be encouraged to participate in Regional Meetings and contribute to other BPWNZ
club and national activities, including club candle-lightings and membership of task forces.”
Proposed by Immediate Past President Vicky Mee
Seconded by Past President Anita Devcich

Rationale:
If amendments proposed in Resolution 1.2 (P) are passed then the above four new clauses will become Clauses 1.3d
to 1.3f in the Procedure Manual.
These clauses reflect current practice for Individual Members and clarify operational matters.
Action Plan:
Resolutions Chair to update the Procedure Manual and issue to clubs, the Executive, Life Members, Past Presidents
and Individual Members.
Cost to BPW NZ:

Nil
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“THAT the New Zealand Federation of Business and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. add the following clauses
that relate to Individual Members to Section 1 of the BPW NZ Procedure Manual of October 2017:

Existing Clauses

Incorporated into these numbered Clauses in proposed Amendments

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.3.1
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.6a
5.6b
5.7 first sentence
5.7a-c
5.8 a-c
5.8d

5.1.1 within Clause 5.1 on Submissions of Resolutions
5.1.2 within Clause 5.1 on Submissions of Resolutions
5.1.3 and 5.1.4 within Clause 5.1 on Submissions of Resolutions
5.1.5 within Clause 5.1 on Submissions of Resolutions
5.3.1 within Clause 5.3 on Resolutions on Dues and Finance
5.5.1 and 5.5.2 within Clause 5.5 on Voting at Conference
5.7.1 within Clause 5.7 on Postal/Email Votes between Conferences
5.7.2 within Clause 5.7 on Postal/Email Votes between Conferences
5.7.3 within Clause 5.7 on Postal/Email Votes between Conferences
5.3.2 within Clause 5.3 on Resolutions on Dues and Finance
5.3.4 and 5.3.5 within Clause 5.3 on Resolutions on Dues and Finances and referenced
in Clause 5.4.4 on Late Amendments and Resolutions
5.2.1 within Clause 5.2 on Editing and Amendments prior to Conference
Clause 5.6 on Lost Resolutions
5.2.2 within Clause 5.2 on Editing and Amendments prior to Conference
5.2.3 within Clause 5.2 on Editing and Amendments prior to Conference
5.2.4 within Clause 5.2 on Editing and Amendments prior to Conference
5.3.3 within Clause 5.3 on Resolutions on Dues and Finance
5.4.1 within Clause 5.4 on Late Amendments and Resolutions
5.4.2 and 5.4.3 within Clause 5.4 on Late Amendments and Resolutions

5.9
5.10
5.11
5.12
5.13
5.14

Proposed by Immediate Past President Vicky Mee
Seconded by Past President Anita Devcich
Rationale:
The changes to this section of the Procedure Manual have been made to provide a logical flow through the resolution
process by grouping clauses related to a particular process under a major clause heading. The new Section 5 in the
new order is provided as an Appendix
No changes to the process have been included in these amendments. Small wording changes are dependent on
outcome of voting on Resolutions I1(P). New wording changes are covered in Resolution I5(P).
Action Plan:
Resolutions Chair to update the Procedure Manual and issue to clubs, the Executive, Life Members, Past Presidents
and Individual Members.
Cost to BPW NZ: Nil

APPENDIX FOR RESOLUTION 1.4(P) AND 1.5(P)
Proposed Clauses for Section 5 of the Procedure Manual
Proposed Clauses

Changes from Oct 2017 version

5.1 Submission of Resolutions:
5.1.1 Resolutions and amendments may be submitted by:
a. Clubs
b. Members of the Executive
c. Past Presidents and Life Members
d. Individual Members provided that the Individual member has
he written support of 50% of the other Individual Members

Existing clause 5.1 becomes 5.1.1 and
is incorporated unchanged apart from
formatting.

5.1.2 Resolutions and amendments must reach the Resolutions Chair,
with a copy to the Executive Secretary, not later than the first (1st) of
December in the year preceding Conference.

Existing clause 5.2 becomes 5.1.2 with
change of Immediate Past President to
Resolutions Chair (Resolution I1(P).

5.1.3 Resolutions must be in writing, dated and signed by the Proposer.
In the case of a Club the President or Secretary of that Club shall sign.

First half of existing clause 5.3
becomes 5.1.3

5.1.4 An explanatory note (rationale) must be appended together with
the reference to the relevant CEDAW article (if any), and an Action Plan
for implementation of the policy if the Motion is adopted.

Second half of existing clause 5.3
becomes 5.1.4

5.1.5 Clubs responsible for presentation of a resolution on legislation to
Conference must be prepared to accept responsibility for any follow-up
under the direction of Vice President Issues if requested to do so by the
Executive.

Existing clause 5.3.1 becomes clause
5.1.5

5.1.6 A resolution remains with the original mover of a resolution even if
amended at conference and is recorded as such in the Minutes

New clause dependent on passing of
Resolution I5(P)
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5.2 Editing and Amendments prior to Conference
5.2.1 The Resolutions Chair shall consider, edit and co-ordinate (consult
with the Proposers) ensuring that the:
a. Proposers have made sufficient research to avoid errors of fact or timing
b. Resolutions do not overlap in subject matter or duplicate existing policy
c. Resolutions conform to the Aims of BPW NZ
5.2.2 These Resolutions and Amendments shall then be circulated to
reach Clubs etc no later than ten (10) weeks before Conference.
5.2.3 Any further proposed Amendments to these Resolutions and
Amendments shall be sent in writing to the Resolutions Chair no later
than six (6) weeks before Conference.
She shall, if necessary, consider, edit and co-ordinate.

Existing clause 5.8 incorporated in
5.2.1 apart from 5.8d which now
becomes new clause 5.6 on Lost
Resolutions
Phrase “consult with the Proposers” is
new and moved in Resolution I5(P).
Phrase “or duplicate existing policy” is
new and moved in Resolution I5(P)
Existing clause 5.9 becomes clause
5.2.2
Existing clause 5.10 becomes clause
5.2.3

5.2.4 The Resolutions with Amendments shall be circulated to Clubs etc Existing clause 5.11 becomes clause
5.2.4
no later than four (4) weeks before Conference.
5.3 Resolutions on Dues and Finances

5.3.2 Resolutions to involve BPW NZ in expenditure, outside of the
Budget or Finance Policy must be accompanied by a full business plan,
budget and supporting documents.
5.3.3 No further Resolutions or Amendments designed to alter the
Dues or Budget will be accepted before or during Conference.
5.3.4 Resolutions related to expenditure received after the 1st of
December and prior to Conference should be discussed at Conference
prior to a postal/email ballot six months after receipt of the resolution.
The discussion shall be summarised and circulated to BPW NZ
members entitled to vote
5.3.5 The Executive shall respond in writing to all queries about a
Resolution by postal/email vote and circulate all queries and responses
to BPW NZ

Existing clause 5.4 becomes 5.3.1

First sentence of existing clause 5.7
becomes clause 5.3.2
Existing Clause 5.12 becomes clause
5.3.3
Existing Clauses 5.7a and 5.7b
become clauses 5.3.4
Existing Clause 5.7c becomes clause
5.3.5

5.4 Late amendments and resolutions
5.4.1 Any further proposed amendments to Resolutions and
Existing clause 5.13 becomes 5.4.1
Amendments not designed to alter the dues or budget shall be
handed to the Resolutions Chair on the prescribed form (available at
Conference) before being formally moved and seconded. Where
practical these amendments shall be circulated to Conference attendees
before the sessions considering the Resolutions.
5.4.2 Resolutions received after 1st December but prior to Conference
must be lodged with the Resolutions Chair no later than 0830 hours on
the first day of Conference/AGM.
5.4.3 The Resolutions Chair will consider whether to accept any late
resolutions with her Resolutions Committee and the decision, on
acceptance or not, is to be announced immediately after lunch on the
first day of Conference.

Existing clause 5.14 becomes 5.4.2
and 5.4.3
.

5.4.4 Refer 5.3.4 and 5.3.5 above related to any late resolutions involving
expenditure
5.5 Voting at Conference
5.5.1 Resolutions shall be passed by a simple majority
5.5.2 Amendments designed to alter the Constitution and Finance
Policy, must be passed by a two thirds (2/3rds) majority

Existing clause 5.5 becomes 5.5.1 and
5.5.2

5.6 Lost Resolutions
Resolutions defeated at Conference may not be re-submitted for two
years unless there is significant additional information

Existing clause 5.8d becomes 5.6

5.7 Postal/Email Votes between Conferences
5.7.1 Resolutions to alter the BPW NZ Procedure Manual can be
passed at Conference or by a vote between Conferences.

Existing Clause 5.6 becomes 5.7.1

5.7.2 A quorum for a postal/email vote shall be 75% of those eligible to
vote, provided that at least one half of the Clubs are represented.

Clause 5.6a becomes 5.7.2

5.7.3 A two thirds (2/3rd) majority of the Quorum is required to support
the Resolution
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Clause 5.6b becomes 5.7.3

SECTION FIVE
RESOLUTIONS

5.3.1 Resolutions recommending changes in dues must be
accompanied by a memorandum stating in figures the effect the motion
would have on:
a. BPW NZ income
b. BPW NZ budget

I5 (P): PROCEDURE MANUAL ADDITIONS SECTION 5
“THAT the New Zealand Federation of Business and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. amend by addition the
following clauses that relate to Resolution Process to Section 5 of the BPW NZ Procedure Manual of October 2017:
- Add new clause 5.1.6 “A resolution remains with the original mover of a resolution even if amended at conference
and is recorded as such in the Minutes”.
- Replace the word “co-ordinate” with “consult with the Proposers” in proposed clause 5.2.1
- Add the words “or duplicate existing policy” to clause 5.2.1b
Proposed by Immediate Past President Vicky Mee
Seconded by Past President Anita Devcich
Rationale:
These clauses clarify existing practice and assist in ensuring that conference time is not wasted by a lack of due
process and that delegates have sufficient time to consult with other members before voting on any amended
resolution. These processes also ensure that the mover of a motion is consulted and recognized for the work they
have put in to research and prepare a resolution.
Refer Appendix with I4(P) and I5(P) to see flow of process plus full wording of Section 5.
Action Plan:
Resolutions Chair to update the Procedure Manual and issue to clubs, the Executive, Life Members, Past Presidents
and Individual Members.
Cost to BPW NZ: Nil

I6:

FUNDING CONGRESS DELEGATIONS

“THAT the New Zealand Federation of Business and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. add new clause 3.2.2f to
the Finance Policy:
An annual transfer be made to the Overseas travel fund to be held towards costs incurred for travel and registration
for BPW Congresses which are held every three years. The amount to be determined by Conference.”
Proposed by BPW NZ Treasurer Kim Hayman
Seconded by Christine Berridge, Executive Secretary
Rationale:
Congress is held every 3 years and it is important that we have funds available for the President and delegates to be
allocated. These funds are best to be transferred into the overseas travel fund yearly rather than as a lump sum which
could cause undue pressure on the financial status of BPW New Zealand.
Refer Finance Policy 3.2.2
Action Plan:
BPW NZ Treasurer to action annually.
Cost to BPW NZ: As agreed by Conference in conjunction with the budget.

I7a:

CONSTITUTION AMENDMENT ON HONORARY LIFE MEMBERSHIP

“THAT The New Zealand Federation of Business and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc agrees to amend the BPW
NZ Constitution Clause 11.2 Voting between conferences for Honorary Life Membership as follows:
Amend 11.2 (2) A quorum by a postal/electronic vote shall be 90 per cent (90%) of the clubs and Individual Members
eligible to vote;
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11.2 (3) A majority of 90 per cent (90%) of the votes shall be required to ratify conferring Life Membership
To
11.2 (2) A quorum by a postal/electronic vote shall be 75 per cent (75%) of the clubs and Individual Members
(taken as a group) eligible to vote;
11.2 (3) A majority of 75 per cent (75%) of the votes shall be required to ratify conferring Life Membership
Proposed by BPW NZ Secretary Christine Berridge
Seconded by Life Member and Past President Dianne Glenn
Rationale:
Previously the percentage was 75%, with all pre-2013 Life Members having been conferred Life Membership under
this rule. The percentage was amended to 90% in 2013 and even though there was one vacancy with the passing of
a Life Member (Pauline Gapper) the new percentage caused barriers to conferring a further Life Membership.
Action Plan:
Constitution to be amended and new process followed if an Honorary Life Membership vacancy occurs.
Cost to BPW NZ: Nil

I7b:

PROCEDURE MANUAL AMENDMENTS ON HONORARY LIFE MEMBERSHIP

“THAT the New Zealand Federation of Business and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. agrees to amend the BPW
NZ Procedure Manual regarding Honorary Life Membership criteria as follows:

1.4

b) Voting for Honorary Life Membership requires:
2. A quorum for a postal/electronic vote shall be 90 percent (90%) of the clubs and individual Members
to vote;
3. A majority of 90 per cent (90%) of the votes shall be required to ratify conferring Honorary Life
Membership
c) Outstanding service requires that the proposed Honorary Life Member:
2. Has served BPW NZ through representation at International level preferably in an elected position
as a Chair or as Sub-Regional Coordinator.

To
1.4

b) Voting for Honorary Life Membership requires:
2. A quorum for a postal/electronic vote shall be 75 percent (75%) of the clubs and individual members
(taken as a group) to vote;
3. A majority of 75 per cent (75%) of the votes shall be required to ratify conferring Honorary Life
Membership
c) Outstanding service requires that the proposed Honorary Life Member:
2. Has served BPW NZ through representation at International level preferably in an elected position as
an Executive Member (including President, Vice President, Executive Officers, Regional Coordinator)
or as an elected Committee Chair or appointed Task Force Leader or as a Sub-Regional Coordinator.”
Proposed by BPW NZ Executive Secretary Christine Berridge
Seconded by Life Member and Past President Dianne Glenn

Rationale:
The Policy relating to the voting quorum has been updated to reflect the change to the Constitution.
The policy relating to service has been updated to reflect the change in structure of BPW International.
Action Plan:
Procedure Manual to be amended and new process followed if a Honorary Life Membership vacancy occurs.
Cost to BPW NZ: Nil
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Amend

I8:

NEW CLAUSE 8.1(o) ADDED TO THE PROCEDURE MANUAL

“THAT the New Zealand Federation of Business and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. add new clause to the
Procedure Manual under 8.1:
8.1(o) Corrections of spelling and grammar, or to the layout and numbering of the content to improve access and
clarity that do not change the substance or intent of the Clause, may be made to the Constitution, the Procedure
Manual and the Finance Policy by the Executive between Conferences.”
Proposed by Past President Faye Gardiner
Seconded by Past President Carolyn Savage
Rationale:
This will eliminate the need for multiple minor changes to be notified and voted on at Conference, leaving more time
for discussion of important issues.
Action Plan:
BPW NZ Executive to update appropriately between Conferences.
Cost to BPW NZ: Nil

I9:

INDIVIDUAL MEMBER REPRESENTATIVE ON THE BPW NZ EXECUTIVE

“THAT the New Zealand Federation of Business and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. create a role on the Executive
for an Individual Member Representative elected by Conference, and as such:
Amend Clause 8.1 of the BPW New Zealand Constitution to read:
8.1

The Executive of BPW NZ shall be the:
• President
• First Vice President
• Second Vice President
• Executive Secretary
• Treasurer
• IT Administrator
• Young BPW
• Individual Member Representative
• Immediate Past President
Proposed by BPW Wellington
Seconded by Individual Members

Rationale:
In the last few years, the membership of individual members has increased significantly. Individual members’ collective
voices should be utilised as a balancing agent to ensure that the Executive is comprised of equal interests that
represent its full membership.
BPW NZ Wellington recommends that an Individual Members’ representative be on the executive. The Individual
Members shall nominate one (1) representative for this executive position.
The Executive shall consist of nine (9) members elected by a majority vote at the Annual General Meeting.
Action Plan:
1) BPW NZ to review and amend policy and Constitution on electing an Individual member representative to the Executive
2) BPW NZ to prepare Role Description relating duties and responsibilities of the Individual Member Representative.
3) The role holder should expect to attend each meeting of the Executive and report back to Individual Members.
Cost to BPW NZ: The BPW Executive is required to meet face to face twice per year. Typically, they do so before and
after Conference. Therefore, the estimated increased cost to BPW will be registration for conference and transportation
to and from Conference. This is not estimated here because it is so variable and dependent on assumptions.
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GENERAL POLICY (EXTERNAL) RESOLUTIONS FOR
CONFERENCE 2019
E1: LIMITING GLOBAL WARMING, NEW ZEALAND URGED TO INCREASE THEIR
COMMITMENTS TO CLIMATE CHANGE
“THAT the New Zealand Federation of Business and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. urge the New Zealand
Government to:
a)

acknowledge the revised goal of limiting global warming to 1.5 degree Celsius above pre-industrial
levels by the end of the century,

b)

set emissions targets and supporting policy to achieve ‘net zero’ carbon pollution in New Zealand by
2050,

c)

commit to Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 13: Climate Action,

d)

update their Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC’s) in 2020 to align with the 1.5°C cap,

e)

formally recognise women as agents of change in addressing climate change and to embed the
Sustainable Development Goals within legislation, policy development and in activities on the ground.”
Proposed by BPWNZ Past President Carolyn Savage
Seconded by Individual Members

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released a recent report, entitled “Global Warming of 1.5ºC”
alerting us on the importance of keeping the temperature rise below 1.5ºC. The report indicates that adverse effects
of climate change range from the Arctic (and Antarctic) ice melt to the destruction of natural habitat and an increase
of disease. This burden is not localised and won’t be confined to a certain country or region; it affects everyone of us.
The difference between the impacts of warming of 1.5ºC to that of 2ºC is significant and research now indicates that
there will be devastating effects on coral reefs, water availability, sea level rise, species extinction and the intensity of
extreme weather conditions with any increase in global temperature rise above 1.5ºC.
New Zealand signed the 2015 Paris Agreement and made a commitment in their Nationally Determined Contributions
(NDC’s) which contained their specific commitments to reduce carbon emissions. Commitments made within their
NDC’s need to be considered again and resubmitted within the 2020 timeframe to align with the revised goal of limiting
global temperature rise to 1.5ºC.
There is clear evidence indicating that the current commitments globally are far from adequate including the most
recent Emissions Gap Report from United National Environment Programme (November 2018). This report noted
“current commitments expressed in the NDCs are inadequate to bridge the emissions gap”.
Limiting global warming to 1.5°C is possible but will require rapid, far-reaching and unprecedented changes in all
aspects of our lives, with clear benefits to people and natural ecosystems, while ensuring a more sustainable and
equitable society.
Action Plan:
1.
BPW NZ to lobby relevant Ministers and government agencies.
2.

BPW NZ to develop a Climate Change Toolkit to encourage women managers in corporations and women
owed SME businesses to reduce their emissions.

3.

BPW NZ to put forward a resolution to BPW International to encourage all countries to set targets and policies
to align with the revised goal of limiting global warming to 1.5º Celsius above pre-industrial levels by the end of
the century and to recognise women as agents of change

Cost to BPW NZ: Nil
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Rationale:
To strengthen the global response to the threat of climate change, countries adopted the Paris Agreement which
entered into force in 2016. The Agreement aims to mobilize nations, including New Zealand, to take action to prevent
global temperatures from raising by 2ºC above pre-industrial levels by 2100. But it also calls on countries to pursue
measures that would cap that rise to 1.5ºC.

E2:

DEPOSIT ON DRINK CONTAINERS

“THAT the New Zealand Federation of Business and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc request the government to
regulate drink manufacturers to charge a deposit on ALL drink containers to encourage the return of containers to the
manufacturers for the recycling or re-use of containers.”
Proposed by BPW Franklin

Seconded by BPW Huntly and Districts
Rationale:
This resolution supports SDG 12 Ensuring sustainable consumption and production patterns.
This would minimise what goes into landfills, aiming at zero waste, minimise pollution, and the damage these
containers do to the environment in general.
The aim is to :
1. Extend the product stewardship already on a voluntary basis in NZ, to be mandatory.
2. Motivate consumers to return containers to the manufacturers,
3. Make manufacturers responsible for the reuse or recycling of their packaging
4. Realise the “polluter pays” principle.
We recognize that currently manufacturers are not taking responsibility for the whole of the life cycle of the product
and its packaging and the purpose of this resolution is to ask the government to put that responsibility on to the
manufacturer and importer so that it influences their decisions in how to package or import products.
Many milk producers use plastic containers which can’t be sterilised for reuse or recycled in NZ. To be sustainable
these companies should reconsider milk packaging. It’s highly likely that if they had to take responsibility for the whole
life cycle of its milk packaging the industry would stop using plastic and use containers which can be sterilised and
reused.
Manufacturers currently produce drinks (including water) in aluminium, plastic or glass bottles. NZ is not currently
able to recycle the volume of plastic bottles sold in NZ and has been exporting NZ’s plastic liability to other countries,
where these plastics are down cycled into lower grade plastic products and much of the plastic waste is unable to
be reused and becomes pollution. News in mid November of a sperm whale having 6kgs of plastic in its intestines is
abhorrent and we should aim to stop the production at source.
Aluminium cans can and are recycled in NZ. It makes good economic sense because the cost of aluminium recycling
is much cheaper than mining and smelting new aluminium. However many aluminium cans are not recycled because
there is no incentive for the consumer to return them. A deposit could increase the consumer return rate.
A relatively small reward of 10 cents per bottle may make a bigger difference to less affluent people than to more
wealthy consumers. This pattern is very positive, as it means that cashback programs have a stronger impact in areas
of lower economic advantage, which are often the places with the biggest litter problems.
Ask our government to support a strong law, and ensure that producers pay for their plastic pollution! Politicians
negotiating the law need to ensure any changes they make, are legitimate improvements to laws and policies, and
contain no compromises for companies.
Action Plan:
Lobby government to enact a law making manufacturers responsible for the recycling or reusing of all drink
containers
-

The mover will draft a letter to be used as a template by clubs and individuals to lobby relevant MPs and all
political parties, the Employers and Manufacturers Assoc., Conscious consumer, Business for Sustainable
Development and any other companies clubs consider appropriate.

Costs: BPW NZ – Nil
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E3:

ACCESSIBILITY LEGISLATION

“THAT the New Zealand Federation of Business and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. urge the New Zealand
Government to introduce enforceable and mandatory accessibility legislation (The proposed “Accessibility for New
Zealanders Act”) to enable people with disabilities to make full use of the built environment, public infrastructure and
transportation, workplaces, all goods and services and the digital environment.”
Proposed by BPW NZ IT Administrator, Carmen Nelson
Seconded by Individual Members

Rationale:
New Zealand is facing a growing population of citizens with disabilities. It is estimated that currently 1.1 million live
with at least one disability and our population is also aging rapidly. The implementation of accessibility legislation will
reinforce the benefits from current disability focused legislation, increasing the social and economic return that will
outweigh the indicative costs of implementation.
For the proposed Act refer: http://walkauckland.org.nz/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Its-Time-for-theAccessibility-for-New-Zealanders-Act.pdf

•

$300 million a year reduction in Jobseeker, Health Condition or Disability benefit costs

•

Increased tax revenues of $387 million

•

Increased incomes and productivity from disabled workers through better education outcomes of $862 million

•

Impact on GDP is a positive increase of approximately $1.45 billion

•

Increased tourism revenues through greater domestic spend and increased international visitors in the
accessible tourism market.

New Zealand’s current laws on disability and accessibility do not comply with the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of Disabled Persons (UNCRDP). For the Government to meet its obligations under the Disability Convention it
will need to enact accessibility legislation.
Under the NZ Disability Action Plan 2014-2018, in response to the 2018 CEDAW List of issues and questions in relation
to the eight periodic report of NZ / Replies of NZ Government – Cl. 182, the Government has agreed to increase the
accessibility of disabled people to the built environment and transport services.
This resolution supports BPW NZ Policies 15.8.3, 15.8.7 and H3.3.1, BPW International Policies, International Year For
Disabled Persons (1980-05) and Use Of Technology In Helping The Handicapped (1983-07)
The US and provinces of Canada have adopted accessibility laws. Now, is our time.
Action Plan:
•
BPW NZ to lobby the New Zealand Government to develop and implement accessibility legislation
•

Clubs throughout New Zealand to lobby their Members of Parliament.

Cost to BPW NZ: none
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A report commissioned from Sapere Research Group by the New Zealand Institute of Economic Research (20.11.18)
found that effective accessibility legislation could result in:

E4:

FUNDED FAMILY CARE POLICY

“That the New Zealand Federation of Business and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. advocate for the Repeal of
Part 4A of the New Zealand Health and Disability Act (2000) and the Amendment Act (2013) to ensure that all family
members who are carers are paid on the same basis as others carers, and are entitled to make complaints of unlawful
discrimination in respect of the New Zealand Government’s family care policy, and that there is an open and inclusive
process to ensure the Act is fair and in line with other Human Rights legislation •

to enable spouses, de facto partners, civil union partners to be paid for care provided and

•

to ensure that this payment to all family carers be a fair wage. i.e. remove the minimum wage requirement.”
Proposed by BPW NZ Life Member and Past President Dianne Glenn.
Seconded by BPW Central Hawkes Bay

Rationale:
Many women who are caregivers of disabled or seriously ill family members, are unable to be in paid employment
because of the need or desire to care fulltime for a spouse, partner or adult child in the home rather than requesting
an outsider-caregiver, or the transfer of the disabled or seriously ill person into a residential facility. Because of the loss
of paid employment, the family caregiver is unable to be financially independent and/or save for retirement.
Many disabled people do receive a range of benefits from the social welfare system, but many find these benefits
inadequate for daily survival, let alone save for the future.
The UNCRPD Monitoring Committee in its 2014 Concluding observations has recommended that all family carers
are paid on the same basis as other carers. The same recommendation, by the Independent Monitoring Mechanism,
was made in 2018. This was followed on 23 March by the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, as
an issue of Specific Rights (Articles 5-30), requesting information from the NZ Government, in “5(d) Measures taken
to review the eligibility criteria of its Funded Family Care Policy and amend Part 4A of the New Zealand Public Health
and Disability Act 2000 to ensure all family members who are carers are paid on the same basis as other carers and
entitled to make complaints of discrimination in respect of the State party’s family care policy………”
Research shows there is high distress among New Zealand’s carers. A paper published in the New Zealand Medical
Journal shows these informal carers are more likely to experience anxiety and depression. A Discussion Paper for
Carers New Zealand and the NZ Carers Alliance “Paid Family Funded Care Discussion : Funded Family Care and
other schemes” published by sapere research group, in April 2018 (Editors Jo Esplin, David Moore, Hazel Rook) is
currently being considered by the Minister of Health, and who stated in September 2018, that “the Government would
run targeted consultation with affected families and stakeholders”. We are still waiting the outcome.
CEDAW – General Recommendation 16 notes that unpaid work constitutes a form of women’s exploitation that is
contrary to the Convention.
SDG 3 – The outcomes of many SDGs can be aligned with unpaid women carers. SDC 1 – No poverty; SDG 2 – No
hunger; SDG 3 - Good Health and Well-Being; SDG 8 – Decent work and Economic Growth; SDG 10 – Reduced
Inequalities.
Action Plan:
1.
BPW NZ to write to the Minister and Associate Minister of Health, to the Minister for Women and to the Minister
of Disability Issues to advocate for the review and to support recommendations in the Funded Family Care and
other schemes. (Copy of the Discussion Paper can be supplied)
2.

If action has not been positive before the NCWNZ AGM, submit to NCW NZ

3.

As this issue is being addressed by BPW International at CSW63, submit to BPW International.

Cost to BPW NZ : Nil. Only time and effort in writing letters.
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PROVISION OF ALTERNATIVES TO DETENTION

“THAT the New Zealand Federation of Business and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. urge the New Zealand
Government to implement the United Nations Rules for the Treatment of Women Prisoners and Non-Custodial
Measures for Women Offenders (the Bangkok Rules) and provide alternatives to detention for female offenders being
sentenced under the Summary Offences Act 1981, in particular to reduce the high number of Maori women detainees.”
Proposed by BPW NZ Life Member and Past President Dianne Glenn
Seconded by Vice President Janet Gibb

The UN Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination of Women (CEDAW) within its Concluding Observations of the
eighth periodic report of New Zealand (20 July 2018) expressed concern in Cl.43… “that Maori women continue to
be disproportionately affected by incarceration and that 65% of female inmates are Maori.” In Cl.44. the Committee
recommended “the State party to implement the United Nations Rules for the Treatment of Women Prisoners and
Non-Custodial Measures for Women Offenders (the Bangkok Rules) and provide alternatives to detention to reduce
the high number of Maori women detainees.”
The SDGs are committed to leave no-one behind – and yet here is one group of women who are already behind even
before imprisonment. It is well documented that women in prisons have poorer health than the general population and
are often suffering from substance abuse and mental health issues. They are frequently victims of violence, rape or
sexual assault, many have head injuries with cognitive, behavioural and emotional consequences.
This resolution supports BPW NZ Policy Section 15.24 Mental Health : Women in Prisons (2014) which was then also
adopted as Resolution 5 at the Cairo Congress (2017)
Action Plan:
1.
Resolution to be put forward to NCWNZ and/or BPW International (with appropriate change in wording to
reflect the Bangkok Rules)
2.

BPW NZ to write to the Minister of Justice, the Minister of Women, the Minister of Health requesting them to
work with the Department of Corrections Ara Poutama Aotearoa to implement the Bangkok Rules

3.

Encourage the Department of Corrections to work positively with those iwi who have already indicated a
desire to acquire land/accommodation to provide alternatives to prison for women detainees and to seek other
partners.

4.

BPW NZ to support Maori Women’s Welfare League in this quest.

Cost to BPW NZ: Letter writing at no cost.
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Rationale:
Women who receive prison sentences are often from a socially deprived background and may be in prison for short
periods such as a few weeks or some for some years. They are frequently in prison for different reasons to male
prisoners. Their crimes are often petty, non-violent, often resulting from an accumulation of traffic offences and fines,
some for drink-driving or under the influence of drugs. They are frequently unable to pay fines because they are
unemployed, do not have a home or live in a household/relationship with little or no control over finances. The Courts
are unable to confine them on Home Detention as they do not have suitable accommodation or may live in a violent
relationship, and therefore also unsuitable for Parole, meaning a longer prison sentence. Children are often denied
access to their mothers, with maternal care interrupted and family relationships breaking down. In New Zealand,
women detainees are far more likely to be Maori. Maori women make up approximately 12 to 14 per cent of the total
population, but within the women’s prisons, 65% of the detainees are Maori.

Section Six:
Nominations
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Nominations
for Officers
Position:

Nominated by:

President
Hellen Swales. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . BPW Wellington

Vice presidents (2)
Christine Berridge.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . BPW Doubtless Bay

Executive Secretary
Noeline Reisch (Individual Member) .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . BPW NZ President

Treasurer
Catherine Chrisp. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . BPW Gisborne

Young BPW
Ankita Sharma (Individual member) .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . BPW NZ President
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Barbara Bedeschi-Lewando (Individual Member).  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . BPW NZ President

Hellen
Swales
OCCUPATION:

TT BPW NZ – CSW 62
TT BPW International – Leader’s Summit

TT Third term Upper Hutt City Councillor
TT Chair of Audit Risk and Finance
TT Jackson Street Programme Coordinator –
advocate for 220 businesses on Jackson Street
TT Property Manager of our 12 Rental Properties

TT BPW Delegate to UN on CEDAW in Geneva June
2018
TT Leader for BPW New Zealand Delegation to Asia
Pacific Regional Meeting 2018 Bangkok
TT Represented BPW New Zealand at BPW
Australia’s AGM 2018

BPW EXPERIENCE:
TT I joined BPW in late 2012

TT BPWI Taskforce Standing Committee to the UN
2016 Present

BPW Upper Hutt

TT UPR Training and BPW NZ Rep

TT

Joined BPW Upper Hutt 2012

TT

Committee Member 2012 – 2014

TT

Fundraising 2013

VOLUNTEER & COMMUNITY WORK:
TT Hutt Valley Samaritans committee member 2009 –
present

BPW Wellington
TT

Joined 2014

TT

Committee Member 2014

TT

President 2015 – Present

TT Community Patroller 2009 – present
TT Committee member Upper Hutt Multicultural
Council 2012 – present

BPW New Zealand

PERSONAL STATEMENT:

TT BPW NZ Legislation Convenor 2013 -2014
TT BPW NZ Legislation Convenor 2013 -2014
TT BPW NZ Second Vice President 2014 – 2016
TT BPW NZ First Vice President 2016 – 2017
TT BPW NZ Alternated Delegate Congress Jeju 2015
TT BPW NZ – Committee Member of WEP’s 2015 Present
TT WEP’s – Communications Chair 2016 - 2018 now
just a committee member to present
TT BPW NZ – CSW 59
TT BPW NZ – CSW 60

Born and brought up in the Central Hawkes Bay I have a
love for good food, red wine and great weather. I have a
Diploma in Physiotherapy and Bachelor of Commerce. I
have travelled extensively using England as my base during
a seven-year period.
I have been married for 38 years, we have a son and
daughter in law who have given us a handsome set of
twin boys aged 8 and a brother Noah who is 4. Family is
important to me and I so enjoy having them living so close
to us.
I love my involvement with BPW and I find it so rewarding
knowing that we do and can make a difference by -

TT BPW NZ – CSW 61
TT Leader for BPW New Zealand delegation to BPW
International Congress in Egypt 2017
TT Co-Chair The International Women’s Causes in
New Zealand as BPW Rep

My strength is not that of an individual but that of
the collective. SDG 17
Ehara taku toa I te toa takitahi engari he toa takimano
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OCCUPATION:

PERSONAL STATEMENT:

TT Administrator – Waste Management, Kerikeri

I have been a member of BPW for 15 years joining BPW
Doubtless Bay as a founding member in 2004. I have
continued to enjoy the fellowship from being a member
and am proud of the work we have done in our area
supporting women to achieve their goals.

Qualifications:
TT Certificate in Travel, Tourism and IATA Fares and
Ticketing– Quantum Education

BPW EXPERIENCE:
TT Member of BPW Doubtless Bay for 15 years

Having been in the role of Executive Secretary for 2
years I have enjoyed the challenges I have been given.
I wish to use the knowledge I have gained in this role to
take on a new challenge within the organisation.
I believe it is important to be a positive role model
and help in providing a supportive environment for all
generations that wish to be involved in our organisation.

TT Founding Member
TT Treasurer 2006-2008

The culture of BPW that promotes empowerment,
equality, mentoring and advocacy is an organisation I am
proud to be a part of and look forward to the opportunity
to continue working with these goals within BPW New
Zealand.

TT Vice President 2010-2014
TT President 2014-2016
TT Coordinator Pink Ribbon Appeal 2013-2014
TT BPWNZ Regional Meetings
TT BPWNZ Conference 2018,2017,2016,2015,2014
TT BPWNZ Executive Secretary 2017-18
TT CSW62
TT Leaders Forum 2018
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Christine
Berridge

Barbara
BedeschiLewando
WORK HISTORY:

QUALIFICATIONS:

TT Kiwiconsult Ltd. – Policy Advisor and Director
- Various policy lead roles with international donor’s
projects in New Zealand and the Pacific
- Senior Policy Analyst and Advisor to governments,
private sector and NGOs in respect to climate, disaster
resilience, sector mainstreaming including gender

TT 2007: Master’s Degree in Global Environmental
Protection and International Policies – Tuscia University

TT Council for International Development (CID)
– Humanitarian Coordinator and Member
Engagement Advisor

TT 2006: Diploma in Development & International
Cooperation, Institute of Politics & International Studies
TT 1996: Bachelor of Science in Political Science and
International Relations – University of Bologna

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT:

TT AECOM International Development – Senior Policy
and Finance Advisor, Fiji
TT AECOM New Zealand Limited – Principal Consultant
Sustainability and Climate Change, Auckland
TT GHD Limited, Auckland – Principal Climate Change
Advisor
TT Action Aid – International Project Coordinator, Italy

COMMUNITY:
TT 2018 – Current: Taskforce Issues member for the NZ
Federation of Business and Professional Women

TT 2018 – Literacy & Statistical Numeracy for Policy
Analysts training – Ministry for Women, Stats New
Zealand
TT 2018 – Data for Effective Policy Making – InterAmerican Development Bank (IDB)
TT 2017 – Several gender equality and women’s rights
related courses – UN Women Training Centre
TT 2017 – Certificate in Global Diplomacy – University
of London
TT 2014 – Certificate in Treaty of Waitangi, Tangata Tiriti
Treaty People – Nelson Multicultural Council.

TT 2018 – Current: Member – New Zealand Institute of
International Affairs

PUBLICATIONS & GOVERNMENT
SUBMISSIONS:

TT 2017 – Current: Member – International Women
Caucus, Ministry for Women

TT Reviewing New Zealand’s Policy on Aid and
Sustainable Development, Ministry for Foreign Affairs
and Trade

TT 2017 – Current: Member – Women’s Major Group
on Agenda 2030
TT 2014 – 2018: Past Vice-President – United Nations
Women NC Aotearoa New Zealand
TT 2014 – Current: Climate Change Working Group
Member – National Council of Women
TT 2014 – Current: Member – United Nations
Association of New Zealand

TT Tariff (PACER Plus) Amendment Bill, Foreign Affairs,
Defence and Trade Select Committee
TT Trade for All, Ministry for Foreign Affairs and Trade
TT Zero Carbon Bill, Ministry for the Environment
TT National Disaster Management Plan and Operational
Manual, Government of Samoa

TT 2014 – 2015: Chair – Nelson Multicultural Council
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Noeline
Reisch
BPW EXPERIENCE
Member Mana BPW since 2001.
TT 2008-2009: Legislation Convenor
TT 2007-2008: Legislation Convenor
TT 2005-2007: President/Bulletin Editor Mana
TT 2007: Legislation Convenor
TT 2006: Club delegate to National Conference

OTHER VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE

TT 2003: Club delegate to National Conference

Worked with the Foundation for the Blind as a talking
book facilitator. Contributed to NZ society of Research on
Women by designing covers for two of their publications.
For five years I was involved with a Wellington group
called Women in Business.

TT 2003-2005: Vice President / Secretary/Bulletin
Editor, Member of the Conference Planning
committee for the 40th Annual BPW Conference
held in Wellington, Acting Chairperson and MC.
TT 2002-2003: Secretary
TT 2002: Attended National Conference as Observer

QUALIFICATIONS
Four years full time study towards an Industrial Design
Diploma

CAREER EXPERIENCE
Started work in Town planning for the Wellington City
Council, then for a private firm Gabites, Allington and
Edmundson.
Moved to Todd Motors for a number of years as a
designer and then moved to an Electronics company,
AWA where I started as a designer and eventually ended
up as Supervisor of the design office. AWA was sold
to Exicom and I continued there as DO Supervisor for
a number of years until being made redundant after
restructuring of the business.
I then owned and operated my own Design and
draughting business as well as joining my Husband
in “Babysitting Motels” to allow the owners a break. I
owned and operated, with a partner, a Second hand
bookshop/ Book Exchange.

I have also always supported my husband with any Lions
projects that he may have been involved in, and often
collect for charities such as Te Omunga Hospice, Guide
Dogs for the Blind.

PERSONAL STATEMENT
I am married to Ian and have two daughters, and two
grandsons. BPW is an opportunity to learn from and
to help other women. The diversity of occupations
amongst the women involved and the friendships that
I have made are rewarding. Knowing that I a number of
women from a large number of different occupations to
call upon if I require help with any particular subject is
empowering in itself.
I have enjoyed the challenge of putting together
submissions on policy matters and being involved with
the parliamentary process. All the submissions and
lobby letters have had to be researched (to the best
of my ability) and the response from MP’s to both the
letters and the submissions have all been positive even
when the MP may not agree with supporting our point of
view. It is my wish to continue as Legislation Convenor
as I believe that it is important work and that BPW does
make a difference for all women in the community.
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For 23 years worked for Windsor Engineering designing
product and running small projects for Filtration systems
and Kilns for drying lumber for the Forestry industry.
Supervisor and administrator of design team, Involved
in developing a work practice manual, and procedures
manual for the design office. Currently working as a
Fitness Trainer for Curves, a women only Gym.

Catherine
Chrisp
OCCUPATION

BPW EXPERIENCE

TT Chartered Accountant

TT 2006 Joined BPW Gisborne

TT Company Accountant for The Gisborne Herald
Group

TT 2008-2016 BPW Gisborne Committee member

TT Only non-family member of the executive
management team for The Gisborne Herald Co Ltd

TT 2010-2014 BPW Gisborne Treasurer

TT Director / Administrator for family business

TT 2008-2009 BPW Gisborne Secretary
TT 2016 BPW Gisborne Vice-president

TT Trustee for a small number of trusts

TT 2008, 2011, 2012, 2016, 2018 attended BPW
annual conference as delegate, time-keeper.
Presented and seconded remits at conference

QUALIFICATIONS

TT 2016 Attended Asia-Pacific Regional Conference
TT 2016 Obtained gold KTA

TT Bachelor of Business Studies

TT 2016 Awarded Distinguished Service award

TT Chartered Accountant
TT Member of The Chartered Accountants Local
Leadership Team

PERSONAL

TT Auditor for a number of community-based groups
TT Trustee for Edward King Trust (Girl Guides Gisborne)
TT Financial advisor and auditor for The Town and
Country Womens Club
TT Treasurer for The Friends of Chelsea Hospital
TT Member of Gisborne Chambers of Commerce
TT Member of Gisborne HR group
TT Past community service-School committees,
Plunket Society, Garden club, Squash club,
Poverty Bay Hockey Assn,
TT Attended and completed numerous conferences
and courses on Leadership, Management,
Corporate Governance and Financial Management

Married with 4 boys and three grandchildren. With my
husband and our sons we run a family citrus orchard on
the Poverty Bat flats.
I am very community focused and have always been
involved with local community committees. My career
as a CA has allowed me to expand my knowledge and
skills in a number of areas. I am a strong and passionate
advocate for women and believe in the BPW aims.
I would like the opportunity to serve on the BPW NZ
executive to further my knowledge and involvement with
BPW NZ.
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Ankita
Sharma
TT Performed Geolocation testing for the McDonald’s
“Drop into Macca’s” mobile gaming app on [Phone
4S and 5S at four different locations.

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS
TT Institute of Directors in NZ: Associate Member
TT Auckland Business Chamber: Staff Member

TT Assigned the ‘Scrum Master’ role to facilitate the
sprint planning through to the retrospectives using
both the Scrum and the Kanban approach (Trello)

TT SuperDiverseWomen: Young Member
TT National Council Of Women: National Member
TT UN Women Aotearoa NZ: General Member
TT Auckland Young Professionals: General Member
TT TechComm NZ: General Member

TT Successfully disseminated information about AIDS
with the use of banners and slogans.

TT Zonta Club of Auckland: Editor

TT ISTQB CTFL (Certified Tester Foundation LevelDecember 2014)

STRENGTHS AT A GLANCE

TT ISQI CAE (Certified Agile Essentials- August 2015)

TT Able to work independently or in a team
TT Exceptional verbal and written communication skills

TT Tricentis Tosca Testsuite (Certification of Completion
— August 2016)

TT Analytical and problem-solving skills

EDUCATION

TT Public Speaking skills

TT Bachelor of Science, Physics, University of
Auckland, March 2010-February 2013

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Software Test Analyst, 9 Spokes, Auckland (May
2017-Current)
TT Provide functional manual testing of the business
apps that provide actionable insights for SME’s.
TT Utilise JIRA, a bug tracking tool to log defects; tail the
logs and use git to track changes in the source code.
TT Defined the user stories and the acceptance criteria
for the product as part of the Product Council.
Junior Test Analyst, Chorus/The Testing
Consultancy (October 2015-September 2016)
TT Provided System Integration Testing, Business
Acceptance Testing of the system infrastructure in
the areas of Online Fault Management, Resolution
and Service Management.
TT Maintained the test suite, logged defects on HP
ALM, used QTP for automation.
Tester, Planit Software testing Ltd, Auckland
(August 2014-September 2015
TT Gained experience across various clients, such
as LIC, Sovereign in all parts of the test process
(analyse, design, schedule and execute) including
exploratory testing.

AWARDS AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS
TT Rotary Youth Leadership Award (July 2018)
TT Plain English Awards Finalist (November 2018)
TT 2010-2013: Achieved A+ grade in Physics 325
(Electromagnetism), Computer Science 111
(Mastering Cyberspace), Spanish 104 (Beginners’
Spanish).
TT 2012: Awarded the ‘First in Course’ certificate for
Physics 325 in the university.
INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
TT Reading a wide range of topics
TT Travelling and outdoor activities such as abseiling,
river-crossing, para-gliding
TT Culinary passion through master chef shows and
personal practice
TT Fine arts of dancing, singing and sketching
TT Sports such as badminton, croquet, table-tennis
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

TT BPWNZ: Individual member

Section Seven:
BPW NZ
Constitution
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BPW NZ Constitution
Amended/Approved November 2016

1. TITLE

3.3.

The name of the organisation shall be the New Zealand
Federation of Business and Professional Women
Incorporated (“BPW NZ and/or BPW New Zealand”).

TT for the elimination of all discrimination against
women
TT for human rights and the use of gender-sensitive
perspectives.
3.4.

TT BPW NZ is a non-partisan, non-profit organisation
with voluntary membership and leadership
TT It does not discriminate on the basis of background
or beliefs, and respects human rights
TT Its procedures are democratic, transparent and
inclusive of all members
TT Its decision-making bodies are accountable to the
members

TT world-wide networking and co-operation between
business and professional women
TT non-profit projects that help women gain economic
independence.

4. AFFILIATION
4.1.

TT Its funds are carefully managed and used to
promote and achieve its aims.

3. AIMS
BPW NZ aims to unite business and professional women
to:

undertake:

BPW NZ shall be affiliated to the International
Federation of Business and Professional Women
(“BPW International”), and shall pay the annual
dues as set at the previous BPW International
Congress.

4.2.	 BPW NZ may join in membership with other
nationally organised societies as decided by
Conference.

3.1. work for women’s:

5. DUES

TT economic independence

5.1. The affiliation fee payable by Clubs on application for
membership shall be:

TT equal opportunity and representation in economic,
civil and political life.
3.2. encourage and support women and girls to:

TT the number of Club members times half the BPW
NZ dues plus half BPW International dues at the
time of application.

TT develop their professional and leadership potential,
undertake lifelong education and training
TT use their abilities for the benefit of others, locally,
nationally and internationally.
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2. TYPE OF ORGANISATION

advocate:

5.2. The dues payable by members shall be:

8.2.

The President shall have a deliberative and a
casting vote at all Executive meetings for the
status quo.

8.3.	

In the absence of the President the First Vice
President, and in her absence, the Second Vice
President, shall carry out the President’s duties.

8.4.	

The President shall be an ex officio member of all
Committees.

TT BPW NZ dues as determined each year by
Conference
TT BPW International dues, as set at the previous
Congress.
5.3.

The dues for members joining after June 30th
shall be one half of the BPW NZ dues and full
BPW International Dues.

8.5.	 The President shall be the Chief Executive of
BPW NZ. She shall preside at Conference, the
Executive, and any Special General Meetings
called.

6. MEMBERSHIP
Members of BPW NZ:
6.1.

Clubs which subscribe to the aims of BPW NZ

6.2.	

Honorary Life Members (4)

6.3.	

Individual Members

6.4.	

Corporate Entities

9. ADMINISTRATION
The administration of BPW NZ shall be vested in the:
TT Annual General Meeting
TT Executive

6.5.	Associates
6.6.	

10. CONFERENCE

Student Members.

10.1.

7. REGISTERED OFFICE
The Registered Office of BPW NZ shall be the address
of the President for the time being or at such other place
or places as the Executive may determine.
Notice of every change of Registered Office shall be sent
to the Registrar of Incorporated Societies.

8. BPW NZ EXECUTIVE
8.1.

The Executive of BPW NZ shall be the:

TT President
TT First Vice President
TT Second Vice President
TT Executive Secretary
TT Treasurer
TT IT Administrator
TT Young BPW

An Annual General Meeting of BPW NZ shall be
held and referred to as Conference.

10.2.	 The following shall be entitled to vote:
TT Executive
TT Each Club delegate present
TT Each Individual Members’ delegate present
TT Past Presidents of BPW NZ who retain their Club/
Individual Membership
TT Honorary BPW NZ Life Members
TT Executive members, Honorary Life Members, and
Past Presidents have one vote and may not vote in
any other capacity.
10.3. The number of elected delegates from each Club
and Individual Members entitled to vote shall
depend on the number of members paid to BPW
NZ at the 31st March according to the following
schedule. No delegate can cast more than one
vote.

TT Immediate Past President
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Voting strength

Up to 10 members

1 Delegate

11 to 20 members

2 Delegates

21 to 30 members

3 Delegates

31 to 40 members

4 Delegates

41 to 50 members

5 Delegates

51 members and over

6 Delegates

12. RESOLUTIONS
12.1. A resolution requires a majority vote for adoption
at Conference.

10.4. Clubs not able to attend Conference may
exercise one (1) postal vote (to be received by the
Executive Secretary not less than one (1) week
prior to Conference.
10.5.	 A quorum shall be one half of those present and
eligible to vote, provided that at least one half of
the Clubs are represented.

12.2.	Resolutions may be submitted by Clubs,
Members of the Executive, Past Presidents and
Individual Members, provided that the Individual
Member has the written support of 50% of the
other Individual Members.
12.3.	 Resolutions, including Late Resolutions, must
comply with the Guidelines as set out in the
Manual.

13. SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING
13.1.

10.6.	 Corporate Entities and Associates may attend
conference as observers but may not vote.

11. VOTING BETWEEN CONFERENCES
11.1.

The Executive Committee may at any time seek a
decision from those entitled to vote at Conference
by postal/e-mail vote:

TT 1) A Quorum for a postal/e-mail vote shall be 75%
of those eligible to vote, provided that at least one
half of the Clubs are represented
TT 2) A two thirds majority of the Quorum is required
to support the Motion.
11.2. Voting between conferences for Honorary Life
Membership requires:
TT 1) Those entitled to vote for an Honorary Life
Member shall be:
• One vote per club.
• One vote amongst the Individual Members

A Special General Meeting of BPW NZ may be
called at any time by the President or a Vice
President and must be called upon the written
request of not less than thirty per cent of clubs
(30%) or forty per cent (40%) of those entitled to
vote at Conference.

13.2.	 Six (6) weeks’ notice of Special General Meetings
shall be given.
13.3.	 No business shall be transacted other than that
stated by the notice.
13.4.	 Voting shall be governed by the same rules as
those pertaining to Conference.
13.5.	 Use of technology.
13.6.	 A Special General Meeting may be held at
more than one venue using any technology that
gives the Membership as a whole a reasonable
opportunity to participate.

14. ELECTIONS

TT 2) A quorum for a postal/electronic vote shall be 90
percent (90%) of the clubs and Individual Members
eligible to vote;
TT 3) A majority of 90 percent (90%) of the votes
shall be required to ratify conferring Honorary Life
Membership.

The Executive shall be elected for the ensuing year by
secret ballot at Conference and shall retire annually,
being eligible for re-election in accordance with the
Manual.
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SECTION SEVEN
CONSTITUTION

Membership Number

15. NOMINATIONS

18. REGIONS

Nominations for the election of the Executive shall
be submitted by Clubs or Individual Members to the
Executive Secretary SIX (6) weeks before Conference
on the prescribed form and signed by the nominee and
the Secretary of the proposing Club, or for an Individual
Member by Vice President Membership in accordance
with the Manual.

The regions are North, Midland, Central and South.

19. CLUB CONSTITUTIONS
Each Club shall submit through the Executive Secretary
its Constitution and any proposed amendments for
consideration by the Executive before being submitted
to the Club for adoption.

16. EXECUTIVE
The affairs and business of BPW NZ between
Conferences, shall be managed by the Executive.
16.1.

Two thirds (2/3) of the Executive shall constitute a
quorum.

16.2.	 The conduct of the meetings shall be in
accordance with approved Standing Orders.

20. FINANCIAL YEAR
The financial year of BPW NZ shall be from 1 January to
31 December in each year.

21. FUNDS OF BPW NZ
21.1.

16.3.	 The Executive shall:
TT Meet face to face at least once a term and conduct
other meetings as needed either face to face or
using technology. Total cost of BPW NZ Executive
meetings shall not exceed the amount in the
budget approved by Conference
TT Manage the affairs of BPW NZ in accordance with
the Constitution, Policy, Manual and Budget.
16.4. An extraordinary meeting of the Executive may
be called at any time by the President and must
be called upon receipt of a written request to the
President and/or a Vice President by no fewer
than one half (1/2) of the Executive.

17. COMMON SEAL
The Executive Secretary shall have responsibility for the
Common Seal which shall be used by Resolution of the
Executive.
Each document to which the Common Seal is affixed
shall be signed by the President and countersigned by
the Executive Secretary or in her absence, a member of
the Executive.

An Affiliation Fee shall be payable to the Treasurer
on application by newly formed Clubs and there
will be no further payments payable by the new
Club for that financial year.

21.2.	 BPW NZ dues and BPW International dues shall
be paid to the Treasurer at the rate determined
by the previous Conference and Congress by 31
March and for new members joining during the
year, by 30 November.
21.3.	 BPW NZ is empowered to receive other funds,
grants, legacies and monies, but may not borrow
money.

22. CESSATION OF MEMBERSHIP
22.1. A Club wishing to cease to be a member of BPW
NZ shall first notify the Executive in writing and
forward a copy of the Club’s final minutes and
Balance sheet to the Executive.
22.2.	 For ONE month the Executive must urgently
work with the Club to see if its Membership can
be retained.
22.3.	 If the Club Membership cannot be retained, the
Club shall formally resign in writing.
22.4.	 Club members automatically become Individual
Members until the end of the current BPW NZ
Financial year.
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22.5.	 Cessation of Membership shall become effective
on:
TT 1) acceptance by the Executive followed by

25. WINDING UP OF BPW NZ
If BPW NZ is wound up:
TT Its debts, costs and liabilities shall be paid
TT Surplus money and other assets of BPW NZ may
be disposed of

(a) A non-Incorporated Club having decided to
resign shall transfer its funds, Club records, and
gavel to BPW NZ within 30 days of the Resignation
becoming effective. The funds shall be transferred
to the general funds of BPW NZ;

TT By resolution

(b) An Incorporated Club shall comply with Sections
24, 25 and 26 of the Incorporated Societies Act
1908 and shall advise the Executive in writing and
when the Liquidator consents, shall transfer its
Club records and gavel to BPW NZ. If there are any
remaining Club funds after liquidation is complete,
Club members will vote to determine the disposition
of funds.

TT The surplus money and other assets shall be
distributed to an organisation or charitable
institution having the same or similar aims and
objectives as BPW NZ.

22.6. The Executive may upon giving not less than
six (6) weeks’ notice in writing to the last known
address of a Club abrogate the membership of a
Club that is in arrears of Dues by June 30th.
22.7.	 Any such abrogation shall be ratified by
Conference.

TT According to the provision of Incorporated
Societies Act
TT No distribution may be made to any member

26. INTERPRETATION
TT Matters not covered by the Constitution or the
Manual shall be decided by the Executive
TT And shall be binding on members unless revoked
at an Annual or Special General Meeting.

27. AMENDMENTS
27.1.

23. EXPULSION OF MEMBERS
The Executive shall be entitled to suspend a member
if a complaint has been made to the Executive of
misconduct relating to the affairs of BPW NZ on the part
of that member.

Amendments to the Constitution may be
submitted by Clubs, Members of the Executive
Past Presidents and Individual Members,
provided that the Individual Member has the
written support of 50% of the other Individual
Members, and must comply with requirements
set out by the Manual.

24. RIGHTS OF APPEAL

27.2.	 The Constitution can be amended only by
Conference and requires a two thirds (2/3)
majority.

Within one (1) month any member (Executive, Club, or
Individual) shall have the right of appeal to be heard by a
Committee, appointed by the Executive, within three (3)
months. Their decision will be final.

27.3.	 Changes to the Constitution must be notified
to BPW International and the Registrar of
Incorporated Societies.
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SECTION SEVEN
CONSTITUTION

TT 2) a second and final meeting of the Club to
confirm its wish to cease being a member of BPW
NZ

Section Eight:
BPW NZ
Procedure
Manual
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BPW NZ
Procedure Manual
Amended/Approved October 2017

1.1.

Membership of BPW NZ shall be open to
Clubs, Individual Members, Corporate
Entities and Students that subscribe to the
aims of BPW NZ.

1.2.

Application for membership shall be on the
prescribed form.

1.3.

Clubs shall be accepted into membership
subject to approval by the Executive,
including the Club’s Constitution, and
ratification by Conference.

1.4

Honorary Life Membership
a)

c)

The Executive, either on its own volition
and/or after consideration of nominations
by any Club or Individual Members (with
full supporting documentation) may
recommend a Nominee for Honorary Life
Membership to the Clubs and Individual
Members for ratification.
Only one nominee for HLM shall be
proposed by the Executive in any one
year.
The Executive Secretary will inform any
nominating clubs of the Executive’s
decision.
Honorary Life Membership (HLM) may
be conferred by a resolution of those
entitled to vote for HLMs as in b) below by
postal/electronic vote two months prior
to Conference on any member who has
given outstanding service to BPW NZ as
defined in c) below.

b)

Voting for Honorary Life Membership
requires:

1.

Those entitled to vote for an
Honorary Life Member shall be:
One vote per club. One vote
amongst the Individual Members

2.	

A quorum for a postal/electronic
vote shall be 90 percent (90%) of
the clubs and Individual Members
to vote;

3.	

A majority of 90 percent (90%)
of the votes shall be required to
ratify conferring Honorary Life
Membership.

Outstanding service requires that the
proposed Honorary Life Member:
1.

Has served at BPW NZ level as
an Executive Member of BPW NZ
and continues to serve BPW NZ in
other capacities; and

2.	

Has served BPW NZ through
representation at International
level preferably in an elected
position as a Chair or as Sub
Regional Co-ordinator.

d)

The nominee will be informed of the
ratification result prior to Conference.

e)

Honorary Life Membership shall be
conferred at Conference at the Awards
Dinner.

1.4.

Any Honorary Life Member shall be entitled
to all the privileges of membership without
payment of annual dues or any special
payment.

1.5.

There shall be no more than four (4)
Honorary Life Members of BPW NZ at any
one time.
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SECTION EIGHT
PROCEDURES

1. MEMBERSHIP

1.6.

1.7.

Individual Member
THAT any woman because she is located in an
area where there is no Business and Professional
Women’s Club, shall be eligible to become an
Individual Member of BPW NZ.
•

Any woman may become an
Individual
Members
without
prejudice of there being a club
within their region.

•

She may make an application in
writing for individual membership.
Such application may be accepted
by the Executive on payment of a
membership fee.

•

•

a)

b)

The fee shall be set by the
Executive Committee and shall
include the BPW NZ and the
IFBPW per capita levies, together
with such sums as are required to
cover the cost of information and
materials.

1.8.

Nominations for the election of
the Executive shall be submitted
by Individual Members to the
Executive Secretary SIX (6)
weeks before Conference on the
prescribed form and signed by
the Vice President Membership
in accordance with the Manual.
Such application may be accepted
by the Executive on payment of
membership dues.

The dues shall be the same as for
club members plus a small amount to
cover any extra cost as determined by
Conference.
Individual Members of BPW NZ may
attend Conference, and shall have voting
rights at Conference, in accordance with
the Conference voting schedule, and
shall be eligible for election.
•

Cessation
of
Clubs:
Club
Members automatically become
Individual Members until the end
of the current BPW NZ Financial
year.

Corporate Entities
a)

Corporate Entities may be proposed
by the Executive or any Club and all
applications must be approved by the BW
NZ Executive

b)

Corporate Entities pay an annual fee
to BPW NZ, to cover the full Club (if
applicable) and BPW NZ membership
dues for three employees at an amount to
be set by. Conference

c)

The employees either become a member
of their local BPW Club with their
subscription reimbursed to the Club by
the BPW NZ or an Individual Member in
accordance with BPW NZ Policy.

d)

Additional employees may join on
payment of standard membership dues.

e)

A Corporate Entity does not have a vote.

Associate Status
a)

Associate status may be granted in
accordance with BPW NZ Policy to any
woman who has achieved recognisable
success and good standing in her
business, profession or working life, who
supports the Aims of BPW, and who
provides financial sponsorship in accord
with the annual Associate fee set by
Conference.

b)

Associate status shall be by invitation of
the President on the Recommendation of
the Executive.

c)

Groups whose interests are allied to the
Federation.

d)

An Associate is not a member but has the
right to receive BPW NZ Circulars, and
BPW International newsletters, visit any
BPW Club (with prior notice), and attend
Conference as an Observer.

e)

An Associate does not have a vote.

1.10 Student Members
Students may join BPW NZ, either at Club level or as
Individual Members.
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b)

c)

Students under the age of 18 years shall
pay half (1/2) of BPW NZ dues plus the
appropriate Club dues. They pay no BPW
International dues.
Student over the age of 18 years shall
pay half (1/2) of BPW NZ dues plus
the appropriate Club dues and BPW
International dues.
Students are members who are studying
a minimum of 50% at a University,
Technical Institute or other accredited
education Institution. The reduced fee is
available for a maximum of 4 years.

Determine dates and venues for future
Conferences

j)

Deal with any other matters arising.

5. RESOLUTIONS AND AMENDMENTS
5.1.

Resolutions and amendments may be submitted
by Clubs, Members of the Executive, Past
Presidents and Individual Members provided that
the Individual Member has the written support of
50% of the other Individual Members.

5.2.	

Resolutions and amendments must reach BPW
NZ Immediate Past President, with a copy to
Executive Secretary, not later than the first (1st)
of December in the year preceding Conference.

5.3.	

They must be in writing, dated, and signed by the
proposer. In the case of a Club the President or
Secretary of that Club shall sign.

2. BPW NZ PATRON
A prominent New Zealand woman may be invited to
become the Patron of BPW NZ, the invitation to be made
on the vote of Conference and to be reviewed annually.

i)

•

3. EXECUTIVE OF BPW NZ
Duties of Executive shall be such as are generally
prescribed by parliamentary usage and good business
practice.
It is expected that Executive members with
responsibilities, form taskforces to work together to
achieve the expected outcomes. All members of such
taskforces to be approved by BPW NZ Executive.
The philosophical reasoning is to mentor and support
members’ skills and passion for the organisation and to
build up a team to succeed Executive.

An explanatory note must be appended
together with the reference to the relevant
CEDAW article if any, and an Action Plan
for implementation of the policy, if the
motion is adopted.

5.3.1 Clubs responsible for presentation of a resolution
on legislation to Conference be prepared to
accept responsibility for any follow up under the
direction of the Vice President Issues if requested
to do so by the Executive.	
5.4.	 Resolutions recommending changes in dues
must be accompanied by a memorandum stating
in figures the effect the motion would have on:

4. CONFERENCE

a) BPW NZ income

The function of Conference shall be to:

b) BPW NZ budget.

a)

Determine and administer BW NZ policy

b)

Receive and consider the reports and the
reviewed financial statement

c)

Set the annual dues and special levies
and adopt the budget

d)

Elect the Executive

e)

Confirm the minutes of the previous year’s
Conference

f)

Decide on any resolution consistent with
the aims of BPW NZ

g)

Ratify the acceptance and abrogation of
any membership

h)

Appoint a Reviewer

5.5.

Resolutions shall be passed by a simple majority
.

5.6.
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Amendments designed to alter the
Constitution and Finance Policy, must be
passed by a two thirds (2/3rds) majority.

Resolutions to alter the BPW NZ Manual can
be passed at Conference or by a vote between
Conferences
a)

A Quorum for a postal/email vote shall
be 75% of those eligible to vote, provided
that at least one half of the Clubs are
represented.

b)

A two thirds (2/3rds) majority of the
Quorum is required to support the
Resolution

SECTION EIGHT
PROCEDURES

a)

5.7.

Resolutions to involve the BPW NZ in expenditure,
outside of the budget or Finance Policy, must be
accompanied by a full business plan, budget and
supporting documents
a)

Resolutions received after the 1st
December will be voted on by postal /
e-mail ballot and must be received at
least 6 months before the postal/email
ballot.

b)

Resolutions received after 1st December
but prior to Conference should be
discussed at Conference prior to the
postal/email ballot.
The discussion shall be summarised and
circulated to BPW NZ members entitled
to vote.

c)

5.8.

5.9.

The Executive shall respond in writing
to all queries about a Resolution and
circulate all queries and responses to
BPW NZ

The Immediate Past President shall consider,
edit, and co-ordinate, ensuring that the:

5.12. No further Resolutions or Amendments designed
to alter the dues or budget will be accepted
before or during Conference.
5.13. Any further proposed amendments to
Resolutions and Amendments not designed to
alter the dues or budget shall be handed to the
Immediate Past President on the prescribed form
(available at Conference) before being formally
moved and seconded.
Where practical these amendments shall be
circulated to Conference attendees before the
sessions considering the Resolutions.
5.14. Late Resolutions must be lodged with the
Immediate Past President not later than 0830
hours on the first day of Conference and after
consideration by the Immediate Past President
(and Resolution Committee) the decision,
on acceptance or not, is to be announced
immediately after lunch on the first day of
Conference

6. ELECTIONS
6.1.

a)

Proposers have made sufficient research
to avoid errors of fact or timing

The Executive shall be elected at Conference,
but may not hold the same office for more than
three (3) consecutive terms

b)

Resolutions do not overlap in subject
matter

They may not be elected to the same office until
one full term has elapsed.

c)

Resolutions conform to the aims of BPW
NZ.

d)

6.2.

Resolutions defeated at Conference may
not be re-submitted for 2 years unless
there is significant additional information

A term of office is the period between the end
of one Conference and the end of the following
Conference.

6.3.	

These Resolutions and Amendments shall then
be circulated to BPW NZ to reach them not later
than ten (10) weeks before Conference.

The ballot for President shall take place and the
result shall be announced before the ballot for
First Vice President takes place.

6.4.	

The name(s) of unsuccessful candidate(s) may
be incorporated in the list of nominations for First
Vice President, providing such candidate(s) shall
not be precluded.

6.5.	

The ballot for First Vice President shall take place
and the result shall be announced before the
ballot for Second Vice President and Executive
members takes place.

5.10. Any proposed amendments to these Resolutions
and Amendments shall be sent in writing to reach
the Immediate Past President not later than six
(6) weeks before Conference,
She shall, if necessary, consider, edit, and coordinate.
5.11.

Amendments shall be circulated to reach
BPW NZ not later than four (4) weeks before
Conference.

6.6.	 The name(s) of the unsuccessful candidate(s)
may be incorporated in the list of nominations
for Second Vice President, providing such
candidate(s) shall not be precluded.
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7. NOMINATIONS
In the event that no nominations in writing are
received prior to Conference, for one or more of the
elected positions, then written nominations may be
accepted on the first day of Conference by a twothirds (2/3rds) majority of the votes cast, PROVIDED
THAT the nomination form is signed by:

8. EXECUTIVE
8.1.

The Executive shall operate in good faith, where
possible by consensus and using Standing
Orders to:
a)

Implement Conference decisions and
recommendations from Task Forces and
encourage Clubs to do likewise

b)

Appoint an Honorary Solicitor at the
first meeting of the Executive after
Conference.

c)

Appoint Committee Members and Task
Forces when required.

d)

Receive recommendations from Task
Forces.

e)

Plan and promote the formation of new
Clubs.

f)

Administer the funds of BPW NZ

g)

Appoint a representative or representatives,
as the need arises, to attend meetings of
other organisations.

h)

Appoint a President’s Associate without
voting powers if necessary.

i)

Rent or purchase equipment

j)

Consider applications for membership of
BPW NZ

k)

Accept a Club for affiliation but only
if it adopts the BPW NZ basic Club
Constitution and the Executive are satisfied
as to the permanence of the Club.

l)

Determine registration fees payable by
members attending Conference and
other BPW NZ meetings.

Ensure that the manual is revised and
updated as necessary and approved by
Conference.

The Executive may invite any person having
specialised knowledge to attend any meeting in
an advisory capacity but without voting power.

8.3.	

The Executive may co-opt persons from member
Clubs to fill vacancies occurring for any reason
between Conferences provided that not more
than two (2) vacancies are so filled during one (1)
year. Vacancies in excess of two (2) shall be filled
by a postal/e-mail ballot or electronic vote.

b) the proposer and seconder
A candidate for office shall not accept nomination
for more than one office except as otherwise
provided in the ballot for President and Vice
President

n)

8.2.

a) the nominee

7.2.

Ensure that BPW NZ policy is updated
after Conference and recommend any
deletions considered necessary.

8.4.	 Any Executive member absenting herself
from three (3) consecutive meetings without
satisfactory reason shall be deemed to have
vacated her position and such vacancy shall be
filled as already provided. The Executive shall
decide whether any reason given for absence
from a meeting shall be deemed as satisfactory.

9. FUNDS OF BPW NZ
9.1.

The Assets of BPW NZ shall be administered
by the Executive (consistent with these Rules)
provided that no Capital assets or special
funds shall be dealt with otherwise than by a
Conference Resolution.

9.2.	

The funds not required by the Executive, shall
be invested with such bank or banks as the
Executive shall determine.

9.3.	 All BPW NZ’s cheques and any financial
transactions on the bank accounts shall be
signed/authorised in writing by the Treasurer and
one (1) other of the President or in her absence,
the presiding Vice President.

10.

CORRESPONDENCE

10.1.

No communication with any media in the name
of BPW NZ or BPW International shall be made
by any member except with the authority of the
President.

10.2.	

The Executive members shall send copies of all
their official correspondence (including e-mail)
to the Executive Secretary and President’s
Associate.
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(b)

The full Conference costs of the President,
Executive Secretary and Treasurer to be
paid by BPW NZ.

SECTION EIGHT
PROCEDURES

7.1.

m)

Section Nine:
Finance Policy
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Finance Policy
Amended/Approved September 2018

1.0 POLICY

3.2

The Finance Policy of BPW NZ shall be as determined
at Conference.

The following expenses shall, at the discretion of
Conference, be met out of the appropriate BPW NZ
funds, providing such funds are available.

Expenditure

2.0 ADMINISTRATION

3.2.1 International Federation

2.1

It shall be the function of Conference to set and
adopt the BPW NZ budget, affiliation fee, per
capita levy, and such other matters as provided
for herein.

Annual dues as determined by Congress. After
payment of any current and contracted debts,
these dues have first call upon the funds of BPW
NZ.

2.2

It shall be the function of the Executive to handle
other matters as provided for herein associated
with the administration of the BPW NZ Finance
Policy.

3.2.2 Overseas Travel Fund

2.3

The per capita levy payable by Clubs shall be the
equivalent in New Zealand currency of the dues
payable to the International Federation plus an
amount to be determined by Conference.

(a)

Registration
fees
of
accredited
representatives to the International
Federation Congresses and Board
Meetings and Regional Meetings.

(b)

The leader of the New Zealand delegation
shall be reimbursed for:
(i) The cheapest available return airfare
from New Zealand (which has no limit
regarding length of stay) to the venue of:

2.3.1 The Treasurer BPW NZ in consultation
with the Executive may increase the BPW
International portion of the dues by the
NZD equivalent of any Euro increase

•

• Regional Meetings in the Asia and
Pacific region

3.0 FUNDS
3.1

International Federation Meetings

Income

(ii) Such other costs as determined by
Conference.

The income of BPW NZ shall be from:
(a)

Per capita levies and affiliation fees

(b)

Interest from Capital Funds

(c)

Special levies that may be imposed by
Conference from time to time
Conference registration fees

(e)

Any excess income over expenditure from
Conference which may be transferred to
any BPW NZ Fund, at the discretion of the
Executive

(f)

Friends of BPW New Zealand

Reimbursement of costs to the second
delegate (who shall be deputy leader
and second Board member) shall be as
determined by Conference.

(d)

The Young BPW shall be reimbursed for
her registration fee to the International
Federation Congress and be nominated
at least as an alternative delegate. Such
other costs as determined by Conference.

SECTION NINE
FINANCE POLICY

(d)

(c)
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(e)

BPW International Leadership Summit
and the UN Commission on the Status of
Women

(c)

Reimbursement of costs to the second
delegate (who shall be deputy leader)
shall be as determined by Conference.

(i) Registration fees of an accredited
Executive as approved by Conference
to the BPW International Leadership
Summit.

(d)

Such costs shall be met from the general
funds of BPW NZ, but not exceeding
such sums as shall be determined by
Conference.

(ii) Registration fees of an BPW NZ
accredited representative and Young
BPW representative as approved by
Conference to the UN Commission on the
Status of Women.

3.2.4 New Zealand Travel Fund
(a)

The travelling expenses or part thereof
to attend Conference for one (1) delegate
from any Club which makes application to
the Executive on grounds of distance and/
or hardship - the amount to be decided
by the Executive acting on advice from
Treasurer.

(b)

The travelling expenses or part thereof
to attend Conference for Executive. The
amount to be decided by the Executive,
acting on advice from the Treasurer.

(iii) Funded for the cheapest available
airfares and such other costs as shall be
determined by Conference.
(f)

BPW Australia Federal Conference
• Registration fees for the President of
BPW NZ (or a deputy appointed by the
Executive) and one delegate (appointed by
the Executive) to the Federal Conference
of BPW Australia.

3.2.5 Conference Fund
(a)

A Registration Fee as determined by the
Executive prior to Conference shall be
paid by all members attending except
for BW NZ Executive, Honorary Solicitor,
and the waived fee for Executive and the
Honorary Solicitor to be met out of BPW
NZ funds.

(b)

The full Conference costs of the President,
Executive Secretary and Treasurer to be
paid by BPW NZ.

(c)

The cost of Conference papers to Clubs,
and Executive to be met by BPW NZ.

(d)

BPW NZ to implement a reduced
registration fee for all Young BPW
members to attend BPW Conferences
and Regional Meetings.

(e)

The Club organising the Conference
receive one third of any profit made.

(f)

The Club organising the Conference may
not use the Registration Fee to achieve a
profit.

• The cheapest available return airfare
from NZ (which has no limit regarding
the length of stay) for the President of
BPW NZ (or a deputy appointed by the
Executive) to the venue of the Federal
Conference of BPW Australia.
3.2.3 United Nations World Conferences
on Women
(a)

(b)

Registration
fees
of
accredited
representatives to the United Nations
Decade of Women World Conferences
and Associated Regional Conferences.
The leader of the New Zealand delegation
shall be reimbursed for the cheapest
available return airfare from New Zealand
(which has no limit regarding length of
stay) to the venue of:
(i) The
United
Nations
World
Conferences on Women held once every
ten years
(ii) Associated Regional Meetings in the
Asia and Pacific region.
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(b)

That the New Zealand Federation of Business
and Professional Women (BPW NZ) Inc. send
Conference papers via electronic means, i.e.
PDF, to all Executive Members / Clubs / Past
Presidents / Life Members and registered
attendees 4 weeks prior to conference with
printed copies being available at conference only
to those who have requested them at registration
3.2.6 Project Fund

3.2.7 General Funds
(a)

Travelling and related expenses of the
President or her appointed deputy when
visiting affiliated Clubs and on other BPW
NZ business in New Zealand shall be
reimbursed on an accounts presented
basis. The total annual amount of such
reimbursement shall be determined by
Conference.
(c)

Appropriate contributions to national and
international projects adopted by Conference
shall be part of BPW NZ’s annual per capita
levies.

BPW Promotion Fund
(i) Expenses of preparing special
Club promotion programmes or of
developing Clubs through programmes,
as authorised by the Executive.
(ii) Travelling
and
accommodation
expenses of special speakers, or BPW
NZ Executive - excluding the President
- who are invited by affiliated Clubs, as
authorised by the Executive.
(iii) Preliminary
expenses,
e.g.,
advertising, stationery, postage, rent,
travelling expenses, incurred in promoting
and forming new Clubs, as authorised by
the Executive.
(iv) Making loans or donations to new
Clubs after formation, for initial running
expenses, as authorised by the Executive
.
(v) Travelling
and
accommodation
expenses of the Vice President
responsible for membership or her
nominee on BPW NZ business, as
authorised by the Executive.
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President’s Travel

Other Travel
(i) Travelling expenses of an official
representative to attend meetings, at
national level, of organisations that BPW
NZ is a member shall be reimbursed as
authorised by the Executive
(ii) Travelling expenses of other persons
on BPW NZ business, as authorised by
the Executive, shall be reimbursed as
authorised by the Executive.
(iii) Such travelling and accommodation
expenses within New Zealand of the
International President, or any other
invited guest, if not already covered by the
International Federation.
(iv) The travelling expenses of Federation
Executive to assist them to attend
meetings of the Executive as long as
such expenses do not, in any one (1)
year, exceed the amount stipulated by
Conference for that year. The location of
Executive meetings is to be determined by
the Executive at its discretion on the basis
of maximum utilisation of the Executive
Travel Fund by ensuring minimum travel
expenses for each individual member are
incurred.
(v) Airfare and other travel bookings
are to be made a minimum of 21 days
prior to travel to benefit from lower
costs associated with early booking.
Any bookings made after 21 days will
be fully reimbursed only in extraordinary
circumstances and at the discretion of
a majority of the Executive. Otherwise,
the costs of the cheapest available fare
at 21 days prior to the meeting will be
reimbursed.
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3.2.5.1 Conference Papers

(d)

(xi) Maintenance of BPW NZ equipment,
and the rental or purchase of replacement
equipment as deemed necessary as
approved by the Executive.

Administration
(i) The payment of services and
reimbursement of disbursements of a
typing or secretarial agency or individual
as authorised by the Executive.

(xii) Audit fee as approved by the
Executive.

(ii) Reimbursement
of
reasonable
expenses,
including
out-of-pocket
expenses incurred by any secretarial
employee or Administration Assistant
to BPW NZ when attending Conference
or Executive meetings or on BPW NZ
business. All claims to be substantiated
by receipts or vouchers.
(iii) Reimbursement
of
telephone,
telegrams, tolls, postage, fax, stationery,
travelling and other expenses incurred by
Executive carrying out BPW NZ business
and as authorised by the Executive shall
be paid. All claims to be substantiated by
receipts or vouchers.

(xiii) Rent for a venue for Executive
meetings, if required, as approved by the
Executive.
(xiv) All other administration expenses
of BPW NZ subject to approval by the
Executive
3.2.8 Conference
The following expenses shall be paid from Conference
registration fees:

(iv) An amount as authorised by the
Executive for printing, publishing, and
distribution of BPW NZ publications.
(v) The expense of a gift to the current
International President and the President
of the Hostess Federation at Congress.
The amount to be authorised by the
Executive.
(vi) Affiliation fees to international
organisations that have been approved by
the International Federation and accepted
by Conference.
(vii) Subscription
fees
to
national
organisations
as
determined
by
Conference.
(viii) Registration fees of BPW NZ delegate
attending meetings of organisations of
which BPW NZ is a member at national
level.

(a)

General expenses including printing of
documents and minutes, hire of venue,
as authorised by the Executive.

(b)

Special expenses as authorised by the
Executive

(c)

Fees, gifts, accommodation, and travelling
expenses for speakers as authorised by
the Executive

4.0 BPW NZ FINANCIAL RESERVES
4.1

Unless two thirds of those entitled to vote at
Conference approve a variation, the financial
reserves of BPW NZ shall be maintained at a sum
no less than the average operating expenses of
the previous three years.

5.0 ALTERATIONS TO FINANCE POLICY
5.1

Motions and amendments to the Finance Policy
shall be submitted to Conference in accordance
with Article 11 of the Constitution.

5.2

A two thirds (2/3rds) majority of votes cast at
Conference is required to change the Finance
Policy.

(ix) Donations to approved organisations
as authorised by the Executive.
(x) Photocopying, stationery, postage,
and general office expenses as approved
by the Executive
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Whaia te iti kahurangi
Ki te tuoha koe me he
Maunga teitei
Aim for the highest cloud so that If you miss it,
you will hit a lofty mountain

Hapaitia te ara tika pumau ai te
rangatiratanga mo nga uri
whakatipu
Foster the pathway of knowledge to strength,
independence and growth for future generations

Ehara taku toa I te toa
takitahi engari he toa
takimano
My strength is not that of an individual but
that of the collective

THE NEW ZEALAND FEDERATION OF
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL WOMEN

